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Abstract

Experiments and Models for Human Decision-Making: Social Dilemmas,

Pedestrian Movement and Financial Markets

by Mario Gutiérrez-Roig

The revolution of ICT technologies in Digital Era combined with progress of Complexity

Sciences have lead to the emergence of Computational Social Science, whose purpose

is to analyze society in a quantitative way. Physics, can provide some tools in such

endeavor. Here, a new experimental framework called Pop-Up Experiments, based in

Citizen Science philosophy and scientific rigor of Behavioral Experiments, is proposed.

Experiments and mathematical models, in agreement with them, are used to validate

and explain stylized facts of social phenomena concerning three different areas regarding

human decision-making: Social Dilemmas, Pedestrian Movement and Financial Markets.

In first place, two experiments are carried out on a variety of Social Dilemmas. Results

demonstrate that children present a more volatile and random behavior than adults and

the fact that individuals can be assigned to a small number of behavioral phenotypes.

Secondly, pedestrian movement of visitors in a out-door fair have also been empirically

studied. A model based in Langevin Dynamics that includes orientation persistence and

potential landscape is able to reproduce observed movement patterns. Moreover, such

tested model is theoretically adapted for describing other related issues like searching

patterns. Finally, an experiment on human behavior with financial data, where partici-

pants try to anticipate real price series, reveals that under high uncertain environment

humans develop intuitive strategies that ease them to make decisions. One of such found

strategies consist in imitating what the price did before. The existence of such strategy

in real financial Big Data recordings is tested and afterwards confirmed by using Mutual

Information and Transfer of Entropy techniques. Those mathematical methods also con-

stitute a powerful tool to analyze the behavior of a population of investors in terms of

synchronization and anticipation. In summary, all these experiences demonstrate that

stochastic models and mathematical tools belonging to Physics combined with Pop-Up

Experiments constitute a very powerful tool at the service of Computational Social Sci-

ence for the study of human decision-making. The impact of such fact-based approach

models is can be important in promoting cooperative environments in educational pro-

cess, redesigning spaces to allow a better mobility in areas like fairs or understanding

how people manage their investments to establish better financial market policies.



Resumen
Experimentos y Modelos sobre Comportamiento Humano: Dilemas

Sociales, Movimiento de Personas y Mercados Financieros

por Mario Gutiérrez-Roig

Las tecnoloǵıas de la revolucionarias de la Era Digital combinadas con el progreso de

las Ciencias de la Complejidad han llevado a la creación de la Ciencia Social Com-

putacional, cuyo propósito consiste en analizar la sociedad de forma cuantitativa. La

F́ısica puede aportar ciertas herramientas para dicho empeño. En esta tesis se pro-

pone un nuevo marco experimental llamado “Pop-Up Experiments” basado tanto en la

filosof́ıa de la Ciencia Ciudadana como en los experimentos de comportamiento humano.

Estos experimentos son utilizados para valorar modelos que tratan de explicar regulari-

dades y patrones en fenómenos sociales de tres areas distintas: Los dilemas sociales, el

movimiento de las personas y el comportamiento en mercados financieros. En el primer

caso, se llevan a cabo experimentos sobre una variedad de dilemas sociales demostrando

que un pequeño grupo de fenotipos es suficiente para clasificar el comportamiento de

los humano. Además, en el caso del Dilema del Prisionero con varias rondas, los re-

sultados muestran que los niños presentan un comportamiento más aleatorio y volátil.

En la segunda área se analiza experimentalmente el movimiento de los visitantes de un

recinto ferial. Un modelo basado en la Dinámica de Langevin que incluye persistencia

en la orientación y un campo de potencial permite reproducir los patrones observados.

La versatilidad del modelo también permite su adaptación para describir patrones de

búsqueda. Finalmente, un experimento sobre comportamiento humano en mercados fi-

nancieros, donde los participantes tratan de predecir series reales de precios, revela que

los humanos desarrollan estrategias intuitivas que les ayudan a tomar decisiones. Una

de dichas estrategias, que consiste en imitar el mercado, es posteriormente confirmada

utilizando análisis de Información Mutua y Transferencia de Entroṕıa en registros de

un fondo de inversión. En conclusión, estas experiencias demuestran que los modelos

estocásticos y herramientas de la F́ısica, combinadas con los experimentos “Pop-Up” con-

stituye una poderosa herramienta al servicio de las Ciencias Sociales Computacionales

para el estudio del proceso de toma de decisión humano. El impacto de estos modelos

basados en hechos comprende desde la promoción de entornos cooperativos en el proceso

educativo, hasta el rediseño de espacios para una mejor movilidad, pasando por un mejor

entendimiento de cómo las personas manejan sus inversiones para una mejor regulación

en mercados financieros.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivation

PSYCHOHISTORY – Gaal Dornick, using non-mathematical concepts,

has defined psychohistory to be that branch of mathematics which deals

with the reactions of human conglomerates to fixed social and economic

stimuli [...] Implicit in all these definitions is the assumption that the human

conglomerate being dealt with is sufficiently large for statistical treatment

[...] A further necessary assumption is that the human conglomerate be itself

unaware of psychohistoric analysis in order that its reactions be truly random

[...]

ENCICLOPEDIA GALACTICA

ISAAC ASIMOV, Foundation (1951)

In the dawn of the third millennium this quote from the Foundation might not seem

too much far away in many aspects of our (digital) life. In just sixty four years science

has astonishingly progressed to the unimaginable levels. The conception of the Universe

even the fundamental ingredients that constitute matter are nowadays very different

from that time. Certainly, the triumph of the Physics has lead us to know the story

of the Universe since 10−11 seconds after the Big Bang, or to know how the stars are

born, evolve and finally die. Moreover, current sophisticate experimental infrastructure

such as the CERN Hadron Collider provides exceptional ways of looking at the deepest

essence of matter. Chemistry in turn consist on the knowledge of how these elements of

matter form compounds that can react with others or change its structure to form very

complex molecules that are the ingredients of cells. Biology thus addresses how the cells

form life beings and how they birth, grow, reproduce and die.

It is true that still there are lots of enigmas and challenges, but it is undeniable that the

understanding of the laws and the mechanisms of such fields so far are incomparable with

1
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the understanding of our society. Surprisingly, we are not even sure if it is possible to

proceed in the same way and postulate similar laws and formalize analogous mechanisms

for better interpreting human behavior. Humanity have the ability to send artificial

satellites to the interstellar space, to manipulate manipulate and modify animal genes, or

instantly communicate with someone in the other side of the globe. Although Psychology

has also progressed considerably in understanding behavioral and neurological features,

the brain is so complex that nowadays is far from being predictable in the same way

as in the sciences mentioned above. Economy and Sociology are in a similar situation,

there have been extreme advances, as described from an historical perspective in the

following section, but society is so complex that prediction as we understand it in Physics,

Chemistry or even Biology is not currently feasible.

1.1 The Evolution of Social Physics over the History

Nonetheless, along the history of the study of human behavior in society there have

been several important attempts to reach the same standards than in natural sciences.

The famous science editor Phillip Ball points to Hobbes as the pioneer of that idea [1].

In their most important contribution, The Leviathan (published in 1651), he introduces

the concept of social contract. The most revolutionary aspect in The Leviathan is

the mechanistic approach used to justify the social contract. As Galileo did when he

established the principle of inertia, “A body moving on a level surface will continue

in the same direction at a constant speed unless disturbed”, Hobbes searched for the

natural state of man, and then derived its consequences. Thus, influenced by the brutal

time of the English Civil War where he had to live, Hobbes postulated that the most

relevant characteristic of man behavior was power. Men without power are not free, and

they are constantly seeking for their freedom in order to satisfy their needs, consequently

this behavior usually lead to enter in conflict with the neighbors. This anarchic scenario

of a war all against all is the picture drawn by Hobbes as the natural state. In order to

avoid the extremely bad consequences of living in such natural state, man cedes, in a

second stage, its own sovereignty to a superior authority, the Leviathan, which provides

to mankind with a civilization in peace and satisfied needs. Although there is a lack

of a rigorous empiric support to these ideas, it shares the same rationale, for example,

Newton’s Laws of motion or Geometry where from few postulates the rest is derived.

In the subsequent decades of the Enlightenment and the development of rational think-

ing, social data starts to be gathered in a systematic way as well as theoretical frame-

work of statistics and probability is constructed. William Petty (1623-1687), disciple of

Hobbes and serving to the Commonwealth of Oliver Cromwell, promotes quantitative
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approaches as a necessary tool for any government. An example of this is their esti-

mation of the census of Ireland based on indirect measures. One of his friends, John

Graunt (1620-1674), wrote in 1663 the book Natural and Political Observations upon

the Bills of Mortality. Publication that is considered one of the first bricks of the Statis-

tics discipline [2]. Only nine years before, and inside the context of gambling, Blaise

Pascal (1623-1662) and Pierre Fermat (1601-1665) created by correspondence the The-

ory of Probability. Notable is the famous argument of Pascal’s Wager (or Infini-rien),

which claims that rational behavior for humans should be to believe in God and have

faith, because even though the probability that God exist is extremely small, the reward

associated to it are infinite gains (eternity in heaven) [3]. In 1713 Jacob Bernoulli (1655-

1705) probes the Law of Large Numbers [4]. Abraham de Moivre (1667-1754), who had

also studied mortality statistics, is the first one to write about the normal distribution

when studying the coefficient of binomial expansion in 1733. The authorship of normal

distribution is still in debate [5] although Gauss (1777-1855) was who expressed in 1809

the complete form and gave all of its whole interpretation. However, in 1770 the french

popular astronomer Pierre-Simon Laplace (1749-1827) was the first who linked statistics

with probability. He realized in the decade of 1770 that errors in measurement were un-

avoidable and, although small, were random deviations from the real value. So he used

the Moivre approach to describe such random deviations. It is in 1812, after the Gauss’

work, when Laplace probes the Central Limit Theorem. It should be mentioned that the

person who introduced the normal distribution in social sciences was the physicist and

mathematician Joseph Fourier (1768-1830) as director of the Statistical Bureau of the

Seine under Bonaparte’s regime. Another prominent work of this period is the Essay

on the Principle of Population written in 1798 by Thomas Robert Malthus (1766-1834),

where he predicts the so-called Malthusian Catastrophe caused by the unbalanced grow

rates of population and food production.

Impressed by the development of all this framework, but specially for the Laplace ideas,

the astronomer Adolphe Quetelet (1796-1874) was the first to introduce the Social

Physics concept that concieves human society is regulated by laws as stars and planets

are governed by gravity law [6]:

This great body (the social body) subsists by virtue of conservative

principles, as does everything which has proceeded from the hands of the

Almighty... When we think we have reached the highest point of the scale

we find laws as fixed as those which govern the heavenly bodies: we turn

to the phenomena of physics, where the free will of man is entirely effaced,

so that the work of the Creator may predominate without hindrance. The

collection of these laws, which exist independently of time and of the caprices
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of man, form a separate science, which I have considered myself entitled to

name social physics.

ADOLPHE QUETELET, Recherches sur le poids de l’homme (1834)

His most important contribution was the book Sur l’homme et le développement de ses

facultés ou essai de physique sociale where he explored the idea of the Average Man who

represents the man which characteristics correspond to the average measured variables

that follow a gaussian distribution. He also innovated in the field of criminology by using

statistics to study crime [7]. He analyzed the distributions of age, of sex, of education,

of the instruments even of the climate related to any infraction or homicide, finding reg-

ularities year-by-year. He even used the Law of Large Numbers as the argument behind

such facts: “same causes persisting we ought to expect same effects reproduced” [8].

Of course, this point of view generated a lot of controversy in the philosophic plane

regarding the morality and the punishment of delinquents.

Despite not sharing the same quantitative approach of statisticians Auguste Comte

(1798-1857), the considered founder of sociology, believed also in the natural laws of

society and the Positivism as the method to unveiling them. In fact, in their first

manuscripts he used the term social physics, but after realizing that such term was

introduced by Quetelet he renamed the term as Sociology. As a great influential scientist

of the epoch, this idea that society and history were governed by natural laws echoed in

the works of John Stuart Mill (1806-1873) and the historical materialism of Karl Marx

(1818-1883).

A necessary parenthesis should be made here, because in 1900 the mathematician Louis

Bachelier (1870-1946) was the first scientific who modeled what now we call Brown-

ian Motion in his Théorie de la spéculation [9], but he did in the context of financial

markets. Einstein (1879-1955) in the famous paper of 1905 [10] was who gave the phys-

ical interpretation of the random motion discovered by Robert Brown (1773-1858), thus

confirming the existence of atoms and molecules. Both approaches, the physical ran-

dom motion and the model for financial markets will be treated in the last two parts of

this thesis. Just the next year of Annus Mirabilis, in 1906 the Russian mathematician

Andrey Markov (1856-1922) develop the theory of Markov Chains that we will use in

Chapter 3. The works of Vilfredo Pareto (1848-1923) in 1909, empirically demonstrating

that income distribution follow a power-law distribution are also noticeable.

However, most part of the modern sociology, with Max Weber (1864-1920) as one of

the most influential thinkers, abandoned the vision of natural laws governing the soci-

ety. The methodology of antipositivism fastly spreaded due to the lack of success in

finding such laws. Thus, together with Georg Simmel (1858-1918), Weber developed a
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new method for Social Sciences named Verstehen which consisted in a systematic inter-

pretative process in which an outside observer of a culture attempts to relate to it and

understand others [11]. Then, qualitative analysis replaces quantitative analysis. Such

new methodology implied the hibernation of Quetelet’s and its descendants ideas for

several decades.

The awakening from an deeply empirically perspective came from the Economics and

Finance. After the crash of 1929 in USA there is a need to understand financial markets

and several institutions start collecting data in a systematic way. In 1932 was created

the Cowles Foundation with the aim of linking economic theory with mathematics and

statistics [12]. After many years of gathering data, databases of price daily records

become large enough to determine the first stylized facts of financial markets. The

astrophysicist M. F. M. Osborne in 1959 is the first who refutes the hypothesis that

price fluctuations follow a Gaussian distribution because of the presence of fat tails, and

suggest that a log-normal distribution instead [13]. Benoit Mandelbrot (1924-2010),

the father of the fractals, also contributes to this refutation, but instead he points to

a Pareto-Lévy stable distributions [14]. In the same decade Bachelier’s ideas are revis-

ited by Paul Samuelson [15] and the Efficent Market Hypothesis is proposed by Eugene

Fama [16]. Meanwhile the basis of Quantitative Finance are settled another perspec-

tive concerning decision-making is born. In 1944 the multifaceted John Von Neumann

(1903-1957) writes Theory of Games and Economic Behavior with the fundamentals of

Game Theory [17], discipline where John Forbes Nash (1928-2015) contributed substan-

tially introducing concepts like Nash Equilibrium criterion. Such theory is a tool for

objectively analyzing the rationality of following a certain strategy in a context where

reward depends not only on the individual choice, but also on the choice of others. De-

spite Game Theory grew from the economics perspective, nowadays has also expanded

to other areas like Sociology, Politics, Physchology, or even Biology [18].

A new kind of systems which the interaction between its parts it was fundamental to un-

derstand their behavior attracts the attention of scientists of multiple fields. This is how

Complexity Science, the one that studies the complex systems, was born at late 60’s and

beginning of 70’s. The exponential development of the computers and the new theoreti-

cal tools (for example the Ising Model description [19]), lead to creation of Agent-Based

Models, as a branch of Complexity Sciences, where simple rules and multiple agents

arise non trivial phenomena present in the real world. Some of the most paradigmatic

ones are the segregation model [20] of Thomas Schelling, the Robert Axelrod model

of cultural dissemination [21] and the one created by Craig Raynolds that reproduces

flocks and herds observed in animals like birds [22]. To this framework we also have to

add the Digital Revolution that since 90’s have been expanding the use of technology to

common citizens and transforming the way we interact [23]. The consequences are the
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huge amount and variety of data, namely Big Data, that can be passively and systemat-

ically collected. Financial Markets became electronic in 1992, so every transaction can

be, and actually is, stored in a dataset. Communication is digital and from 2007 smart-

phones are everyday tool of almost all people in developed countries, so phone calls,

messages and internet navigation can be tracked. In 1983 GPS is opened to civilian use

and becomes widespread at the late nineties. We have such devices in our car but also

in our pockets, so in almost every moment we can be geo-localized. Hardware becomes

relatively cheap and programming knowledge spreads among scientists so carrying out

an experiment is much more accessible. The new theoretical approach of Complexity

Sciences in concordance with the quantitative potential of Big Data opens the door to

interrogate again the society using the perspective of natural science. Maybe not ex-

pecting to find any universal law that governs all society, but surely investigating the

fundamental aspects and stylized facts of human behavior (as done in financial markets)

including how collective phenomena emerge from a microscopic behavior.

1.2 Models for Explaining Complex Phenomena in Society

The descendants of Weber’s point of view consider that social science must drop all aspi-

ration of emulating natural sciences in producing cumulative and predictive theory [24].

Nevertheless, the supporters of the quantitative approach have also to surpass the bad

habits of limiting to simple statistical approaches of correlations and linear regressions.

In this way the physicist and political scientist Rein Taagepera points out the differences

between social sciences and natural science with the purpose of bring the social methods

closer to the natural science methods as well [25]. Social scientists as Bruno Latour and

Michel Callon discuss other aspects concerning what is the purpose an which are the

best methods for Social Sciences. Michel Callon suggest research in the wild strictly

dependent of the context where it is being developed [26]. Similarly, Bruno Latour pro-

poses a collective experimentation approach where interests with all agents are shared

and takes best example when talks about the necessary synergies among Enviromental

Science and Environmentalism to provoke a social change [27].

A new discipline inside Complexity Science coined Computational Social Science pre-

tends to fill such space and contribute with more scientific and rigorous analysis [28].

Unfortunately, the upcoming of digital era and Big Data has stimulated too much the

idea of going directly to raw data and try to find biases or patterns in a simplistic way.

Data by itself does not mean knowledge. Finding linear correlations between variables

or how one variable significantly affects to one phenomena, despite being a necessary

step, is not enough to grasp the big picture. The history of Astronomy teach us a very
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inspiring lesson regarding to this. The Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe (1546-1601) is

considered the most important observer of the night sky of all times. He thought that

the progress of the astronomy could not be reached by occasional recordings, he believed

that systematic measurements were fundamental. He widely reported the supernova of

1572, an event that questioned the immutability of the realm of stars and demanded of

systematic catalog of celestial objects. Demand that was fulfilled with the Brahe’s cat-

alog of thousand stars in 1598 [29]. The materials and recordings of Tycho Brahe were

of extreme value. They were solidly underpinned the Three Laws of Planetary Motion

conceived by Johannes Kepler (1571-1630) which at same time provided Isaac Newton

(1642-1726) with the fundamentals to develop its Theory of Universal Gravitation. The

knowledge resides in the latter analysis not in the data. Theories and analytic models

are the true elements capable to predict and understand the mechanisms behind any

phenomenon. The parallelism with Big Data is obvious, we suggest to jump from Big

Data to Big Models able to interpret social phenomena.

First caveat is that a model does never describe the complete picture. Instead, it reduces

the spurious parts keeping the essentials. This conception it is usually reluctant to be

assumed by social scientists. Actually, one of the critics of Taagepera goes for the

large number of variables they take into account and the algebraic structure of these

variables in the equations [25]. It has been observed that in social sciences there is a

tendency to work with a large number of variables that appear in equations adding or

subtracting each other as independent factors. In contrast, in natural science appear

more compact equations where those variables appear in the equations multiplying,

dividing, as an exponent or a logarithm [30]. What is important for a successful models is

their simplicity that makes them comprehensive. This approach allow to go from local to

global, from microscale to macroscale, from fundamental traits of the systems to regular

patterns or laws (or stylized facts). Physicists, as a formers of both theoretical and

experimental discipline, are good in doing so because they are use to make estimations

for discriminating the essential part of the problem neglecting the rest. For example,

put the case of the classical problem in the physics class, the inclined plane where a box

falls from the top of it. In a real case, the box and the plane will be in 3D, the box will

be made of a certain material that can be also of a certain color (or even transparent),

the gravity acceleration will not be the same depending on the place on Earth nor will

be the same on the top than on the bottom of the plane, maybe the temperature of the

box is not in equilibrium with the temperature of the plane. All these considerations

cause a significant effect to the movement of the box, but if we are looking only at the

dynamics and kinematics of the box we neglect them in the paper by saying “consider

a punctual mass” instead of a real box. Even though the results are not exact, the
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model becomes simple and mathematics easy to handle. This is a perfect example that

sometimes “less is more”.

The problem of scientists who tried to discover universal laws of the society during the

Enlightenment was their deterministic conception of the predictability. The same that

is usually shared by those who nowadays are against applying scientific method to study

the society. Even those like Quetelet, dealing with statistics and probability thought that

the average man was a determined ideal and random fluctuations around it where simple

errors and deviations from this perfect form. In the contemporaneous models it is not

assumed an ideal that follows deterministic rules and the deviations from which are the

responsible of the statistic fluctuations, considered errors. Instead, it is usually assumed

this random properties are inherent in the phenomena because of the parts composing

the systems. Moreover, a model does not necessary to assume that its own results are

predictable. Take the example of Darwin’s Theory of Evolution. His “model” explains

perfectly why there is such degree of biodiversity on Earth and roughly describes how the

mechanisms work to create our current biosphere. But in any case it allows to predict

how will be the next specie. Another field where models have inherent randomness is

Quantum Mechanics. There are observables with probabilities associated to it, repeating

certain experiment, even with exactly the same conditions, it may lead to a different

result, but at the end same physical laws are recovered when correctly extrapolating to

macroscopic scale. In a same way, we apparently live in a society with lots of possible

outcomes at individual level: People are constantly making decisions, what to buy,

how much to spend, where to live, whom to help, which is the best route to cross a

crowded area in a concert among many other dilemmas we constantly are facing. But at

the end, from all these messy conglomeration of wishes and choices interesting patterns

emerge: Prices of the same products are barely the same in surrounding shops, neighbors

have common social treats, selfishness is socially punished and spontaneous hallways are

created inside crowds. From a mechanistic approach one could naively assume that if

we could introduce ourselves inside everyone’s mind and know every reason to make

every decision in every moment, we could predict the behavior of all society. This would

be equivalent to know every atom’s exact position and velocity, which by the way is

forbidden by Quantum Mechanics laws, in an ideal gas trying to predict thermodynamic

variables as pressure or temperature. One gets easily discouraged of this intention when

realizes the titanic proportions of such enterprise. However, Statistical Physics tells us

that if we just assume that all microscopic variables are randomly distributed we can

recover the macroscopic thermodynamic variables and its physical relation empirically

demonstrated. Therefore, an alternative for the social models is to assume randomness in

individuals’ motives, as Quantum Mechanics does, and propose bottom-up arguments

to explain emergent properties, as Statistical Physics does. Curiously, this leads to
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the Schrödinger’s cat paradox, the framework may contemplate different macroscopic

outcomes which are affected just by the observation. There is also a sort of analogy

with social systems: Knowing the utmost consequences of aggregating all individuals

actions or decisions can actually change or affect the individual decisions, in what is

called the feedback loop. One of the examples of this in social dilemmas could be the

awareness of the phenomenon called Tragedy of the Commons and the way we act in

order to avoid it [31]. Tragedy of the Commons basically consist on the exhaustion of

common limited resources when a majority of agents in the system act independently

and in a self-interest way. Knowing the consequences if all population act in such self-

interested way could change the way you individually act, for example, local or individual

contributions to face Climate Change. Another example is the emergence of a method for

calculating the price of options in financial markets. Such development implied a lot of

traders starting to use options because they knew how to value them, then the financial

market changed entirely. Actually, Asimov in the initial quote already emphasize this

fact when requires that human conglomerate have to be unaware of psychohistory in

order to behave truly random and then psychohistory work. Thus, Quantum Mechanics

and Statistical Physics are a good source of inspiration for assuming intrinsic randomness

in the system compatible with macroscopic patterns or “laws”. Then, stochastic models

can help us to explore several possible scenarios and try to anticipate the response of

the system. The ultimate objective would be to build a sort of Social Prototypes that

could be used to better adapt policies and regulations. A practical example of this in the

field of finance are the Bank Stress Tests performed by financial institutions after the

2008 financial crisis, which evaluate the resilience of several banks to different imagined

adverse scenarios [32].

1.3 The Need of Field-Experiments with a Theoretical Back-

ground

Since the evolution of electronic markets and digitalization of transactions, finance has

been the test bench for this sort of models. However, it also has revealed the weaknesses

of using it in an inaccurate way. Either the premises and the implications must be tested

empirically. Take the case of option pricing and price models that have grown expo-

nentially since in 1973 Fisher Black and Myron Scholes proposed their model [33]. The

so-called Black-Scholes model is a mathematical construction for price dynamics that

allows to give a “fair” price for options and derivatives based in the probability that

price of a certain asset reach certain value. The calculus is rather complex and needs

to solve the so-called Black-Scholes equation which is a second order partial differential
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equation. All process is mathematically coherent, but it is necessary to make an assump-

tion regarding price fluctuations distribution. When historically applied to the market

it has been assumed that price fluctuations follow a log-normal distribution based on

several economic arguments within the so-called Rational Theory. Unfortunately, data

shows fat tails and strong fluctuations are more likely to occur than normal distribution

predicts. Reality does not seem to be that simple as Black-Scholes assume. Despite

being considered as first order approximation, Black-Scholes model, appart of being a

fenomenological model that needs to assume certain distribution, it does not capture

the many of the stylized facts. In Physics, like in any other Natural Science, when

experiments systematically disprove the theory is the theory what must be changed.

Inspired this fact some scientists, mainly physicist and mathematicians, tried new ap-

proaches creating in the mid-1990 the field that now we call econophysics [34]. Those

scientists, unsatisfied with the responses from traditional economics to this fact started

to use and apply methods from physics in order to produce models with better agree-

ment with experimental data. During its later development they joined to behavioral

economics in questioning the main postulates of neoclassical economics. The rational

homo economicus who maximizes profits and have all information was not able to ex-

plain phenomena like bubbles, volatility smile [35] or herding behavior. Actually, there

are no clear evidences that humans behave like homo economicus what obligates to a

revision of such fundamentals and search for alternative models based on experimental

data. The lesson can be extended to social models that incorporate human behavior in

general. The empirical support of the postulates and norms that models are based on it

is imperative. Social experiments and Big Data offer an indispensable platform to test

either the postulates and emergent patterns of human behavior models.

However, there have emerged some tensions between Big Data and methodological pro-

cedures of science. The reality is that most part of platforms that systematically gather

data are private companies (Twitter, Facebook, Google, Bloomberg, etc.) that are re-

luctant to publicly share their data because of their business model or the fact that it

is their fundamental value. Yet when they do it, only selective portion is available or

the price to buy datasets are out of the possibilities for usual scientific teams. But,

supposing that a scientist can access to this data to be analyzed. As long as such data

is not completely open the transparency and reproducibility of the results might be in

question. A possible solution to this would be the informed and donation of data gener-

ated by citizens themselves in order to resolve and circumvent such tensions. After the

experiment, datasets would be properly anonymized and uploaded in public repositories

so citizens, scientists and whoever could “access, use and share” these Open Data for

their own purposes [36]. Moreover, in the decade of 1980 the term Citizen Science is
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popularized by Cornell Ornitology Lab [37] proposing to better integrate the existing re-

lation between science and citizens inside the research process. With the help of Internet

and the door opened by volunteering computing with project such as SETI@home [38],

social experimentation can go much further than just considering citizens as a sensors

from whom scientist gather data. It is not only possible, but desirable that society take

part on solving leading questions in science. In fact, we find several recent examples

in biology [39], in astronomy [40] and in other fields where this alliance between scien-

tists and citizens has produced successful results. In the present case, who better than

citizens themselves to work with the hand of scientists Indeed, Citizen Science could

provide Computational Social Science with very powerful tools that could improve the

research in many aspects. This approach is clearly aligned with the Responsible Research

Innovation statement within the H2020 EU Research Program [41].

1.4 Focus of the Present Thesis

In summary, the Digital Revolution brings back the historical will to understand the

society as a natural science, using quantitative methods. Computational Social Sciences

promotes the importance of proposing models rather than looking for deterministic laws,

that must be underpinned and in agreement with empirical data. The research process

and data collection must meet strict ethical and transparent criteria. Indeed, this should

be done as much as possible, participated by citizens who at the end are the beneficiary

of the research.

Therefore, the purpose of the present thesis is to provide an experimental framework

and use it in to empirically determine features and patterns of human behavior in three

different areas, Social Dilemmas, Human Mobility and Financial Markets, which will be

used to develop simple models to describe such situations. The thesis is structured as

follows. The content in Chapter 2 defines and discusses Pop-Up Experiments for Compu-

tational Social Sciences and with the spirit of Citizen Science. The subsequent chapters

are divided in three parts: Social Dilemmas, Pedestrian Movement and Financial Mar-

kets. Thus, in the Social Dilemmas part, we first study the age dependence when people

play in a 4-neighbors repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma game (Chapter 3) through two ex-

periments. Then, in the Chapter 4 we extend the study to other type of social dilemmas

in order to identify behavioral phenotypes. The next part is dedicated to the human

movement and it is also compounded by two chapters. In Chapter 5 we propose a model

that describes the resulting patterns of the experiment we carried out in a outdoor fair

where participants were tracked by GPS during their visit. Chapter 6 describes the sub-

sequent experiment where participants where tracked by GPS, however in this case they
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had to find several mannequins hidden in a park. Our idea was to explore if the model in

the previous chapter could be used as well for describing searching movement patterns.

The part of ’Decision making in financial markets’ illustrate an interesting approach.

In Chapter 7 we study the behavior of non-experts when trying to predict market price

series in a controlled experiment. The results indicate that imitating what the market

did in the previous steps is a common intuitive strategy that participants significantly

follow. Then, in the Chapter 8 we look for the same strategies of non-experts in traders,

but in real market. The complexity of such real data require to use Transfer of Entropy

technique to demonstrate the strategy can be found in reality. The same technique is

later used to demonstrate that synchronization and influence between investors are a

consequence of how they react to price changes. Finally, a concluding chapter is written

to summarize the results of all the work presented in this thesis.



Chapter 2

Pop-Up Experiments Framework

The relationship between science and society has always been an important aspect to

consider when one tries to understand how science advances and how research is per-

formed [42, 43]. The general public has however been mostly left out of its methodology

and creation processes [26, 27]. Citizens are generally considered as passive subjects to

whom only finished results can be presented in the form of simplified statements, yet

paradoxically, we implicitly ask them to support and encourage research. The acknowl-

edgement of this Ivory Tower problem has recently opened new and exciting oppor-

tunities to open minded scientists. The advent of digital communication technologies,

mobile devices and the Web 2.0 is fostering a new kind of relation between professional

scientists and dedicated volunteers or participants.

Under the name of Citizen Science (CS), many innovative practices in which “volunteers

partner with scientist to answer and pose real-world questions” (as stated in the Cornell

Ornithology Lab web-page, one of the precursors of CS practices in 1980s) are quickly

growing worldwide [44–47]. Formally, CS has been recently defined by the Socientize

by a “general public engagement in scientific research activities when citizens actively

contribute to science either with their intellectual effort or surrounding knowledge or with

their tools and resources” [48]. This open, networked and transdisciplinary scenario,

favours a more democratic research thanks to amateur or non professional scientists’

contribution [49]. During last few years, relevant results have been published in high

impact journals such as Nature or Science by using participatory practices [45, 46]. The

hidden power of thousands of hands working together is making itself apparent in many

fields, with comparable (or even better) performance to expensive supercomputers when

used to analyze/classify astronomical images [40], to reconstruct 3D brain maps based

on 2D images [50], or to find out stable biomolecular structures [39] just to name very

few large impact cases. Citizen contributions can also have a direct impact in society

13
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by for instance helping to create exhaustive and shared geo-localised datasets [51] at

a density level unattainable for the vast majority of private sensor networks (and at

a much reduced cost) or by collectively gathering empirical evidences to force public

administration action (for example the shutdown of a noisy factory located in the city of

London [52]). Most active volunteers can therefore contribute by providing experimental

data and widen the researchers reach, raise new questions and co-create a new scientific

culture [27, 53].

Computational Social Science (CSS) is a multidisciplinary field at the intersection of

the social, computational and complexity sciences which subject of study is the human

interactions and society itself [54, 55]. However, CS practices in this context remain

vastly unexplored when compared to others fields such as Environmental Sciences which

already carry a long story on their shoulders [56–58]. Attempts where participation of

ordinary citizens has played an important role can be found within fields like Experi-

mental Economics [59], financial trading floors design [60], or human mobility [61]. Also

works on the emergence of cooperation [62] and the dynamics of social interactions [63]

are noteworthy. All these experiments yielded relevant scientific outcomes with well-

established and robust protocols within Behavioral Sciences, where citizens are involved

as sensors or volunteer subjects of certain experiment in strictly controlled environments.

Another possible alternative provided by [27, 64] for collective experiments in which the

public becomes, at least, partially an actor and driving force of the research. Researchers

in the wild are then directly concerned with the knowledge they produce because they

are both the objects and the subjects of their research [26]. Some interesting research

initiatives have emerged along these lines to run massive experiments in collaboration

with a CS foundation such as Ibercivis [65] or through online platforms such as Volunteer

Science online platform from Lazer Lab. Even more radical initiatives also consider the

collaboration with artists and have been carried out in museums or exhibitions and as

big performances [66, 67].

CSS research has also been recently working within the so called Big Data paradigm [28,

68]. Smart Cities densify urban areas with all kind of sensors and integrate the infor-

mation with a wide collection of datasets. Mobile devices represent also a powerful tool

to monitor on real time user related statistics such as health and great businesses op-

portunities are already being foreseen by companies. However, these approaches treat

citizens as passive subjects from whom one records private data in an unconsented way,

with the aggravated problem that the unaware producers of this data (i.e., citizens) lose

control of its use, exploitation and analysis. Concerning this last aspect, the validity

of the conclusions drawn from the analysis of such data-sets are still today a subject of

discussion, mainly due to the poor control on the data gathering process (by the public

in general and by scientists in particular), inherent population and sampling biases [69]
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and lack of reproducibility among other systemic problems [70]. Last but not least, the

Big Data paradigm has so far failed in providing society with the necessary public debate

and transparent practices from the bottom-up approach it preconizes: It currently relies

on huge infrastructures only available to private corporations, which may not have coin-

cident objectives with those of researchers and citizenry; and provide conditioned access

to the data contents which, in addition generally cannot be freely (re)used without filter.

The purpose of the experimental methodology presented here is not to discuss some of

the Big Data inherent problems. However, such approach aims to explore the potential

in blending interesting features recently developed by Big Data methodologies with the

ambitious ideals of CS. Public participation and scientific empowerment induce a level

of proximity with the subjects of the experiments that can be a very valuable source

of high quality data [71, 72], or at least, of non-conflictive information with regards to

data anonymity [73], that also may be considered to correct biases and experimental sys-

tematic errors. This approach is a potential way to overcome privacy and ethical issues

arisen when collecting data from digital social platforms while keeping high standards

of participation [68, 74, 75]. Moreover, CS projects use a vast variety of social platforms

for optimizing dissemination, to encourage and increase participation and sometimes to

develop gamification strategies [76] to reinforce such engagement.

The open philosophy at the heart of CS methods, like open-data licensing and cod-

ing, also improves science-society-policy interactions in a democratic and transparent

way [77]. The CS approach simultaneously represents a powerful example of Responsi-

ble Research and Innovation (RRI) practices included in the EU Horizon 2020 research

program [41] and the Quadruple Helix Model where government, industry, academia

and civil participants work together to co-create the future and drive structural changes

far beyond the scope of what any one organization or person could do alone [78]. Along

this frame, we consider that the CSS potential when assuming CS methods is huge

since its subject of study are the citizens themselves. Therefore, their engagement with

projects studying their own behavior is highly likely since it has an immediate impact

in their daily life. As a result, large motivated communities and scientists can work

hand in hand to tackle CSS arising challenges but also collectively circumvent potential

side effects. The possibility to reach wider and more diverse communities will help in

refinement of more universal statements avoiding population biases [79] and problems of

reproducibility present in Social Sciences empirical studies [80, 81]. Another important

advantage of working jointly with different communities is that it allows scientists to set

lab-in-the-field or in-vivo experiments instead of isolating subjects from their natural

urban environment –where socialization takes place– but do it in a transparent, fully

consented and enriched way thanks to the active participation of citizens [26, 66]. Be-

sides, from the perspective of Complex Systems, the interaction of the agents with their
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environment is crucial and usually the comprehension of the emergent phenomena in

societies can not be reduced to studying its parts in a isolated way.

2.1 Local Context and Overview

During the last four years, the Barcelona Council and its Direction of Creativity and

Innovation in collaboration with several organizations have aimed to explore the possi-

bilities to transform the city into a public living lab [78] where new creative technologies

can be tested and new knowledge can be collectively constructed. This has been done

through the Barcelona Lab platform, which one of its most preeminent purposes has

been to establish CS practices in and with the city. Hence, the Barcelona Citizen Sci-

ence Office has been created to build a community of practitioners where most of the

CS projects from several research institutions in Barcelona could converge. The Office

serves as meeting point for CS projects, where researchers can join forces, experiences

and knowledge and also where citizens can connect with these initiatives in an easy and

effective way. Another objective has been to test how far the public administration can

go in opening up their resources to collectively run scientific experiments [66]. Thus,

the involvement of the City Council provided us with the opportunity to embed these

experiments into important and massive cultural events, which constitute a perfect envi-

ronment to reinforce the openness and the transparency in our research process in front

of the society or at least in front of the Barcelona citizens.

Under this administrative umbrella the experiments that conform this thesis have been

conducted. More specifically, with the focus on CSS, seven different experiments have

been performed between 2012 and 2015 in three different topics addressing diverse ques-

tions: How do we cooperate? (Part I: Social Dilemmas), How do we move? (Part II:

Pedestrian Movement), and How do we take decisions in a very uncertain environment

like financial markets? (Part III: Financial Markets). All experiments are summarized

in Table 2.1 and fully described in the methods section of the corresponding chapters.

As a global preliminary evaluation should be highlighted the important number of vol-

unteers participating (1,255 in total), and the consequent large number of records (up to

55,390 records), despite a rather limited budget associated to the experiments (varying

from 1,000 to 4,000 EUR/experiment, around 15,300 EUR in total). Despite dealing

with different research questions, common problems (related to CS practices but also

CSS research studying human behavior [28]) have been identified and solutions have

been developed in all cases to overcome them. Some of the implemented solutions have

been successful some others not, but all experiences have shaped the concept and the

process for an experimentation in CSS research consistent with CS ideals. The goal of
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Experiments Bee-Path (1) Bee-Path (2) Age PD (1) Age PD (2) Mr. Banks (1) Mr. Banks (2) Dr. Brain 

1.General Information

Date June 2012 June 2013 December 2012 March 2014 December 2013 July 2015 December 2014 

Topic Social Dilemmas Social Dilemmas Financial Markets Financial Markets Social Dilemmas

Thesis chapter 5 6 3 3 7 7 4

Number of volunteers 101 (27 valid) 68 168 52 283 42 541

Number of records 10,312 GPS points 10,315 GPS points 4,200 decisions 1,300 decisions 18,525 decisions 2,372 decisions 8,366 decisions

Budget (approx.) 4,000 EUR 3,500 EUR 2,000 EUR 1,000 EUR 2,500 EUR 1,300 EUR 1,000 EUR

2.Experimental Infrastructure and Set-Up
Hosting Event Science Fair Science Fair Games Festival Secondary School Games Festival Conference Games Festival

Duration 1,5 day (weekend) 1,5 day (weekend) 1,5 day (weekend) 0,5 day 2 days (weekend) 2 days 2 days (weekend)

Typology of volunteers Science fair visitors Science fair visitors Festival visitors Festival visitors Festival visitors

Recording Device Mobile phone Mobile phone Laptops Laptops Tablets Tablets Tablets

3.Public engagement tools

8 7 7 4 6 4 10

Preparatory actions -
Webpage Webpage

Press Release Press release Press release

Logo Design Targeted mailing Targeted mailing

Twitter campaign

On-site visibility Isolated room - 

Panel Panel Panels

-

Panels Panel Panels

Flyers Flyers Actor Flyers Flyers Flyers

Ranking screen Merchandising

Actors Actor Actor 

Merchandising Merchandising

Scenography

4.Outcome and Return to the public
Scientific paper Submitted None Published Published Submitted Submitted Submitted

Sci. Communications 2 None 4 same as Coop(1) 2 Not yet Not yet

Website bee-path.net bee-path.net nectunt.bifi.es nectunt.bifi.es mr-banks.net mr-banks.net nectunt.bifi.es

OpenData Data and software Data and software - - Data available Data available In preparation

Short-time return 
Economic reward Coupons for a prize

Medium-term return -
Letter to parents

- -Letter to school

Long-term return In preparation In preparation In preparation

Pedestrian 
Movement

Pedestrian 
Movement

Space                        
(m2)

Outdoor Booth 
(9m2)

Outdoor Booth 
(18m2)

Room             
(20m2)

4 Classrooms 
(200m2)

Habilitated space 
(80m2)

Habilitated space 
(20m2)

Habilitated space 
(60m2)

School pupils         
12-13 years

Conference 
participants

Number of scientists 
and facilitators 

Official event 
program 

Official event 
program

Official event 
program

Official event 
program 

Official event 
program 

Official event   
program

Character and 
platform creation 

Character and 
platform creation 

Location at the 
entrance

Location far from 
the entrance

Location in the  
main hall

Location at the 
main entrance

Location on main 
entrance path

On-site promotion 
tools

Screen (real-time 
visualization)

Screen (real-time 
visualization)

Screen with 
announcement

On-site discussion 
with scientists and 
data visualization

On-site discussion 
with scientists and 
data visualization

On-site discussion 
with scientists

Coupons for books 
and office material

On-site discussion 
with scientists 
Ranking 
visualization

On-site discussion 
with scientists 
Ranking 
visualization

On-site discussion with 
scientists

Personalized report 
sent by email

Personalized report 
sent by email

Personalized report 
sent by email

Public event to 
present the results 
and Courses

Public event to 
present the results 
and Courses

Targeted mailing  
about scientific 
publication and 
results

Targeted mailing  
about scientific 
publication and 
results

Table 2.1: Summary of all seven Pop-Up Experiments performed during
this four-year period. First column provides the different aspects that each of the
experiments has considered in terms of Experimental Infrastructure and Set-Up, Public
Engagement tools and Outcome and Return to the Public. The other columns specify
how the different experiments consider these aspects. Further details are provided in

Material and Methods section of the corresponding chapter.

the following sections is to detail such experimental framework. First, in Section 2.2,

the fundamental concept of Pop-Up Experiment (PUE) is defined and contextualized.

Then, the subsequent three sections discuss the challenges and possible solutions to

overcome them based on the lessons gained while running experiments. Challenges are

grouped in three essential ingredients of PUEs: Infrastructure (Section 2.3), Engagement

(Section 2.4) and Return (Section 2.5). Finally, Section 2.6 concludes the Experimen-

tal Framework chapter with some general considerations about PUEs within the CSS

research.
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2.2 Pop-Up Experiment Definition and Underlying Pro-

cess

The generic definition of a pop-up according to the Cambridge dictionary is “Pop-up

(adj.): used to described a shop, restaurant, etc. that operated temporarily and only

for a short period when it is likely to get a lot of customers.” From early beginning

we thought that this description fully fits into our non-permanent but highly participa-

tory experimental set up when applying CS principles to Computational Social Sciences

research in urban contexts. The parallelism is very illustrative to better understand a

much more formal definition we use to describe our approach from a theoretical perspec-

tive. It is based on the expertise gained from the seven experiments carried out during

the last four years and reads:

A Pop-Up Experiment (PUE) is a physical, light, very flexible, highly

adaptable, reproducible, transportable, tuneable, collective, participatory

and public experimental set-up for urban contexts that (1) applies Citizen

Science practices and ideals to provide ground-breaking knowledge and (2)

transforms the experiment into a valuable, socially responsible, consented

and transparent experience to non-expert volunteered participants with the

possibility to build the urban commons arisen from facts-based effective

knowledge valid for both cities and citizens.

In our case, we apply this concept to CSS aiming to answer very concrete research

questions with the participation of larger populations than those from Behavioural Ex-

periments. The arising research process from PUEs can be synthesized in the flow

diagram from Figure 2.1. The whole process starts from a research question and/or a

societal challenge that may be promoted by citizens, scientists but also private organi-

zations, public institutions or civic movements. The initial impulse helps to create an

adequate research group which will need to be multidisciplinary if it is to tackle a com-

plex problem with many intertwined issues. The group then co-creates the experiment

both considering the experimental set-up and the unavoidable public engagement tasks.

The experiment is then carried out and data is collectively generated (crowsourced)

under the particular constrains of public spaces which not only depend on the condi-

tions designed by the scientists but also on many other practical limitations. The data

is afterwards analyzed using standard scientific methods but non-professional scientists

are also invited to contribute on specific tasks [40, 50] or by using other non-standard

strategies in the data exploration [39]. These two contributions by volunteers conform

what we call Distributed Intelligence and generate results that can hardly be matched
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Research
Question

Multidisciplinary
Team Creation

Crowdsourcing Data

Distributed
Intelligence

Scientists
Analysis

Results

Societal
Needs

Quality Testing:
- Reproducibility
- Statistics Improvement
- Representativity
- Biases Prevention

Scientific Outcome

Public Return
- Personalized Reports
- Open-Access  Data 
- Public Events

Public
Engagement

Experimental
Set-Up

Experiment Performance

Experiment
Design

- Published Papers
- Conferences 
- Courses

New Collective
Knowledge
Generation

Figure 2.1: Research process in Pop-up Experiments. We identify the differ-
ent steps of the whole process in a set of boxes, from its conception to its completion.
Starting from the research question, we introduce the design and the performance of
the given experiment aiming to respond to a particular challenge. Crowsourced data
gathered can be analyzed both by expert scientists and citizen amateurs to produce
new knowledge (return) in multiple forms. The results are finally taken as inspiration
and renewed energy to face new challenges and new research questions. Data quality is
also part of the process: lessons learned from the scientific analysis can improve future
experimental conditions. Oval forms in orange correspond to volunteers’ contributions,
squared forms in magenta are tasks exclusively done by scientists while rounded rect-

angles in green are shared tasks by both citizens and scientists.

by conventional computer analysis. In any case, obtained results can take many forms

according to the audience being addressed, from a scientific paper to personalized re-

ports readable to any citizen or even recommendations valid for policymakers at a city

level. Finally, the whole process can generate the necessary inertia to promote and face

a new societal and scientific challenge or an existing need along the same scheme.

The PUE solution also represents a middle ground between Behavioral Science experi-

ments and Big Data methodologies. To better understand in which context the PUEs

we propose can be placed, Figure 2.2 compares the different approaches considered using

a radar chart that qualitatively measures with three degrees of intensity (low, medium

and high) six different aspects characterizing each experiment type. We observe that
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Behavioural Experiments

Short-time

Tuneable

Reproducible

In-vivo

Universal

Scalable

microscale mesoscale macroscale

Pop-Up Experiments

Short-time

Tuneable

Reproducible

In-vivo

Universal

Scalable

Big Data

Short-time

Tuneable

Reproducible

In-vivo

Universal

Scalable

Figure 2.2: Radar Chart comparing seven characteristics of the Pop-Up
Experiment approach with the research made through Behavioral Exper-
iments and Big Data. Features are graded in three different degrees of intensity
from low (shortest radius) to high (largest radius). ”Short-time” describes the time
required for running the experiment. ”Scalable” qualifies how easy is to upscale and
augment the number of subjects in the experiment while preserving original design.
”Universal” quantifies the generality of the statements produced by the experiments.
”In-vivo” measures how close is the experimental set-up to quotidian situations or ev-
eryday life situations. ”Reproducible” assesses the capacity to repeat same experiment
under identical conditions. Finally, ”Tunable” quantifies how flexible and versatile are

the conditions of the experimental design.

the three different approaches cover different areas. Behavioral Experiments and Big

Data have a limited overlap while the PUEs share several aspects with the former two.

One might argue that the excess of openness of the CS constitutes a severe limitation

to raise objectivity in comparison to the solid experimental protocols in Behavioral Sci-

ences [82, 83] but it is also true that the highly participatory nature of CS can be very

effective to reach a more realistic spectra of population and a larger sample thus obtain-

ing more general statements with a stronger statistical support (see [84] for alternative

and complementary methods). Since it is directly attached to real-world situations, it

avoids the somehow exclusive and sometimes distorted space of the in-vitro (or ex-vivo)

laboratory experiences. It also brings additional values to the more classic lab-in-the-

field experiences in Social Sciences which generally limit interaction among subjects and

scientists as much as possible. On the other extreme, CS practices will never be able to

compete in terms of data quantity with the Big Data world but this can be compensated.

A better understanding of the mass of volunteers involved and improved knowledge of its

peculiarities helps in avoiding possible biases. Furthermore, the active nature of PUEs

allow the possibility of tunning some conditions of the experiments to explore alternative

scenarios. The PUEs can indeed be an alternative to the controversial virtual labs in

social networks and mobile games which have obtained for instance interesting results

on emotional contagion with experiments on the Facebook platform [85] not without an

intense public debate on ethical and privacy issues on the way how the experiments were

made [86].
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We think that PUEs can be an essential approach for empirically testing the abundant

statements of CSS complementary to lab-in-the-field, virtual labs and in-vitro experi-

ences. To become so, we have identified the main obstacles that hinder the development

of CS initiatives with respect to other forms of social experimentation. They can be

grouped into three groups: Infrastructure, Engagement, and Return. In the following,

we detail each of the obstacles and illustrate the solutions that PUEs offer together with

practical examples applied to each case.

2.3 Light and Flexible Experimental Infrastructure

By infrastructure we understand all necessary logistics to make the experiments possible.

In a broad Citizen Science context, the necessary elements differ from orthodox scientific

infrastructure. As discussed in [45] and [87], they include other tools, other technical

support and other spaces. Second section of Table 2.1 lists some of the elements we have

deemed capital to satisfactory collect reliable data. PUEs should be designed favoring

scalability in the sense of allowing the increase of the population sample size or the

repetition of the same experiment in another space easily. To make this possible, the

experiments must rely on solid and well tested infrastructures, with an appealing user

experience to avoid frustration by participants. When considering the experimental

setup, we used several strategies to foster participation and ensure the success of the

experiments.

First, we physically set up the PUEs in very particular contexts in urban areas and, in

all cases, we placed them in crowded (moderately to highly dense) places to easily reach

volunteers. In other words, we preferred to go where citizens were instead of encouraging

them to come to our labs. To make this possible the City Council has for instance offered

specific windows in a couple of festivals as hosting events (Bee-Path(1), Bee-Path(2),

AgePD(1), Mr. Banks and Dr. Brain experiments). This meant that we had to adapt

to these out-of-the-lab and in-vivo specific contexts, the logistics and the composition of

research teams thus unavoidably becoming more diverse, complex, heterodox and highly

multidisciplinary. In collaboration with the event organizers, we then prepared a specific

space of reduced dimensions for the experiment, where the volunteers (their typology

was different in each case) could participate through a recording device.

Second, PUEs demands that devices used by participants to collect and manipulate

data, either in a active or passive way, must be familiar to them. In our experiments

we have designed specific software running in laptops (AgePD(1) and AgePD(2) exper-

iments), mobile phones (Bee-Path(1) and Bee-Path(2) experiments) and tablets (Mr.
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Banks and Dr. Brain experiments). However, it may also be possible to use video cam-

eras, photo cameras, or any other sophisticated device as long as participants easily get

familiarized with it after few instructions or a tutorial. This sort of infrastructure is in

the end what allows to carry out experiments in a participant’s quotidian (not strange

or in-vivo) environment. Initially, we overlooked this aspect in the set-up design and

allocation of resources, but having friendly user interface is important to allow people to

behave normally. Similarly, both instructions and interface should be understandable

and manageable for people of all ages.

Third, in order to study social behavior in different environments, the experiments need

to be adaptable, tunable, transportable, versatile and easy to set up in different places.

All devices mentioned before fulfill this requirement as well.

Fourth, PUE are typically one-shot since we are hosted in a festival, a fair or a class-room,

which means concentrated in time (duration from one hour – class – to two days) and

no chance for a second shot. All collectable data could be threatened if something goes

wrong. A strong beta testing and defensive programming is imperative to ensure that

collected data is certainly reliable. It is also necessary to anticipate potential problems:

One must be flexible enough to be able to retrace alternative research questions on the

fly if PUEs location and conditions are not fully satisfactory to respond to the initial

research purposes.

Finally, numbers matter and experiments must reach enough statistics to perform rig-

orous analysis and this needs to be carefully taken into account during the design phase

of the experiment (see Figure 2.1). Typically, the more expensive devices are, the less

number of data collectors you can have so the capacity to collect data is affected, and

this is not very effective strategy in a rather short time one-shot event. Therefore, cheap

infrastructures favor scalability at the end. Alternatively new collaborators needs to be

found or an extra effort is required for finding a sponsorship (for instance related to

science outreach) which in any case will make the experiment preparation phase more

complicated. Scalability is interesting indeed but it has its side-effects as well: Relying

on user-provided infrastructures such as smart phones can influence a lot the quality

of the data and its normalization (one of the central problems related to the Big Data

paradigm). In the Bee-Path(1) experiment, where we have used the GPS of partici-

pants own smartphones, the cleaning process has been far more laborious than in the

other cases due to this circumstance (see numbers in Table 2.1). In contrast, AgePD(1),

AgePD(2), Mr. Banks and Dr. Brain experiments, where we designed and programmed

the software of the participants experience, have not required much posterior treatment.
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2.4 Public Engagement Tools and Strategies

The PUEs are physically based and rooted on particular, temporal and local contexts.

This delimited framework allows to concentrate dissemination resources and efforts on

a given spot over a certain time, which increases the effectiveness and efficiency of the

campaign in terms of workforce and budget. Additionally, the one-shot nature of PUEs

allows us to avoid the problem of keeping participants engaged in an activity spanning

long periods of time, but consequently relies completely on constantly renewing the base

of participants (which may require higher dissemination). To this end, the initial action

was the creation of a census of volunteers shared by all research group members of the

Barcelona Citizen Science Office.

Another factor of capital importance relates to the contact between researchers, orga-

nizers and citizens in the set-up of the experiment. This allows for a nice dialogue and

exchange of views that in turn helps in framing the scientific question being studied, as

well as developing possible improvements for future experiences. This can be done by

stimulating participants’ curiosity on the experiment and research associated to it. The

research question should be focused and understandable for anyone who is not expert

on the field.

To engage in such a dialogue, however, requires certain steps. Firstly, one needs to

attract potential participants with an appealing set-up. This includes location in the

physical space, but also an effective diffusion campaign on the days prior to the experi-

ment (see preparatory actions in Table 2.1). It is important to offer a harmonized design

with common themes that citizens can relate to the experiment. To make our material

appealing, we collaborated with an artist (Bee-Path(1) and Bee-Path(2) experiments)

and a graphic designer (AgePD(1), AgePD(2), Mr. Banks(1), Mr.Banks(2) and Dr.

Brain experiments) whose main contribution was the creation of characters associated

to each experiment. The function of these characters, close to the world of cartoons, was

to attract the public attention but also to present the experiment as an attractive game

since one of the most powerful elements to engage people in an activity is the expectation

to have fun. It is certainly possible to maintain scientific rigor while using gamification

strategies to create a playable atmosphere for the study, thus transforming it into a

more complete experience [88]. Moreover, actors were used as human representations

of these characters (Mr. Banks and Dr. Brain). The actors were indeed one important

element to bring on-site attractiveness to the experiment, along with: a large team of

scientists and facilitators present (up to a rotating team of 10 people), an optimum and

visible location inside the event space and material/devices to promote the experiment

such as screens to visualize on real-time the results of the experiments or promotional

material (flyers and merchandising). Based on the experience, we have optimized all
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these ingredients and we have even included some elements of scenography in the last

experiment done within the Barcelona DAU Board Games Festival (Dr. Brain).

But getting enough people is not enough. Additionally, we must also seek for universality

in our population sample. The experiment must be designed in a way that people from

all ages and conditions can really participate. Besides, a PUE has to be transportable

with a minimal cost once it has been implemented one time in order to be reproduced

in different environments (which may favor certain types of population). As an ex-

ample case, AgePD(1) and AgePD(2) experiments are very illustrative. In AgePD(1)

experiment, we found how different age groups, specially children ranging from 10 to

16 years old, behaved in a different way and cooperated with different probability. Ap-

parently children were more volatile and less prone to cooperate than the control group

in a repeated Prisoner Dilemma. Fifteen months later we repeated the experiment in

a Secondary school (12-13 years old, AgePD(2) experiment). On one side, the results

in this case showed the same levels of cooperation than the control group in AgePD(1)

experiment. However, on the other side, same volatile behavior, more than AgePD(1)’s

control group, was again found. Therefore, thanks to the repetition of the experiment

we rejected the early idea of different cooperation levels in children, but at the same

time it strengthened the children volatile behavior claim.

2.5 Outcome and Return to the Public

Last but not least come factors related to the management of the aftermath of the

experiment (fourth section of Table 2.1). The PUEs as we have implemented them

are intrinsically cross-disciplinary and involve a large number of agents and institutions

which in turn may have diverging interests and expectations regarding the outcome of

a particular experiment. Any successful PUE must be able to accommodate all these

interests and create positive collaboration environments where all actors contribute in a

conformable way.

Organizers of a festival will for instance find in the PUEs an innovative format with

participatory activities to add to their program (AgePD(1), Mr. Banks and Dr. Brain

experiments). PUEs also can be a transparent and pro-active data gathering system

to provide information and analysis about the event itself, useful for its planning and

improvement. The Bee-Path(1) experiment studied how visitors moved around a given

space and obtained fact-based arguments to improve the spatial distribution in future

editions of the fair where it was developed. The city and local administration will

find in PUEs an innovative way to establish a direct contact with their citizens, to co-

create new knowledge valid for the city interests and eventually to generate a census of
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highly motivated citizens ready to collaborate in these kind of activities. Scientists will

obviously try to publish a new research paper with the data gathered.

All these expectations are very different and should organically converge to successfully

run a collective experiment [27]. However, we should also not forget to carefully include

the expected return of our central actors: the dedicated volunteers. Their contribution

is essential in CS practices [49] and it is therefore completely fair to argue that citizens

accepting to participate in these initiatives need to clearly see a benefit from their

perspective comparable (albeit different) to that of Barcelona City Council, festival

organizers, scientists or any other contributor. Moreover, the high concentration in

space and time jointly with the intense public exposure of the PUEs increase even more

the volunteer’s expectations compared to other ordinary cases in CS [40, 50]. The face-

to-face relationship established between researchers and citizens in all the PUEs we have

been running certifies that this is a very delicate issue that needs to be managed with

real care.

Any PUE should manage expectations at three different time scales: short (during and

right after the experiment), medium (a week or a month after), and long times (months

or even a year later). In some of the experiments we have failed in this purpose in at

least one of the three time scales since we did not properly anticipate the strong effort

required to respond to volunteer’s expectations.

Short time scale responds to a basic curiosity. This point is related to that of engagement

and experiment set-up: The physical presence of scientists (with no mediation) allows

to explain the experiment and motivate people. Also the introduction of large screens

where the progress of other participants can be followed on real-time helped in this

matter. In the Bee-Path experiments (Bee-Path(1) and Bee-Path(2)) we showed the

GPS locations of the participants on a map, and in the Mr. Banks experiment we were

giving a ranking list of the best players (best performances among the participants).

This information was intended to reinforce participation and it was also chosen in a

way that it was minimally distorting the questions addressed and thus not influencing

the results of each experiment. Medium time scale relates to expectations about the

results of the experiments. Participants want to know whether the set-up was successful

and whether they performed well enough. In order to complement their experience,

it is important to keep them informed about the outcomes of the PUE. An example

of a medium timescale is the case of the Dr. Brain where a personalized report of the

performance during the experiment was sent to each participant by e-mail. In some cases

and based on these results, this generated as well new conversations between scientists

and citizens. The last time scale to manage is a more formal way of presenting the

results of the study through public presentations and talks. This was the case for the
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Bee-Path(1) experiment, where public conferences and even a summer course dedicated

to (graduated and undergraduated) students interested in CS practices was done.

All the stages being discussed are important to the success of the PUEs and should

be clearly exposed to volunteers even before they agree to participate. The return to

volunteers in all these scales is a key ingredient to build a critical mass of engaged

citizens, not only for further experiments but also to fulfill the non-strictly scientific

objectives of the work. Being a scientist, the direct relation with volunteers helps to

improve the message and the way of delivering the message, to refine the understanding

of the phenomena of your experiment and even to upgrade a given experiment in future

venues. A final positive side effect of this contact is also the raise of public awareness

towards the difficulty and importance of science. As it can be seen, growing the project

around a rich and functional website helps in harmonizing all the time scales discussed

and opens new and interesting perspectives to bridge PUEs with other CS on-line based

practices. It also serves as an efficient way to communicate results and news of the

project to interested citizens and it could be used to improve data handling and sharing

standards by allowing participants a direct access and management of their personal

recordings.

2.6 Summary and Discussion

The advent of globalization and Digital Era has enormously changed the society we

live. On one hand, Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), daily used by

humans in developed countries, have allowed Computational Social Sciences to analyze

such numerous and precise recordings to study society itself. On the other hand, fast and

deeply intertwined global and local human interactions create a very complex system

not easy to understand. Moreover, new ethical features should be taken into account

when human subjects and their behavior are our research topics. Therefore, scientific

research process and strategies need to be updated in order to face such multidisciplinary

challenges that imply the joint effort of many different social actors [78]. These new

inputs might collide with the typically orthodox process of scientific research, and may

affect the philosophy, the resources and the methods behind the scientific method [87].

One strategy consist on abandoning the Ivory Tower by opening up science and its

research processes to citizens finding out the ways of a more collaborative, public, open

and responsive research. CS practices, even if they may not provide definitive answers

to societal challenges, expects to close the gap between public and researchers or in the

worst case scenario to increase social awareness on the treated problems. CS practices
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can also allow science to furnish ready made solutions in public and with the active role

of citizens.

The experimental framework presented in this chapter, named Pop-Up Experiments

(PUEs), successfully bridges Computational Social Sciences approach with CS philos-

ophy. The flexibility of Behavioral Experiments is combined with the strengths of Big

Data to create a temporary and adaptable lab that allows to study human behavior in

a urban and friendly environment for the subjects. From the perspective of Complex

Systems, where the interaction with the environment is important, such adaptation is

crucial since allows to capture the phenomena in a very complete manner. A good bal-

ance of reproducibility and tuneability are also important advantages of PUEs. Firstly,

allow to verify findings and increase statistic evidences (considerably smaller than Big

Data) while being conscious of possible biases. Additionally, provides with the possibility

of design, predict and test alternative scenarios based on the previous experience.

During the realization of the experiments, whose results are presented in this thesis,

the concept of PUEs has been shaped. Thanks to these experience along four years we

have identified the main issues to take into account whenever planning a CS research into

CSS field. The challenges are grouped into three categories: Engagement, Infrastructure

and Return. Furthermore, some of the solutions have been proposed providing practical

examples grounded in our own experience during the implementation of PUEs. The

importance of team work and of widening the scope to consider questions not directly

related with lab work has been highlighted as well as the need to work hand in hand with

both citizenry (with no mediation) public and other social actors than those typically

related with science.

This experimental framework based on Citizen Science does not end when the experiment

is finished and the results are presented. As detailed above, the return to society goes

further than scientific publications, it also consist on opening data to the public and

provide the necessary tools for independently analyze data. Thus, citizens are also

empowered to take their own civic actions relying on a collectively constructed facts-

based approach [53]. Such straight relation of scientist with citizens will be able to co-

create and co-design a smart city, in a process where interests and concerns will be shared

in a easier and more natural way. Data gathered in the wild or in-vivo contexts could be

thus understood as truly public and open while data ownership and knowledge would be

shared from the very start [26]. Pop-Up Experiments promote a philosophy inspired from

Open Source, do-it-yourself, do-it-together and makers movements [89] which facilitates

learning-by-doing, low-cost and heuristic skills to everybody. Besides, a fresh look to

problems can contribute with innovative and imaginative ideas that at the end can

reach out of the box solutions. For all these reasons, the experiments, whose outcomes
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are studied in this thesis, also incorporate a web-site project that allow to download,

analyze and visualize its open-data to perform any kind of research independently of with

our team. All website projects of experiments described in this thesis can be accessed

from www.ub.edu/opensystems.

This work can also serve as guideline to further Pop-Up Experiments carried out by other

groups willing to adopt and expand such practices. Moreover, it opens the debate about

the possibilities (but also the limitations) these approaches can offer to Computational

Social Science. Internet provided new ways in which new relations among science and

society can be strongly reinforced. Citizen Science practices are good for everyone by

raising Science concern, by enhancing participation and, most importantly, by exploring

new effective ways to push knowledge further. I hope that the present work helps

in theoretically establishing the concept of Pop-Up Experiments and encouraging the

adoption of CS practices in science, in whichever the field beyond the ones treated in

this thesis.

www.ub.edu/opensystems


Part I

Social Dilemmas
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Chapter 3

AgePD Experiment: Age

Dependence in Prisoner’s

Dilemma

The underlying conflict between one’s own benefit and helping others poses an evolu-

tionary conundrum [90] and lies at the heart of many social dilemmas [91]. In partic-

ular, human societies are extraordinarily cooperative in comparison with other social

species [92–95]. The study of this problem has been addressed in a stylized but in-

sightful manner using the Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) [96, 97], arguably the most difficult

context for the emergence of cooperation: individuals are tempted to defect because of

greed (the reward for cheating against a cooperator is the largest pay-off in the game)

and of fear (players cheated upon receive the lowest possible pay-off), while mutual

cooperation is the most beneficial outcome in a collective sense. From a theoretical per-

spective, several mechanisms have been proposed to explain how cooperation can arise

in such a context [98, 99]. Prominent among those are kin selection [100, 101], reci-

procity [97, 102], reputation [103] and different forms of assortment [104], including the

greenbeard effect [105] and the existence of a structure in the population [106]. Most

of these mechanisms have a wide range of applicability where they successfully allow

to understand cooperative behavior. Therefore, although there is no general theory of

cooperation, significant and promising progress has certainly been made.

From the experimental part, although much work has been done up to date [107], many

important issues are yet unresolved or even unexplored. In particular, whether or not

humans’ propensity towards cooperation changes through the life cycle is a yet-to-answer

challenge. This is the focus of the chapter. Indeed, a vast majority of experiments

conducted up to now involve volunteers coming from Economics, Psychology or other

30
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academic disciplines, i.e., with a high educational level and typically in the 18–25 years

old range (for examples on work with different types of subjects, see Refs. [108] and [109].

On the other hand, although there are many studies examining altruistic behavior in

children [110–112], very little is known about how cooperative behavior changes across

generations. Indeed, there is only one earlier study in which subjects of different ages

were involved in the same experimental set-up to test their cooperativeness, namely

the work by Charness and Villeval [113]. They conducted experiments with employees

of two French firms using junior (under 30) and senior (over 50) subjects, and on a

conventional laboratory set-up with students and retired. Their main finding is that

seniors were more cooperative than juniors, along with some other characteristics that

imply that keeping seniors in the work force may be beneficial. A few other works have

investigated the possible decline of decision making abilities of older individuals as well

as the relation of other social interaction contexts, such as trust, and age (see [113]).

Here, the issue of possible age dependencies of the experimentally observed behaviors

is addressed by conducting a Pop-Up Experiment, in which volunteers of different ages

play n-player Prisoner’s Dilemmas. As it has been recently shown that n-player PD lead

to the same qualitative results when n ≥ 3 [114], the experiment is centered in the case

of the n = 4 game.

3.1 Experimental Set-Up

In a first stage, we run an experiment, whose code name is AgePD(1), during the DAU

Barcelona Festival (a Board Games Fair in Barcelona) in December 2012. Participants

with ages between 10 and 87 among visitors of the festival were randomly recruited to

play an iterated 4-person PD for 25 rounds. In order to compare the behavior of subjects

of different ages, we either placed them in a group with other players of similar age or

in a group with other participants irrespective of their age (control group). Table 3.1

summarizes the main features of these groups. It is worth stressing that the festival

was more an exhibition and a social event than a convention aimed at attracting well-

trained players. Moreover, volunteers that participated in the experiment did not know

each other and did not show up by themselves, but we had to recruit them, somewhat

diminishing the possibility of self-selection.

As it is shown below, the youngest group showed a significantly distinct behavior with

respect to the rest of the groups. Therefore, in order to reproduce the results found

for the children, we subsequently carried out a sequel, AgePD(2), with the same ex-

perimental set-up at the Jesüıtes Casp (Casp Jesuits School, http://www.casp.fje.edu,
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Age Age Age Number of Number of
Group Min Max Average Volunteers Games

Control 13 57 36.75 24 6
School 12 13 12.17 52 13
Below 17 10 16 12.33 24 6
17-25 17 25 21.10 16 4
26-35 26 35 30.25 20 5
36-45 36 45 39.96 24 6
46-55 46 55 49.54 24 6
56-65 56 65 60.00 12 3
Above 65 66 87 72.56 20 5

TOTAL 10 87 32.74 216 54

Table 3.1: Age groups. The players pool was classified into 9 different groups
according to the age of the participants, including two for the children (one in the
AgePD(1) experiment and another in AgePD(2) experiment carried out in a school)
and a control group. Each of these groups were in turn divided into subsets of 4
subjects that played among them. Note that the last two columns of the Table refer to
the average number of consecutive rounds that same strategy was played sequentially,

i.e., the average length of a C or D chain.

hereafter referred to as School experiment), focusing on reproducing the results of the

young teenager group with 53 new subjects between 12 and 13 years old.

3.1.1 AgePD(1) Experiment

As mentioned above, the experiment was carried out with 168 volunteers selected from

the attendants to DAU Barcelona Festival 2012 [115], the first edition of Board Game

Fair of Barcelona during December 15th and 16th. During the recruitment process, the

experiment was referred to as a social experiment and nobody knew in advance what the

experiment was about. Following the call for participation, 168 volunteers were selected

regarding age distribution criteria, with 82 males and 86 females representing the 48.81%

and 51.19% of the total number of players, respectively. In order to satisfy law of personal

data protection, all personal data about the participants were anonymized.

For every age range, and for the control treatment in which people played together

irrespectively of their ages, there were 6 groups, except for the 17-25 range (5 groups), the

56-64 range (3 groups) and the above 65 range (4 groups). Specifically, the volunteers’

set was divided into 42 subsets of 4 players according to the age distribution shown

in Table 3.1. Control subsets constitute samples with an heterogeneous distribution of

ages. Each subset of 4 volunteers made up a game, that is, every player had partners of

his own age range (except in the control subsets) playing everyone against everyone.
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Figure 3.1: Participants Performing the Experiment. These two pictures, taken
during the experiment AgePD(1), show different age groups sat around the same table
performing the experiment with the provided laptops. Scientific facilitators standing-up
helped participants during the tutorial stage answering all question and ensuring that

participants fully understood the rules.

All the volunteers played via a web interface specifically created for the experiment that

was accessible through the computers available in the room (Figure 3.1). At least three

researchers supervised the experiment in the room (which had a maximum capacity of

12 players), preventing any interaction among the volunteers. They were not allowed to

talk or signal in any way. To further guarantee that potential interactions among players

seating next to each other in the room do not influence the results of the experiment, the

assignment of players to the different computers of the room was completely random.

Hence, physical neighbors do not correspond with game mates. In addition, as described

below, the colors used to code the two available actions of the game were also selected

randomly, further decreasing the likelihood that neighboring participants could influence

each other.

Volunteers played a 2 × 2 PD game with each of their 3 neighbors, choosing the same

action, either to cooperate (C) or to defect (D), for all opponents. The experiment

was conducted using an specific software running in laptops. Upon accessing the soft-

ware, participants entered the directions for the experiment (Figs. 3.2-3.2). When every

participant of the group finished reading, the experiment begun, lasting for 25 rounds

(participants were not aware of the number of rounds). After completing the exper-

iment, participants were asked to fill a short questionnaire and then proceeded to a

separate part of the room where they received their payments. Volunteers under the

legal age played the game by themselves while their guardians waited outside the room,

and received their payment with the approval and surveillance of their guardians. The

payment was based in the score accumulated in each round plus a quantity of 5 euros

just for participating. Score is showed in ECU units which are convertible to euros at the

end of the experiment (1ECU = 0.05 euros). Total earnings in the experiment ranged

from 76 ECUs (3.80 euros) to 559 ECUs (27.95 euros) with an average value of 302.4

ECUs (15.12 euros).
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Figure 3.2: Snapshot of the tutorial. During the tutorial participants are informed
about all possible outcomes in each round by showing the pay-off matrix.

Figure 3.3: Snapshot of the screen during the game. This is the screen displayed
during the game. Decision buttons with two options are on the top-right while previous
round information is showed on center-left. Big circle on the center represents the player
whose color is associated to previous choice whereas the number inside indicates the
total earnings (in ECUs) in the previous round. Same applies to the smaller circles on

the periphery which represent the neighbors.
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3.1.2 AgePD(2) Experiment

Jesüıtes Casp is located in the city center of Barcelona. Jesüıtes is part of a school

network of seven semi-private centers, most of them located in neighborhoods of the

city of Barcelona. Jesüıtes Casp students have a very diverse profile, it is a large school

with about 1200 students from 6 years old up to 18 years old. Each grade has 5 class

groups.

The experimental set-up followed the same rules as in the case of the AgePD(1) ex-

periment. The same web interface was used and an identical game was played. The

experiment was performed on March 4, 2014. However, volunteers participated in a

different way. Based on the AgePD(1) results, we decided to focus on a large group of

teenagers between 11 and 12 years old. Young teenagers were from first year of ESO

(Compulsory Secondary School) and from two different class groups (ESO 1-A and ESO

1-E). The teenagers only knew in advance that they were going to participate in a scien-

tific experiment during one hour class but they were not aware of any detail about the

specifics of the experiment. The students’ parents were informed of the participation of

their children in the experiment and explicitly authorized it. This hour class typically

divides each group, of 26 and 27 pupils, into two different subgroups these two classes;

in this way, we had groups of 14 and 13 teenagers in 4 different rooms and split in a

random way. Note that, as we played a four people game, one student did not fit in

any group, and was set to play against computer robots without informing him in order

to avoid leaving any of them out, but the corresponding data have been ignored in the

analysis. They did not know who their partners were, and we made sure that each player

in each game was placed in a different room. In each room, one member of the research

team and one teacher supervised the evolution of the experiment.

In this case, the experiment was carried out with 27 males and 26 females representing

51% and 49% of the total number of volunteers. The average profit for each participant

was 297.8 ECUs (14.89 euros). Total earnings ranged from 185 ECUs (9.25 euros)

to 389 ECUs (19.45 euros) and volunteers were informed about their own profit right

after finishing the experiment. Payments were issued in the form of checks valid at a

bookstore which also sells school materials and educational toys located at 5 minutes

walking distance from Jesüıtes Casp. The checks were delivered to volunteers by the

school teachers a couple of weeks after the experiment when parent’s signatures in checks

receipt were collected.
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3.1.3 Experimental Platform and Interface

The experiment was run using a fairly sophisticated web application software fully de-

veloped by the BIFI team of the University of Zaragoza (Spain). This software was first

used in another larger experiment [65]. The application was made entirely using free

software. It was developed in Ruby On Rails and has a MySQL database that stores all

data needed to carry out the experiment and the subsequent analysis.

The application was designed to be used by two different user profiles. On the one hand,

we have the players, who were shown at the beginning a detailed tutorial for a better

understanding of the interface and the experiment. Tutorial and game interface were

available in both Catalan and Spanish and players could choose language on their own.

Besides, several supervisors were bilingual. On the other hand, the administrators were

responsible for controlling the game and everything that was happening in real time.

The application, which was designed using technologies compatible with all platforms,

was managed from a standard web browser.

The experiment assumes synchronous play, thus every round ended in a certain amount

of time. This playing time was set to 15 seconds, which was checked during the testing

phase of the programs to be enough to make a decision, while at the same time not

too long to make the experiment boring to fast players. If a player did not choose an

action within these 15 seconds, the computer made the decision instead. This automatic

decision was randomly chosen to be the player’s previous action 90% of the times and

the opposite action 10% of the times. We chose this protocol following previous testings

performed by the authors of a similar experiment (see [62]). Volunteers were not aware

of this procedure, only that the computer would play by them if they did not play in

time. Is preferable not to let them know the precise intervention to avoid players using

this fact to play the same action instead of explicitly choosing an action. In any case,

for the reliability of the experiment it is important that a huge majority of actions were

actually played by humans, not by the computer. This quantity, when averaged over all

rounds, shows that 96% of the actions were chosen by humans.

The sequences of stages in the experiment were:

1. Administrators opened the registration process for a given game.

2. Players gradually registered.

3. As soon as all the participants (4) of the game have registered, players read the

tutorial.
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4. Once the reading was completed, a supervisor (researcher) checked that players

have understood the game.

5. Players did not know the number of rounds of the game, which lasted 25 rounds.

6. Participants played according to some predefined times (a maximum of 15 seconds

per round to choose an action). During these steps, supervisors controlled the

experiment development. As mentioned above, if one participant did not play

within the 15 seconds given for each action, the daemon played automatically (see

below). However, the experiment went smoothly and daemon’s intervention was

residual.

7. Once the game finished, volunteers were presented a short questionnaire to fill in

(see below).

8. All participants checked their earnings and received their payments.

3.2 Data Preprocessing

Before performing all calculations few details should have taken into account in order

to preserve the statistical coherence through the analysis.

3.2.1 Aggregating Decisions

The experimental set-up requires individuals to repeat up to 25 times one of two available

decisions. Repeated measures design are common for experiments in many scientific

disciplines, and its main risk is to find interdependencies in individuals that can affect

their actions and therefore the statistical analysis. In order to evaluate if participants’

decisions can be aggregated into the same age group a Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)

test is performed [116]. As Table 3.2 shows, F-test is not significant at 95% confidence

level for any age group in our sample, which means that is no players are significantly

different inside each age group. Therefore, taking a unique data sample by aggregating

all decisions for each age group is well justified.

3.2.2 Stationarity

The overall fraction of cooperative actions C in each round, averaged over all players

(and, therefore, over all age groups) quickly drops from initial values around 0.65 to

values around 0.45. In this way, in Figure 3.4 the fraction of cooperative actions, 〈C〉,
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Age Group SS w/in df w/in SS b/t df b/t F F 95%

School 177.06 765 2.77 14 0.85 1.70
Below 17 66.69 345 3.52 14 1.30 1.72
17-25 62.31 285 4.55 14 1.49 1.73
26-35 55.69 345 3.09 14 1.37 1.72
36-45 75.25 345 1.74 14 0.57 1.72
46-55 59.69 345 1.39 14 0.57 1.72
56-65 34.06 165 2.08 14 0.72 1.75
Above 65 43.56 225 1.65 14 0.61 1.74

Table 3.2: ANOVA test allows us to aggregate all actions of the same group.
We consider the last 15 rounds for each age group to run the test. F-test fails to reject
null-hypothesis at 95% confidence level in all groups as can be seen by comparing the
last two columns. In all cases, F is smaller than F 95%. The column names stand for
Sum of Squares (SS) within rounds, degrees of freedom (df) within rounds, SS between
individuals, and df between individuals, respectively. These are the necessary elements

to run the F-test.
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Figure 3.4: The level of cooperation declines to reach a steady value. Fraction
of cooperative actions (level of cooperation) per round during the experiment, averaged
over all age groups and over the two experiments. Error bars represent the standard

deviation of a binomial distribution over all participants.

in each round averaged over all age groups and over the two experiments is plotted. It

worth noticing that this behavior is also consistent with previous findings in experiments

with humans playing a Prisoner’s Dilemma [114].

This cooperation evolution curve justifies the fact that only the 15 last rounds, i.e. the

stationary regime, are computed to perform all subsequent analysis (with the exception

of the total game profits).
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Figure 3.5: Cooperation by Age Group. Fraction 〈C〉 of cooperative actions aver-
aged over the last 15 rounds as a function of the average age of each group. Filled circles
correspond to the AgePD(1) experiment, the filled triangle to AgePD(2) experiment
and the filled squares stand for the average value when all children are considered. The
horizontal dashed line shows the value for the control group. x axis bars cover the age
range of the groups divided as follows: 10–16, 17–25, 26–35, 36–45, 46–55, 56–65 and
over 66. y axis error bars represent the standard deviation of a binomial distribution

over the size of the age group and the number of rounds analysed (15).

3.3 Cooperation Level

The first important result of this experiment addresses to the age dependence on co-

operation probability. Filled circles in Figure 3.5 show the probability of cooperation

−i.e., average fraction of cooperative actions− over the last 15 rounds for the 7 groups

considered. Additionally, the horizontal line represents the observed value for the con-

trol group. It is apparent that the level of cooperation in groups from 17 to 65 years

old and the control is quite similar, showing values in the range of 0.4 < 〈C〉 < 0.47. In

contrast, the stationary level of cooperation observed in the youngest group, 〈C〉 = 0.34,

is significantly lower (with a p-value< 10−4) than the control group, whereas the coop-

eration of the last group − over 65 years old− is significantly higher with 〈C〉 = 0.55

(p-value< 10−4). It thus follows that, in the AgePD(1) experiment, extreme age groups

showed a behavior clearly distinct from the mid-aged groups: while children between

10 and 17 years old were quite uncooperative, the elderly adopted a very cooperative

behavior (see Table 3.3 for a null-hypothesis binomial test).

The observed behavior for the young teenagers group, impressive as it may look, must
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Age Group p-value

School (p > p0) 0.29838681
Below 17 (p < p0) 0.00000212
17-25 (p > p0) 0.14313813
26-35 (p > p0) 0.30465995
36-45 (p < p0) 0.10728292
46-55 (p > p0) 0.00530600
56-65 (p < p0) 0.33980832
Above 65 (p > p0) 0.00000001

Table 3.3: P-values to reject null-hypothesis binomial H0: “Age Group
Cooperation cannot be distinguished from Control Group Cooperation”.
Values below significance level 0.001 reject the null-hypothesis and this clearly occurs in
the youngest and the eldest groups in the case of the AgePD(1). P-values are computed
with the normal distribution since our data set is long enough and they will adopt a
different expression depending on whether the empirical cooperation probability p for

each case is greater or lower than the empirical control group probability p0.

be carefully considered. There are a number of reasons why the cooperation level may

be lower in this group, but prominent among those is that the people attending the

AgePD(1) (DAU Festival 2012), although it is a board games exhibition rather than a

competition, may be more competitive than the average individual. The results for the

control group and for the age groups from 17 through 65 years old are consistent with

those reported in similar experiments [62, 65, 114, 117, 118], abundant in particular

for the 17-25 group. Most adult participants in the festival were board game players

themselves, so this agreement might rule out the effects of volunteer competitiveness

and, in fact, it gives even more relevance to the cooperative level of the elderly players,

which we will analyze later on. However, the lack of reference values for the 10-16

group, and the small number of participants we had, prompted the team to replicate

the experiment for this age segment, which we did with the AgePD(2) experiment in a

school. The results for the average cooperation level in the AgePD(2) are also shown

in Figure 3.5 (filled triangles), and clearly indicate that the level of cooperation in the

young teenager group is not statistically different from the control or the other groups,

neither for the participants in the AgePD(2) experiment, nor for all participants at both

experiments pooled together (filled squares). Therefore, it can be safely concluded that

the average cooperation level is the same in all the age ranges from 10 through 65 years

old.

3.4 Cooperation Conditioned to the Previous Action

In the previous section we observe that, after replicating AgePD(1) experiment we can-

not conclude that children cooperate less in average than the other groups. However,
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observing no significant differences in the fraction of cooperative actions among children

and mid-aged individuals does not imply that all players, regardless of their ages, play

following the same behavioral rules. It might well be the case that the strategies followed

give rise to the same average level of cooperation, despite them being distinct. To shed

more light on how people of different ages behave in social dilemmas, we analyzed how

the actions changed in relation to participants’ own choice in the previous round and

the cooperation level they observed in their neighborhood. This analysis has proved

to be insightful in recent experiments [62, 65, 114], in which it unveiled an unexpected

dependence of the players’ actions on their own previous decision, something that had

not been pointed out before.

Figure 3.6 shows the measured conditional transition rates that a player cooperates

following a cooperative action, p(C|C) or after defecting, p(C|D). These two quantities

are markedly different for all groups except for the children −note that irrespective of

them being from the AgePD(1) or the AgePD(2) experiments results are roughly the

same−, an observation that confirms our previous statements regarding the noticeable

behavioral differences between the youths and the rest of players. This deviation from

control group is also rigorously tested in Table 3.4. From the mentioned figure one

can observe, first, that the behavior of the participants aged above 17 is statistically

indistinguishable from that of the control group, and, second, that the probability to

cooperate following a cooperation is more than twice that following a defection. This

substantial difference between the two conditional probabilities is completely absent in

the case of children: they have the largest transition rate to defection after they have

cooperated and the smaller permanence probability as cooperators if they did so in the

previous round. Indeed, this happens in the two sets of players analyzed, which suggests

that the observed difference in the average cooperation level of the two groups of children

(noticeable in Figure 3.5) should arise from the initial fraction of cooperators in the first

rounds.

The previous result for the youth indicates that children are inconstant in their deci-

sions, as they are almost equally likely to repeat the last action and to change it, with

defection being slightly more probable. Interestingly, this implies that children behave

in a manner that may lead to cooperation breakdown or at least to its decrease, as they

are not reliable partners and they may in consequence assume that their partners are

not reliable as well, thus making it impossible to establish a stable cooperative scenario

that ultimately could sustain long-term cooperation.
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Figure 3.6: Probability of cooperation conditioned to the own previous
action. Experimentally measured probability to cooperate following a cooperation
p(C|C) (filled squares) or a defection p(C|D) (filled circles) for each age group when
the stationary regime is attained (after 10 rounds). Children show a different behavior
as compared to the rest of the groups, namely, children are the only ones that are more
likely to defect if they cooperated previously. The empty symbols represent the results
for the School experiment. The error bars represent the standard deviation of each

probability over the different ages group.

Age Group p(C|D) p-value p(C|C) p-value

School (p > p0) < 10−8 (p > p0) < 10−8

Below 17 (p > p0) 0.00000365 (p < p0) < 10−8

17-25 (p > p0) 0.00024893 (p < p0) 0.01241016
26-35 (p < p0) 0.07422666 (p > p0) 0.10473761
36-45 (p > p0) 0.00132853 (p < p0) 0.00000779
46-55 (p > p0) 0.00274893 (p < p0) 0.31100227
56-65 (p > p0) 0.50951486 (p < p0) 0.28530264
Above 65 (p > p0) 0.33161924 (p > p0) 0.00035003

Table 3.4: P-values to reject null-hypothesis binomial H0 conditional proba-
bilities: “Age Group Conditional Probabilities cannot be distinguished from
Control Group”. Values below significance level 0.001 reject the null-hypothesis. P-
values are computed with the normal distribution since our data set is long enough
and they will adopt a different expression depending on whether the empirical condi-
tional probability p for each case is greater or lower than the empirical control group

probability p0.
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3.5 Cooperation Conditioned to the Environment

Other interesting behavior that also emerges in this kind of games is the reciprocity,

i.e the dependence of the probability of cooperation on the number of partners that

cooperated in the previous round. The specifics of this dependence may vary from one

experiment to another: while there is often a monotonously increasing trend (approxi-

mately linear) of the probability to cooperate vs the number of cooperative neighbors

of the focal player in the previous round, it is also common to find less clear dependen-

cies [62, 65, 114].

Results from such analysis for our experiment are shown in Figure 3.7 for all age groups

(the plot with tag ’children’ groups together AgePD(1) and AgePD(2) experiments).

It is immediately apparent from the plot that all players except the children clearly

reproduce the moody pattern, namely, the dependence of the current decision on the

previous action, while reacting to the context in a not well defined manner. Remarkably,

the latter group did not show any evidence of dependence on their actions on their

own previous one, although they did keep their behavior conditioned to the actions

they observe, i.e., they reciprocate as all other age groups. The only exception to this

behavior comes when no partner cooperated, and in this situation our findings indicate

that young teenagers tend to use an alternating strategy between the two actions.

In summary, the reciprocal patterns are not enough clear to extract any defined patterns

valid for all age groups. Nonetheless, in contrast to other ages children still make a

difference as they are more prone to change the tendency after facing fully uncooperative

scenarios.

3.6 Markov Chain Approach

Until here we have seen how the cooperation level in section 3.3 arises from the underlying

behaviors specified in sections 3.4 and 3.5. One of the simplest models which incorporates

in turn the findings in of the experimental setting would be a Markov Chain approach

where player’s behavior is solely described by the conditional (transition) rates p(C|C),

p(D|D), p(C|D), p(D|C).

To begin with, the empirical probabilities p(C) and p(D) = 1 − p(C), which in this

case coincide with 〈C〉, reported in Figure 3.5 of the main text can be indeed indirectly

estimated from empirical conditional probabilities (or transition rates). Empirical rates
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Figure 3.7: Behavior dependence on the cooperation context in the previous
round. Empirical probabilities of cooperating after playing C or D, conditioned to the
context (number of cooperators in the previous round) for the different age groups and
control sample, once the stationary regime is attained (after 10 rounds). The error
bars represent the standard deviation of a binomial distribution. Children refers to the

teenagers groups of the AgePD(1) and AgePD(2) experiments taken together.
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Figure 3.8: Cooperation probability. Confrontation between the empirical (ex-
periment) results and the Markovian approach (markovian) of the probability of coop-
eration p(C) given by Eq. (3.3) and the experimental values averaged over the last 15
rounds for for each age group. Filled circles correspond to the AgePD(1) experiment
while the empty circle represents both groups of children. For the sake of clarity the
Markovian band is not shown for this last point, but Table 3.5 states that model and
theory cannot be distinguished neither in this case. Vertical error bars and upper and

bottom solid lines represent the standard deviation of a binomial distribution.

can be reconstructed by considering the Bayes Theorem

p(C|D) =
p(D|C)p(C)

p(D)
, (3.1)

and the normalization condition,

p(D) = 1− p(C). (3.2)

This expression leads to

p(C) =
p(C|D)

p(D|C) + p(C|D)
. (3.3)

Results derived using Eq. (3.3) are shown in Figure 3.8 with a very satisfactory agree-

ment. Additionally, it is possible to run an identical null-hypothesis binomial test as the

one performed with respect to the control group of the AgePD(1) (see Table 3.3). Now,

the null-hypothesis assumes that empirical probabilities p(C) from each age group cor-

respond to the proposed Markovian model driven by conditional probabilities described

in Sec. 3.4, we find that our results cannot be distinguished from the one derived by

assuming the Markovian approach. P-values are shown in Table 3.5.
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Age Group p-value

Control (p > p0) 0.33184251
School (p > p0) 0.41576817
Below 17 (p < p0) 0.36864879
17-25 (p < p0) 0.51325037
26-35 (p > p0) 0.06190452
36-45 (p > p0) 0.36440143
46-55 (p > p0) 0.39399092
56-65 (p > p0) 0.26625981
Above 65 (p > p0) 0.23790212

Table 3.5: P-values to reject null-hypothesis binomial H0: “Age Group
Cooperation cannot be distinguished from the Markovian Conditional Ap-
proach”. Values below significance level 0.001 rejects the hypothesis and any group
satisfies this condition. P-values are computed with the normal distribution since our
data set is long enough and they will adopt a different expression depending on whether
the empirical cooperation probability p for each is greater o lower than the Markovian

approach probability p0 for each group.

Markov Chain approach based on transition rates improves our description of all age

groups allowing to reproduce the cooperation levels, including those that significantly

deviated from the control group (see Figure 3.5). Moreover, it is a tool to describe some

features, as it will be seen in the next two sections.

3.7 Persistence

One of the implications of the conditional transition rates is that contain information

about persistence in choosing certain strategy and by extension to the cooperation level.

Look, for example the case of the elderly. Albeit not statistically significant, the results

in Figure 3.6 suggest that in this group the probability to cooperate may be the largest.

In particular, the fact that p(C|C) is very large leads to very long sequences playing

as cooperators. Indeed, as seen in Table 3.6, the elderly show the largest cooperative

sequence of all groups, more than two times the average length of the C sequences in

children. Besides, the latter group (in both both AgePD(1) and AgePD(2) experiments)

present the shortest average length either for C or D in concordance with its lower

conditional probabilities p(C|C) and p(D|D).

The Markovian model described in Section 3.6 allows to predict the probability of per-

manence of a given action for subsequent n rounds given the transition probabilities.

The calculus proceed as follows: We start from the probability to repeat certain decision,
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Age Group Average length of C Sequence Average length of D Sequence

Control 2.92 3.24
School 1.72 2.02
Below 17 1.50 2.51
17-25 2.36 2.62
26-35 3.11 3.55
36-45 2.15 2.81
46-55 2.92 2.72
56-65 2.80 3.20
Above 65 3.68 2.75

Table 3.6: Sequence Length. This table shows the average number of consecutive
rounds playing the same strategy either C or D for the different age-groups in both
experiments AgePD(1) and AgePD(2). The length of these chains sequentially playing
the same strategy gives a measure of the persistence. The lower is the average length

value, the lower is the persistence of the age group.

C or D, any of them for at least n rounds:

ps(n) = p(C|C)np(C) + p(D|D)np(D), (3.4)

which by simply applying normalization conditions (Eq. 3.2) reads

ps(n) = (p(C|C)n − p(D|D)n)p(C) + p(D|D)n. (3.5)

The cooperation probability p(C) from Eq. (3.3) can be straightforwardly inserted into

Eq. (3.5). After trivial algebraic manipulations, we finally obtain the exact expression

ps(n) =
p(C|C)np(C|D) + p(D|D)np(D|C)

p(D|C) + p(C|D)
. (3.6)

By inserting in the equation the transition rates for each age group it is possible to

compute the permanence rate provided by markovian model and confront it with the

direct observation of the permanence probabilities. The results are shown in Figure 3.9.

For a small number of rounds (up to 4) the approach works nicely in all cases. To assess

the validity of this approach, we compare the Markovian approach with the probability

permanence governed by an i.i.d. process taking the empirical p(C) of Section 3.3

instead of transition probabilities. Therefore, the i.i.d. approach leads to a permanence

probability given by p(C)n + p(D)n. Note that in case of children groups the prediction

for i.i.d or Markovian do not differ significantly in contrast with other groups. The

consequences of this fact is that, due to particular transition rates in children, Markov

Chain approach is not needed to explain their probability permanence, empirical results

of p(C) are enough.
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Figure 3.9: Permanence Probability. Empirical and theoretical confrontation of
the permanence probability ps(n) for the different groups on Defection D and Cooper-
ation C strategies. The theoretical expression considers the Markovian approach given
by Eq. (3.6). Vertical error bars and grey shadow represent the standard deviation of
a binomial distribution. The Markovian approach clearly improves the i.i.d. probabil-
ity p(C)n + p(D)n than considers each round independent, with the exception of the

younger groups in AgePD(1) and AgePD(2) experiments.

In addition, one-step Markov chain modeling approach allows us to well describe the

probability of permanence up to 4 steps of the players in n-player PD (in agreement

with the statistical analysis presented in [114]).

3.8 Profits

Another possible use of Markov Chain approach is for giving an estimation of the total

cumulative profits after the 25 rounds are played. As in the previous section we base all

these calculations only in the transition rates.

First, we define xt = {1, 0} as the player’s action – to cooperate (x = 1) or to defect

(x = 0) – at round t. Let’s also define ξt = {0, 1, 2, 3} as the number of cooperators

among the player’s partners. Thus, the profit for a certain round is

πt = 7ξtδ(xt − 1) + 10ξtδ(xt), (3.7)
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Figure 3.10: Theoretical Player’s Profits. Player profits distribution resulting
from the Markovian approach calculated over the 25 rounds of the game. The in-
set shows the variance of the players’ profit distribution for each group. 108 games
are simulated for each group taking into account the corresponding empirical condi-
tional probabilities. The eldest group at AgePD(1) experiment has wider distributed
and larger profits while the teenager groups at the AgePD(1) and AgePD(2) have the

smallest variance.

where 7 and 10 are the corresponding values in ECUs of the payoff matrix we have used

in the experiment and δ is the Kronecker delta function. A player will end up with

a certain profit after n rounds and this value will depend on the sequences of xt and

ξt along the game. Therefore, assuming Markov Chain approach, the players’ profits

can be derived, as we can compute the exact probability of each possible sequence xt

or ξt of 25 steps. This calculation demands a considerable computational effort, as

the computation time grows exponentially when the number of rounds being considered

increases. Then, applying the same procedure, we simulate 108 games for each age group

and compute the distribution of individual profits after 25 rounds (Figure 3.10). The

plot already indicates that the youngest group in the AgePD(1) has in general a lower

profit (lower average). The eldest group has in turn a wider distributed gain with a

larger average. And thirdly but most importantly the profit’s distribution for the kids

(AgePD(1) and AgePD(2)) are much less scattered with a very similar variance. These

conclusions are directly related to the different behavior of these two age groups (highly

persistent and more cooperative for the eldest and memory-less for the youngest). These

results extracted from the Markovian model are coherent with those coming from the

experiment which are presented in Table 3.7.
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Age Group Mean SD Minimum Median Maximum

Control 311 92.5 174 307 504
School 297 47.3 185 308 389
Below 17 251 73.9 107 262 370
17-25 306 85.7 164 295 509
26-35 298 113.0 76 281 559
36-45 282 80.1 119 289 436
46-55 331 95.4 189 308 527
56-65 301 96.1 161 275 448
Above 65 360 82.9 182 358 517

Table 3.7: Empirical Player’s Profits. Resulting statistics for age groups of the
final player gains computed over all players belonging to each age group. The values
are given in ECUs which were converted to euros at the end of the experiment (1 ECU

= 0.05 euros).

3.9 Discussion

The findings of this study represent an important step towards a more comprehensive

understanding of cooperation in humans when playing Prisoner’s Dilemma. In partic-

ular, our experiment has a number of important implications regarding the evolution

of cooperation from childhood to the elderly. The most relevant findings concern the

clear differences found between children and the rest of groups and the high cooperation

showed by the elderly. As for the teenagers, the observed distinct behavior might be

due to the unsophisticated development of social values in children [110] with respect to

adult subjects [119]. Admittedly, children have not fully developed cognitive and strate-

gic abilities related to social and moral implications, such as ethics, morality, collective

fairness, and cooperation. They are at a stage in which they realize that rules are not

rigid and are formed by mutual consent for reasons of fairness and equity and hence that

these rules can be changed as the need arises. Therefore, when they meet their peers,

they adopt an strategy that essentially looks for a kind of social equality, mostly recipro-

cating the behavior they observe. In other words, they are not intrinsically cooperators

nor defectors and implement those strategies that they believe will allow them to ben-

efit more in return or based on the principle of what is good for others is also good for

me. Interestingly, as shown in Figure 3.10 and Table 3.7, their behavior backfires, they

earn less than the other age groups, and their profit distribution is much less scattered.

Conversely, mid-aged individuals and the elderly base their decisions on what people

around them do and use simple heuristics, reacting to the context of cooperation they

observe and attempting to keep their previous action to some extent, to decide whether

or not to cooperate.
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Given the relevance of these results, it is important to discuss possible caveats about

them. The major relevant point is the sample size, which admittedly is not very big,

except for the young teenagers thanks to our second experiment. During the fair at DAU

Barcelona Festival we recruited as many people as we could but, particularly for the

higher ages, we could not do much better because not so many senior citizens attended

or were willing to take part in the experiment. However, we stress that the number

of individuals we finally had is statistically significant and, in any case, like any other

experimental work, it would be of the utmost importance to have this one replicated

with a larger sample size in order to confirm our results. In fact, in the next chapter,

where social dilemmas are also studied but changing some conditions, the cooperation

level for Prisoner’s Dilemma is partially reproduced.

Ultimately, our conclusions aligns with previous claims about the existence of a devel-

opmental transition in humans over time regarding empathy [120] and quantitatively

shows that the same shift takes place when humans are faced to social dilemmas, with a

strategic change from a response to others’ actions to a more sophisticated moody (also

prosocial) conditional behavior. This finding, obtained by having subjects in a very

wide range of ages participating in the same experiment, adds to observations of how

altruistic or reciprocal behavior develops in early childhood [111, 112]. It thus seems

possible that, as cooperative behavior increases with age below 10 years, most likely due

to the development of a theory of mind, the same theory of mind might give rise to a

period in life in which childrens’ behavior is characterized by their flexibility and ability

to compromise and change rules as required. This hypothesis could also be related to

the transition in trust and trustworthiness observed by Sutton and Kocher [121] (see

also [122]) and to the observed behavior of children 6 to 12 year old in public good and

dictator experiments [123], very different from that of older children and adults as they

increase in later rounds of the experiment. The decrease in spitefulness in the same age

range [124] and the increasing inequality acceptance [125] are further hints about such

a key developmental transition.

Moreover, our results imply that mechanisms such as reputation and reciprocity, that are

based on social perception, might be universal for humans, i.e., they are not relative to

the age of the individuals. However, their impact in the long-term stability of cooperation

might be hindered by the inconstant behavior in the case of children. At the same time,

the large age range in which individuals exhibit similar behavior allows to generalize

observations with the usual experimental subjects: Thus, recent experiments showing

that population structure do not support human cooperation in PD [62, 65] should

indeed be reproducible with subjects aged 17 through 65. The inconstant behavior of

young teenagers would also lead to lack of cooperation in a network setting, albeit for

different reasons.
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The findings on the two age groups that behave differently have several policy impli-

cations. First, they suggest that, on the side of teenagers, specific strategies should be

developed to promote a transition to a more persistent prosocial behavior and to help

them understand the need for some perseverance. Secondly, the susceptibility of chil-

dren’s behavior to what they see in their environment regardless of their own previous

choices, points to the fact that their future moral and strategic thinking could be condi-

tioned to the education they have received. Finally, as suggested previously, fostering the

participation of older individuals in key social decisions or collective negotiations [119]

and keeping them longer in the workforce [113] may be judicious procedures.



Chapter 4

Dr.Brain Experiment: Behavioral

Phenotypes

Life is a series of social dilemmas. Social dilemmas are situations involving conflicts

between individual and collective interests [91, 126, 127] that may arise at the dyad,

small group or societal levels, possibly involving different time horizons. The relevance

of these problems can hardly be overstated, as it touches upon pressing issues ranging

from climate change mitigation [128] to complying with vaccination schemes [129]. In

the 60’s, the arms race [130] and the overpopulation [31] were the first conflicts to be dis-

cussed in scientific terms, with the authors claiming that the problems had “no technical

solution”, becoming famously known as “the tragedy of the commons”. These exam-

ples, and many others, show that these conflict situations arise in fields as disparate as

economics, ecology, politics, sociology or psychology. In spite of their interdisciplinary

character, or perhaps because of such nature, social dilemmas can more often than

not be formulated using mathematical tools. Prominent among those is Game The-

ory [131, 132], which focuses on the study of strategic decision making, i.e., of conflict

and cooperation among intelligent, rational decision makers [133] in highly simplified

situations generically known as games.

In the previous chapter we focused exclusively in the Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) game

which is maybe the most paradigmatic and popular dilemma. The importance of the PD

lays on the fact that incorporates in the same context two of the most relevant aspects

involved in this kind of dilemmas, namely the temptation to free-ride and the risk in

cooperating [107, 134, 135]. However, in the society, these motivations may arise in a

wider variety of situations. In this way, such class of games can be expanded with the

Stag Hunt (SH) [136] and the Hawk-Dove [137] or Snowdrift (SG) [138] games. These

are two-person, two-action games, in which both participants decide simultaneously

53
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which one of the two actions (to cooperate or defect) they will take. As is customarily

done we understand that cooperation is the choice that promotes the general interest

and defection is the one preferred by self-regarding players. The SH is a coordination

game [139] in which there is a risk in choosing the best possible option for both players:

cooperating when the partner defects is seriously detrimental for the cooperator, while

the defector is almost as good as if she had cooperated. The SG is an anti-coordination

game [140] where one is tempted to defect but if both players defect the worst case

scenario results. The most famous realization is the Chicken contest, in which two

persons drive their cars towards a head-on collision, the loser being the one that first

changes course. When it comes to the PD, both tensions are present: when one is

defected upon, she ends up in the worst possible situation, and the defector benefits

more than cooperating. Finally, we can also have a situation that in principle is a very

simple one, the Harmony game (HG) [141] in which the best individual and collective

options coincide and therefore there should be no tensions. However, as we will see

below, there is the possibility that a party considers beating the other more important

than obtaining the highest payoff possible, thus leading to conflict. In this case, the game

is often called Assurance or Trust game [127] (albeit the name is also used sometimes

in connection with the SH, see, e.g., [142]).

Extensive experimental work [107, 143] has abundantly shown that, faced with the above

mentioned games, a large number of people do not behave as predicted by the Nash

equilibria [144], i.e., individuals are not perfectly rational. This is specially noteworthy

in the case of the PD, where rational players should always defect, but very often some

amount of cooperation is observed in one-shot games [107, 145]. In fact, in the previous

experiment of a repeated PD version (Chapter 3) we could appreciate how cooperation

was higher in the first few rounds than in stationary regime. In addition, few experiments

have attempted to provide a full picture of decision-making processes to understand

human strategies when facing different social dilemmas. Two main questions arise in this

respect. The first one asks whether experiments on a social dilemma give information

on the behavior of the same subject in other conflict situations [146]. On the other

hand, if the answer to the first question is affirmative, it is only natural to identify

the repertoire of such consistent behaviors and attempt, if possible, a classification of

them. Therefore, the approach does not reduce beforehand the behavior of a group

(which may be heterege-neous) into an aggregated set of choices representative of a

standardized individual [147].

The question of individuals’ consistent behavior across different games was first ad-

dressed in [148], where the same set of individuals was subject to an Ultimatum [149]

game, a Dictator game [150], a PD and a Public Goods game [145]. These authors found

that the degree of inequality aversion that an individual exhibits in the Ultimatum game
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and in the modified Dictator game has little explanatory power in other games at the in-

dividual level. This is in contrast with other recent results [151–153] where the problem

was also addressed. Yamagishi et al. [151] report correlations in subjects’ decisions across

PD, dictator, trust and faith [154] games. Similarly, Peysakhovich et al. found [152],

for a larger set of games and involving an order of magnitude more participants than

in [148], that there is a domain-general and temporally stable inclination towards paying

costs to benefit others, which they referred to as the ’cooperative phenotype’. Finally,

Capraro et al. [153] also observed significant correlations between the Dictator game,

the Public Goods game and the Trust game [155]. With a smaller repertoire of games,

correlations have also been analyzed between the Ultimatum and the Dictator games

in [156, 157], finding two populations of pro-social and anti-social (spiteful) individu-

als. We thus see that, while there is evidence that individuals behave consistently, the

possibility of defining ’phenotypes’ as a way to identify and classify behaviors are only

beginning to receive attention.

In this work we take the issue of within-subject experiments to the realm of social dilem-

mas, in order to probe whether or not individuals have intrinsic ’phenotypes’ that allows

to foresee, at least to some extent, their behavior in different social dilemmas. While

previous work has focused on cooperation-related games and correlations and heuristics

to define profiles such as the ‘cooperative phenotype’ of Peysakhovich et al. [152], we

here cover the whole space of social dilemmas and use an unsupervised classification

algorithm for the types of behaviors, and moreover, we explore the influence of greed

(temptation to defect) and risk aversion on subjects’ behavior. As we will see below,

this approach will allow us to make remarkable advances towards a taxonomy of human

behaviors.

4.1 Experimental Set-Up

To allow a systematic exploration of individuals’ behavior, we designed our experiment

to include the four social dilemmas discussed above, i.e., PD, SH, SG and HG. In order

to have a wider range of subjects than the usual undergraduate students of university

laboratories, we designed a computer interface that could run on tablets and we took

our experiment to the field. We carried out the experiment in the third edition of

the same “Festival del Joc DAU Barcelona” [115] where we ran the experiment of the

previous chapter. During two consecutive days (13th and 14th of December 2014) we

collected data from 541 volunteers of different ages, education level and social status.

The experiment took place in multiple sessions over those two days, in groups of 15−25

people randomly recruited among the visitors of the festival.
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Figure 4.1: Pictures of the Experiment Performance. (Left) General view of one
part of the room during an experiment performance. (Center-top) Scientific facilitator
resolving doubts during the tutorial phase. (Center-bottom) Participant reading the
tutorial in the provided tablet. (Right) Actor dressed as a mad scientist whose purpose

was to recruit volunteers among the festival attendants.

Each person was given a tablet to play the game on. The game was implemented by

other members of the team and could be accessed using the tablet’s browser. Before the

actual experiment started, the subjects were shown a tutorial in their tablets, to learn

the basic rules and explanation about the meaning of the payoff matrix and their possible

choices (Figure 4.1). The examples shown in the tutorial were equivalent to the ones

they would face during the actual game. Also, some of our team members were walking

around the room answering questions from the subjects during the tutorial period (but

not during the actual game). Nonetheless, we did not instruct them to play in any

particular way nor with any one particular goal in mind. In Figure 4.2 we show an

example of one of the tutorial screens. After a player had read the tutorial, she pressed

a button to indicate the system that she was ready to start playing. Once everyone was

ready, our game administrator started the game.

The payoff matrices shown to the participants had the following form (rows are partici-

pant’s strategies while columns are the opponent ones):

(C D

C R S

D T P

)
(4.1)

The strategies C and D, representing cooperation and defection as indicated above, were

coded as two randomly chosen colors in the experiment to avoid framing effects. The

values of parameters R and P are always set to R = 10 and P = 5 whereas T and S

take values T ∈ [5, 15] and S ∈ [0, 10]. In this way, the (T, S)-plane can be divided into

four quadrants, each one corresponding to a different dilemma depending on the relative

order of the payoffs: HG (S > P, R > T ), SG (T > R > S > P ), SH (R > T > P > S)
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Figure 4.2: Screenshot during the Tutorial. This screen is what participants
were displayed in each round. Payoff matrix of that round is showed in the center while

buttons to chose a decesion are on the right.

and PD (T > R > P > S). In order to cover equally the four social dilemmas in our

experiments, we discretized the (T, S)-plane as a lattice of 11× 11 sites.

Each game session was carried out for a different, random number of rounds, between 13

and 18. The players did not know the total number of rounds they were going to play.

For each round, subjects were randomly assigned different opponents, so nobody knew

who they were playing against, and a payoff matrix corresponding to a different (T, S)

point among our 11×11 different games. The time window for the players to make their

action choice was 45 seconds. If they did not choose anything by this time, a random

choice was generated by the system (and saved in our database, properly labeled to be

discarded in the analysis). After a player had made a decision in a particular round,

she had to wait until all other players were done too, before the next game round

started. Finally, in order to give an economic incentive to the experimental subjects

to play in the most profitable manner for them, they were informed that they would

receive lottery tickets proportionally to the payoff they accumulated during the rounds of

social dilemmas they played. The four prizes in the corresponding lottery were coupons

redeemable at participating neighboring stores, worth 50 euros each.
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4.1.1 Technical Implementation

To conduct the experiment and collect the data we implemented a local network ar-

chitecture (see Figure 4.3) which consists of 25 mobile devices (tablets), a router and

a laptop with server and database. This system allows to play synchronized sessions,

collects data safely and controls in real time while the users are playing against each

other.

The game is a web application which was developed using Django framework and

Javascript. Each user was connected to the game application through a client API.

Along the same lines, the management API allowed us to control and manage in real

time the game sessions. Both APIs were implemented using RESTful services and JSON

objects for the exchange of data between server and clients, which was collected in a

MySQL database.

Figure 4.3: System architecture. Communication structure during the game.

4.2 Collected Data

The 541 participants in our experiment made up a total of 8, 366 game actions, which

means an average number of actions per (T, S) value of 69.1. In Figure 4.4 we show

the total number of actions per point in the (T, S)-plane for all subjects. The (T, S)-

plane was discretized into a 11 × 11 lattice, and the (T, S) point for any given pair of

opponents and for any given round was randomly generated in such a way that subjects

had uniform probability to be assigned to any point in the (T, S)-plane.

Regarding the demographics, the average age among our 541 subjects was 31.3 (SD=14.3)

(see Figure 4.5 for the age distribution of the population), with 64.5% males and 35.5%

females.

Our experiment was designed to avoid learning or memory effects as much as possible,

making each subject play knowingly in different game conditions and against different
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Figure 4.4: Statistics Size in (T, S)-plane. Total number of actions in each cell of
the (T, S)-plane for all 541 participants in the experiment.

anonymous opponents in every round. In the left panel of Figure 4.6, we show the

average fraction of cooperative actions as a function of the round number over the whole

population, and we observe how there is only a very small decline in cooperation as the

round number increases, specially during the first two or three rounds. Also, note that

the dispersion of the values is larger in the last few rounds, since every subject play a

random total number of rounds between 13 and 18 rounds. Similarly, we show in the

right panel of Figure 4.6 the average fraction of cooperative actions as a function of

the round number, separating the actions into the different games. In this case we do

observe a small decline of cooperation in the case of the PD game and the SG, and a

small increase in cooperation in the HG, while the fraction of cooperative actions doesn’t

show any particular trend for the SH game.

4.3 Macroscopic Level Behavior

First of all, it is important to recall the Nash equilibrium structure of the games in each

of these regions (see left panel of Figure 4.7). PD and HG have only one equilibrium,

given by the pure strategy D and C respectively. SG has a stable mixed equilibrium

containing both cooperators and defectors, in a proportion that depends on the specific

payoffs considered. Finally, the SG is a coordination game displaying two pure-strategy
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Figure 4.6: Cooperation Evolution. Average fraction of cooperative actions (and
standard error of the mean) as a function of the round number for the four different

games.

stable equilibria, whose bases of attraction are separated by an unstable one, again

depending on the particular payoffs of the game [131, 132, 158].

The average value of cooperation over all these actions in the (T, S)-plane was 〈C〉 =

0.49±0.01 where the error corresponds to the 95% Confidence Interval. Remarkably, this

is in very good agreement with the theoretical expected value, 〈C〉theo = 0.5, calculated
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Figure 4.7: Theory vs. Experiment. Schema with labels to help identify each
one of the games in the quadrants of the (T, S)-plane, along with the theoretical and
empirical values for the average fraction of cooperation in each cell of the (T, S)-plane.
The four games are Harmony Game (HG), Stug-Hunt (SH), Snowdrift Game (SG), and
Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) (left). The fraction of cooperation in each cell is color coded
from red for full cooperation, to blue for full defection. The expected values for the
game theoretical equilibria (middle), and averaged experimental values from the 8,366

game actions (right) are shown.

by averaging over all the predicted equilibria for the (T, S) values analyzed. Nevertheless,

the agreement with the theoretical predictions becomes worse when restricting to the

values of cooperation per quadrant of the (T, S)-plane or, in other words, per type

of dilemma. The experimental average levels of cooperation in each of the dilemmas

(excluding the boundaries between them) are: 〈C〉PD = 0.29 ± 0.02 (〈C〉theoPD = 0),

〈C〉SD = 0.40± 0.02 (〈C〉theoSD = 0.5), 〈C〉SH = 0.46± 0.02 (〈C〉theoSH = 0.5), and 〈C〉HG =

0.80±0.02 (〈C〉theoHG = 1). While the standard deviation values quoted allow for agreement

between theory and experiment, the mean values are considerably different, particularly

for the Prisoner’s Dilemma and Harmony games. On the other hand, the right panel

of Figure 4.7 shows that the deviation does not occur randomly, but rather it is mostly

located in the region close to the center of the social dilemma space, bounded by lines

parallel to the S = T one. Thus, in the HG, large fractions of cooperation are observed

as could be expected. However, full cooperation is only reached when S > T while, for

S < T , cooperation levels are significantly smaller than the theoretical predictions. A

similar observation can be made by looking at the lower-right quadrant (PD), where

a non-zero value of cooperation is observed, in contrast to the defection equilibrium

predicted for the entire region. Regarding the SH and the SG regions, results are even

more interesting. Despite the fact that the average fraction of cooperation observed

experimentally in both dilemmas is not very different with respect to that predicted by

the theory, the patterns of cooperation in these two regions are quite different. Indeed,

from Figure 4.7, we see that the levels of cooperation have intermediate values across

the two regions, in stark contrast with the distinct coordination and anti-coordination

patterns theoretically expected. It is then tempting to suggest that, at least at the

aggregate level, players do not seem to distinguish between coordination (SH) and anti-

coordination (SG) dilemmas; we will come back to this observation later.
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4.3.1 S-T Dependence

We next consider the dependence of the cooperation level on S (while keeping T con-

stant) and T (while keeping S constant), which amounts to analyzing the effects of risk

aversion and greed, respectively. Figure 4.8 shows that both analyses produce different

results. However, inspired by the previous observation about the patterns describe by

lines parallel to S = T and the fact that individuals do not seem to distinguish SH and

SG, we studied the cooperation levels as a function of the combined variable (S − T ).

The results, represented in the bottom panels of Figure 4.8, show a remarkable collapse

of all curves into a single one, indicating that the aggregate cooperation level can be de-

scribed by the combined variable (S−T ). In this respect, it is worth noting that (S−T )

represents the maximum possible payoff difference for any given of the games proposed

to the subjects. For very negative values of (S−T ), which corresponds to the PD game,

the levels of cooperation are low but not zero, while for positive values (corresponding to

the Harmony game) they are high, with intermediate, increasing values of cooperation

for the region (S − T ) ∈ [−10, 0], which roughly corresponds to a combination of the

coordination and the anti-coordination games. Interestingly, the role played by S and T

points to the relevance for the decision-making process of the comparison of situations

in which players make different choices. This points in the direction that competition,

in the sense of ending up being better off than one’s counterpart, is important for our

experimental subjects.

4.4 Clustering Analysis

After a first look at the behavior at the population level, which already offered valuable

insights, we now analyze the behavior and decisions at the individual level to further

investigate them. In addition, we aim to unraveling whether individuals behave in

highly idiosyncratic manners or if, on the contrary, there are only a few ’phenotypes’

in which all our experimental subjects can be approximately classified. In what follows,

we hypothesized that there are distinct, well-defined types of individuals in our dataset

(or phenotypes), that can be told apart using an unsupervised clustering algorithm.

Hence, we characterize each player by her average value of cooperation in each one of

the four quadrants (or games) in the (T, S)-plane. Then, we use these four values as

the corresponding coordinates of the player in a 4-dimensional space and apply an un-

supervised clustering procedure, specifically, the K-means algorithm [159] implemented

in the Scikit-learn Python package.
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Figure 4.8: S-T Dependence. Average fraction of cooperation as a function of S and
T . We observe disparate results for the average cooperation not only as a function of S
when taking different fixed T values (top left) but also as a function of T when taking
different values of S (represented by different color lines in both cases). (bottom row)
We find a collapse of all curves expressed in terms of (S − T ) and (T − S) respectively.

4.4.1 K-means Algorithm

The K-means algorithm groups the data into a user-defined number of clusters, by both

minimizing the dispersion within each cluster and maximizing the distance between the

centroids of each pair of clusters. For a given number of clusters, k = 2, 3, 4, ..., 20, we

run the algorithm 200 times on our data, and obtain the average value of the BD-index,

which is a measure of how optimal is that K-scheme. This way we can pick which one

is the best cluster scheme. In Figure 4.9 we show the average value and the standard

deviation (SD) of the DB-index, as a function of the number of clusters in the partition.

This representation will have an minimum around the optimum number of clusters for

a given dataset. Conversely, it would be monotonically decreasing if the dataset lacks

any significant cluster structure.

We observe that there is an optimum around a scheme with 5 or 6 clusters (black line

in Figure 4.9). However, due to the fact that the SD is significantly smaller for 5 than

for 6 (which indicates that the partition schemes found in different realizations of the

algorithm for k = 5 are much more similar to each other than in the case of k = 6),

we pick k = 5 as our optimum clustering partition. Note also that the SD is very large
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Figure 4.9: DB-index by k. (Left)DB-index as a function of the number of clus-
ters in the partition of our data (black) as it compares to the equivalent results for a
randomized version of the data (green). (Right) DB-index as a function of the number
of clusters in the partition of our data (dashed black) as it compares to the equivalent
results for different leave-p-out analyses. Errorbars represent in both plots the standard

deviation for the calculation of DB index in Eq.(4.4).

for any partition with 6 or more clusters, which also points to the lack of robustness of

those partition schemes.

It is also important to mention that this clustering approach does not allow us to compare

our results against the ’ground truth’, since that is unknown to us. We can only test

for its robustness, and we do this in two ways. We present the results from the same

algorithm, also run 200 times, but this time on a randomized version of our data. This

data randomization is done as follows: we take the 8, 366 actions of the 541 subjects and

create an ’action pool’ with them. From this pool of data we draw (with replacement)

to obtain the new, randomized sets of actions for each person, in such a way that we

preserve the number of times each subject has played and the particular (T, S) points

she played in, but now her actions are randomized. With this randomization procedure

we preserve the average fraction of cooperative actions in the population, but destroy

any possible correlations among the actions of a same subject. Note in Figure 4.9 that

with the randomized version of the data (green line), there is no local minimum for the

DB index and the best partition would be to have as many clusters as possible, which

is an indication of the lack of internal structure of the randomized data.

On the other hand, we also wanted to test the robustness of our clustering analysis

against data perturbations, specifically by running it on just a subset of the original

data. In order to do so, we run the algorithm 200 times again, but in each realization

we exclude a given number of players p and all their actions, randomly chosen. This

procedure is it known as leave-p-out analysis [160]. We do this for a scheme with

k = 2, 3, 4, ..., 20 clusters, and leaving out 100, 300, 400 and 450 subjects (out of the

total 541), and calculate again the average DB index for them. In Figure 4.9 right, we

show the results from leave-p-out procedure as they compare to the original data (for
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comparison purposes, the black dashed line in Figure 4.9 right is equivalent to the black

line in Figure 4.9 left). We observe that the results of the K-means analysis in our data

are very robust when randomly removing p ≤ 300 subjects from the original set (that is

up to 55% of the data): we observe that the optimum in the DB index remains around

the same value k = 5. However, the SD is larger for the leave-p-out case, and for any

given k or p, than for the analysis perform over the complete data set. This variability

gets larger the more data is randomly excluded. Of course, if too much of the data is

removed (p ≥ 300 subjects), the K-means algorithm is no longer able to retrieve the

original optimum cluster structure, as can be inferred from the gradual disappearance

of the local minimum in Figure 4.9 as p increases. We remind the reader that a data

set lacking any cluster structure would render a monotonically decreasing DB index as

a function of the number of clusters (as it happened in the green line in Figure 4.9).

The Davies–Bouldin index (DB index) is a metric for evaluating and comparing cluster-

ing algorithms [161]. It is minimized by the optimum clustering scheme, that is to say,

by the partition in a number of clusters such that it presents the minimum dispersion

within each cluster, and the maximum distance between all pairs of clusters. In particu-

lar, this metric performs an internal evaluation, that is, the validation of the goodness of

the clustering partition is made using quantities inherent to the data set. Hence, it does

not do a validation against the “ground truth”. We picked this particular validation

method because in this context there is not a known ground truth for types of players

(or phenotypes).

Given a certain scheme or partition in N clusters, let Ci be a cluster of vectors, and let

~X` be an n-dimensional feature vector that represents subject ` (in our particular case,

n = 4 dimensions), who is assigned to cluster Ci. The dispersion Si within cluster Ci is

calculated as:

Si =
1

Ti

Ti∑
`=1

‖ ~X` − ~Ai‖ (4.2)

where ~Ai is the centroid of cluster Ci, ‖ ~X`− ~Ai‖ denotes the Euclidean distance between

the vector ~X` and the centroid ~Ai, and Ti is the size of cluster Ci (that is, the number

of subjects assigned to that cluster).

Then for each pair of clusters i and j, we define the matrix

Rij =
Si + Sj
Mij

, (4.3)

where Mij = ‖ ~Ai − ~Aj‖ is the separation between clusters i and j (that is, the distance

between their corresponding centroids).
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Thus, we can define the DB index as

DB =
1

N

N∑
i=1

Di, (4.4)

where Di = max
i 6=j

Rij .

The whole clustering analysis described in this section has been programmed and applied

in our experiment data by the members of the team Jordi Duch and Julia Poncela-

Casasnovas from the Universitat Rovira i Virgili.

4.5 The Five Phenotypes

In order to achieve a better understanding of the behavior of these five groups, we

plot their corresponding behavioral heatmaps (see second row in Figure 4.11) to extract

characteristic behavioral rules. In this manner, we observe that the individuals of the

first phenotype (size N = 161, or 30% of the population) surprisingly only cooperate in

the upper triangle of the Harmony, but nowhere else (that is, wherever (S−T ) ≥ 0). We

therefore tag this group Competitive, since by choosing D in the HG when S > T they

preempt the possibility of receiving a smaller payoff than their opponent (which would

happen if they choose C and the opponent chooses D). Note that this implies forsaking

the maximum payoff just to avoid the possibility of being cheated, and is at variance with

the prediction of Nash equilibrium for rational players, i.e., C in the whole quadrant.

This is also in agreement with the interpretation of the game as an Assurance game,

and in that case competitiveness overcomes rationality as players basically attempt to

ensure they receive more payoff than their opponents [127]. This is yet another reason

to use the term ’competitive’ to refer to this group.

The second and third phenotypes reveal that, contrary to what the aggregate cooperation

heatmap suggested for the whole population (Figure 4.7), there are individuals that

display consistently different behaviors in coordination and anti-coordination games.

Namely, the second phenotype (N = 110, representing about the 20% of the population)

shows a risky behavior, by defecting wherever T > R, i.e., they cooperate in the HG and

in the SH. We call this second phenotype as Greedy, as individuals behaving accordingly

tend to aim for the maximum payoff irrespective of the earnings of the opponent or

the risk assumed. Conversely, we label subjects in the third phenotype Conservatives

(group size N = 113 or 21% of the population), as they intend to minimize their possible

losses by cooperating only when S > P , i.e., in the HG and in the SG. This means that

they cooperate when not doing so leads to the worst possible outcome, and henceforth

they do not feel inclined to cooperation in the PD nor in the SH, behaving basically like
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Figure 4.10: Clustering Results. Results from the K-means clustering algorithm.
For a given cluster, each row represents a player belonging to that cluster, and the
columns are the four values associated to her (from left to right: average value of coop-
eration in PD, SD, SH and H games). We color-coded the average values of cooperation
for each player in each game from white (0.0) to red (1.0), while the lack of value in a

particular dimension for a particular player is coded in grey.

risk averse people (see below). The two remaining phenotypes are easy to describe: the

fourth phenotype includes those players who cooperate everywhere (size N = 90, or 17%

of the population) and thus we refer to them as Altruists. Finally, the algorithm found

a small fifth group of players (size N = 66, or 12% of the population) who cooperate in

an approximately random manner, with probability 0.5, in any situation. For lack of a

better term, we will refer to this small minority as Clueless hereafter.

Only two of the five phenotypes we have found (Conservatives and Greedy) are partially

compatible with rational behavior: they almost always defect in the PD and cooperate

in the HG. The rest of the phenotypes fail to comply with some (or both) of these

rational prescriptions. In an attempt to shed light on the rest of the phenotypes, we

can consider the number of cooperative actions in the SG together with the number of

defective actions in the SH (over the total sum of actions in both quadrants for a given

player) as an indirect measure of the players’ risk aversion. The rationale behind such a

combined measure of risk aversion is the avoidance of the bias of pure cooperativeness:

were we to measure risk aversion only in the SH (instead of combining both SH and

SG), for a group that defects a lot everywhere in the TS-plane, it would appear as if

they are more risk averse than they really are, while a mostly cooperative group would
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Figure 4.11: The 5 Phenotypes. Summary results of the different phenotypes
(Competitive, Greedy, Conservative, Altruist and Clueless) determined by K-means
clustering analysis, plus the aggregation of all phenotypes. For each phenotype (each
column), we show the behavioral rule and its corresponding strategy in the (T, S)-
plane. In the rows below, the average cooperation for the individuals of each phenotype
is shown in the heatmap jointly with the difference between the experimental and
recreated results for each cell of the (T, S)-plane. The difference is shown in SD units of
each cell of the empirical observation. The very last column shows the aggregate values,
and the simulation of the experimental population taking into account the relative
fraction of each phenotype (17% of Altruists, 30% of Competitives, 20% of Greedy,
21% of Conservatives and 12% of Clueless). The histogram in the bottom row shows
the risk aversion of individuals belonging to each phenotype, and the last plot of this
row shows the aggregate risk aversion of all participants. The difference between theory
and experiment averaged over all (T, S)-plane is 1.91 SD units for Competitive, 1.85
SD units for Greedy, 2.14 SD units for Conservative, 1.79 SD units for Altruist, 1.12

SD units for Clueless and 1.39 SD units for Aggregation.

appear as less risk averse than they really are. A similar reasoning would apply to only

using the SG quadrant for the measure, and therefore we have looked at the actions

in both the coordination and anti-coordination games together. The bottom row in

Figure 4.11 represents the fraction of defections in the SH plus cooperative actions in

the SG, averaged over all the players in each phenotype. While Competitive, Altruist,

and Clueless players exhibit intermediate levels of risk aversion (0.52, 0.52 and 0.54,

respectively), which are compatible with random choice (since their values differ by

less than 1.96 times the standard error from 0.5), Conservatives exhibit a significantly

higher value (0.73), consistently with their fear of facing the worst possible outcome. In

contrast, the Greedy phenotype shows a very low risk aversion (0.32), in agreement with

the fact that they choose C in the SH, which is not the risk-dominant equilibrium [131].
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We thus see that this measure of risk aversion, even if it is a heuristic one, allows to

discriminate between phenotypes within the larger categories rational-irrational.

A further assessment of the validity of our interpretation can be carried out by means of

numerical simulations, assuming that each individual plays using one and only one of the

behavioral rules corresponding to the five phenotypes. The discrepancy between experi-

mental results and our phenotype hypothesis is reported in the third row of Figure 4.11.

It can be seen that, even if occasionally the difference can reach up to 4 SD units for a

particular (T, S) point, there isn’t any systematic bias in any of the different heatmaps.

The average difference in the aggregate case is of 1.39 SD units, which confirms ours as

a valid hypothesis to qualitatively explain the data.

4.6 Cohort Analysis

In order to add robustness in our results it is important to examine the dependence of

the phenotype classification on other features of the individuals. To that end, we have

examined the age and gender distributions for each group.

4.6.1 Gender Cohort

In Figure 4.12 we plot the fraction of cooperative actions in the whole (T, S)-plane

separating males from females. Not any significative difference is observed. The male-

female distribution among phenotypes supports this statement as well. The percentage

of males for each phenotype is: 67% among the Competitive, 64% among the Greedy,

64% among the Clueless, 61% among the Cooperators and 64% among the Conservatives

(while the percentage of males for the whole populations is 64%).

4.6.2 Age Cohort

Now we look at the age dependence. In first place we separate young players (≤ 15 years

old) from adults (> 16 years old) and plot their aggregated heatmap (Figure 4.13). The

contrast between the top-left corner in the Harmony and the rest of the (T, S)-plane seem

to be stronger in the youth than in adults. However a close look into that fact reveals that

this difference is not significant enough. The average (with the SD, in parenthesis) age

by phenotype is: for the Competitive is 29.9(13.9); 32.5(13.7) for the Greedy; 32.0(16.8)

for the Clueless; 32.29(14.1) for the Cooperators, and 30.7(13.8) for the Conservative.

Moreover, in left Figure 4.14 we display the population of each phenotype by age and see

no anomalous deviations from the aggregate, which is confirmed by the right Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.12: Gender Cohort Heatmap. Fraction of cooperative actions for males
and females separately.
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Figure 4.13: Age Cohort Heatmap. Fraction of cooperative actions for young
(≤ 15 years old) and adult players (> 16 years old).

The deviations produced after 50 years old can not be considered relevant because of

the lack of statistics (less than 30 people in total).

Therefore, we can conclude that not exist any significant bias when we separate the

population either by gender or age.

4.7 Recovering the S-T Dependence

Finally, we come back to the initial result about the dependence of cooperation with the

combined parameter (S−T ), described in Figure 4.8, and we check whether those results

are reproduced from our interpretation of the clustering results and the corresponding

simulations. In Figure 4.15 we plot together the results obtained from numerical simu-

lations that use the experimentally obtained classification. As shown, by simply using

the right fraction of each phenotype (behavioral rules) in the population, we can recover
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the observed diagonal symmetry. Thus, confirming the validity of our 5-phenotype hy-

pothesis and providing a well-grounded picture of the behavior of our population.

4.8 Discussion

We have presented the results of a Pop-Up Experiment designed to identify ’phenotypes’

which in the terminology fittingly introduced by Peysakhovich et al. [152] refers to

correlated behaviors exhibited by individuals across social dilemmas. While previous
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research has looked into the existence of a specific cooperative phenotype, describing

whether help is provided to others at a personal cost, here we bring a new perspective

into the issue of consistent behavior by widening the spectra of situations considered to

cover all basic social dilemmas, and allowing at the same time for a larger number of

possible phenotypes.

Our results show very clearly that the behavior of our population can be described with a

small set of phenotypes: Competitive, Greedy, Conservative, Altruist and a small group

of individuals playing at random referred as Clueless. The relevance of this repertoire

of phenotypes arises from the fact that it has been obtained through an unsupervised

procedure, the K-means algorithm, and that it is a very robust classification. With this

technique, we can go beyond correlations and assign specific individuals to specific phe-

notypes, which is a great step forward with respect to looking at aggregate data. In this

respect, the tri-modal distributions of the joint cooperation probability found by Capraro

et al. [153] show much resemblance with our findings, and, while a direct comparison is

not possible because they correspond to aggregate data, they are very suggestive of a

similar phenotype classification being feasible in the context of cooperation.

Our findings open the door to making relevant advances in a number of directions,

aside from the already mentioned focus on classifying individuals and going beyond

correlations in the context of cooperation and other social issues. One such question

is that our results point to the independence of this phenotype classification on age

and gender. While the lack of gender dependence may not be surprising, it would be

really astonishing that small children would exhibit behaviors with similar classifications

in view of the body of experimental evidence about their differences with adults [111–

113, 121, 162, 163]. As discussed also by Peysakhovich et al. [152], our research does not

illuminate whether the different phenotypes are born, made, or something in between,

and understanding their origin would then be an advance of the utmost importance. In

addition, even if our findings extend previous ones by looking at the influence of other

factors, such as greed or risk aversion, it is only natural to try to work towards a more

comprehensive classification. In this direction, applying an approach similar to the one

here to results about the cooperative phenotype [151–153] and, even better, to carry out

experiments with an ample suite of games such as, e.g., a detailed questionnaire [164] is

key in future research.

Finally, our results have also strong implications in policy making and business en-

deavors. Thus, it is important to realize that the only quasi-rational phenotypes are

the Conservative and the Greedy ones, which together amount to less than half of the

population. For instance, there is a large group of individuals, the ’Competitive’ ones

(about a third of the population), that in situations such as the Harmony game, fail
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to cooperate when they are at risk of being left with less payoff. This points to the

difficulty of making people understand that they in fact face a non-dilemmatic, win-win

situation as such, and that efforts must be taken to make this very clear. Another ex-

ample of the hints provided by our results is the existence of an unpredictable fraction

of the population (Clueless) that, even being small, can have a strong influence in social

interactions because their noisy behavior could lead people with more clear heuristics

to mimic their erratic actions. On the other hand, the classification in terms of ’phe-

notypes’ (particularly if, as we show here, comprises only a few different types) can be

very useful for firms, companies or banks interacting with people: it could be used to

evaluate customers or potential ones, or even employees for managerial purposes, allow-

ing for a more efficient handling of the human resources in large organizations. Research

following the lines presented here can thus lead to many innovations in these contexts.
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Pedestrian Movement
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Chapter 5

Bee-Path Experiment: Movement

Patterns Under Attractive Spots

The development of information and communications technologies (ICT) is changing

the way we interact with the world, and by extension the way we perform science. We

have entered the big data era [165] which, in principle, puts in the hands of researchers

enormous possibilities to monitor, study and understand human activities. Among such

technologies, the development of readily available, cheap and reliable geo-localized de-

vices has fostered the field of studies in human mobility. Computer vision analysis [166],

Bluetooth devices [167, 168], RFID signal intensity [169, 170], mobile phone calls [171–

173] and geo-localized social network feeds [174] represent just a handful of the methods

and data sources that have now been successfully exploited for this purpose.

Despite the recent technological advances, two important challenges remain for the sci-

entific community: accessibility and data biases. On one hand, data openly available for

human mobility research is scarce and somewhat restricted. ICT companies are reluc-

tant to freely share their data with the scientific community, and when they do so it is

often with strict constraints that pose challenges for the reproducibility of experiments.

On the other hand, human mobility data gathered directly from traditional research

volunteers is often limited by privacy considerations and scalability.

Despite the recent technological advances, many challenges concerning accessibility and

data biases described in Chapter 2 arise when studying pedestrian movement. In the

present chapter we propose a Pop-Up Experiment as a way to solve the problems of

data quality, control, property rights, accessibility, and privacy, offering reproducible

results. We use this strategy to investigate human mobility at an outdoor science fair

in Barcelona (Spain). By gathering location information in a crowded public space

75
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and making volunteers active participants in the scientific process, we are able to easily

construct a unique high-resolution and open-access data set.

In the context of human mobility, cell phone GPS receivers offer a good technological

option for gathering location information [175], one that also bridges the field of human

movement in open spaces with that of behavioral ecology [171, 176], with its rich and

consistent literature on home-ranging and foraging. Although the resolution of GPS-

based location estimates often drops in urban areas (e.g., due to building shadowing)

GPS nonetheless offers the ability to track individuals at mid-range spatial scales (e.g.

hundreds of meters to several kilometers) and may be augmented by location information

from cellular networks, wifi routers and other sources. Moreover, knowledge extracted

even at mid-range scales can be critical to understand and improve the quality of life in

cities, as it closely manifests the relationship between people and the urban environment.

A key aspect to understanding organisms’ movement patterns, including those of hu-

mans, is determining how active and reactive behavioral components are exploited de-

pending on scales and information availability [177–179]. Depending on the state of

the organism (e.g. level of hunger, stress) and the amount and quality of the avail-

able information, movement is tightly capitalized by sensory or memory information

(reactive motion) or else by a more explorative inherent component (active motion).

Importantly, exploratory movement may also be guided by sensors and cognitive pro-

cessing (past experiences), but the motor connections between cause and effect should

be considered less explicit and time-delayed. Reactive movement is then more promptly

associated to movement driven by external triggers, whereas active motion is more likely

context-independent and internally driven [177–179]. One may also connect the binary

reactive/active distinction to the classic debate in movement ecology on whether ex-

ternal or internal factors govern movement [180]. In any case, the distinction between

reactive and active motion should be taken cautiously and in relative terms, with active

motion viewed as involving more free movement actions than reactive motion, but not

being the exclusive domain of such actions.

Here we model and characterize human movement at the Barcelona science fair in terms

of active and reactive components. In the experiment, participants were invited to wan-

der around an open space containing the fair’s activity stands while tracking themselves

using a mobile phone application. Individuals could freely move around and access any

of the stands. The space in which they moved was not isotropic –it included obstacles,

paths trails, and forbidden walking areas– but the stands were set up to clearly attract

most of the attention and drive movement dynamics in this ludic, open-air event.
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Figure 5.1: Experiment Performance. (Left) Bee-Path APP running in a partic-
ipant’s mobile phone. (Right) Bee-Path information stand at the entrance of the park,

where volunteers were recruited.

An additive framework model is proposed to characterize participants’ motion, using a

Complex Systems science approach to account for some of the observed features. Start-

ing with the most simple model (purely random walkers) as a reference, we progressively

introduce different ingredients such as persistence, memory, and perceptual landscape,

aiming to untangle active and reactive contributions and quantify their respective rel-

evance. We then compare the limitations and strengths of the proposed models, and

discuss the delicate balance between complexity and accuracy when modeling human

movement. Such framework is flexible enough and sufficiently easy to handle to be used

as a tool to better understand mobility in other contexts as it will be seen in the next

chapter (Chapter 6).

5.1 Experimental Set-Up

During the weekend 16 and 17 June 2012, the Institut de Cultura de Barcelona (Culture

Institute of the City Council) organized the Festa de la Ciència i la Tecnologia (Science

and Technology Fair). It is considered to be the most important annual science outreach

event in Barcelona for general audiences. In 2012, it was organized as a set of 15

stands and buildings located in an area of approximately 3 hectares inside the public

green park called Parc de La Ciutadella. The event was held during the afternoon of

Saturday from 16h to 24h and the morning of Sunday from 11h to 15h. Several activities

took place within each of the stands, offered by researchers and science communicators.

Their format was diverse including games, experiments, astronomic observation, debates,

micro-talks, workshops, and even performances.

We carried out the experiment named Bee-Path (BP) where participants were tracked

as they wandered around the park to visit fair stands that offered a variety of activities
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Figure 5.2: Map of the Fair. Satellite picture of the enclosure of the fair indicating
the location of the stands. Stand number one, colored in red, shows the location of Bee-
Path welcoming location, where participants were recruited. This image is produced
from an orthophoto of “Institut Cartogràfic i Geològic de Catalunya” under a Creative

Commons license CC-BY.

(Figure 5.1). While the participants had access to some information about the activities

held in the stands (and possibly some prior knowledge about the environment), they

were recruited upon entering the space, as shown in Figure 5.1, and hence are assumed

to have had no previous direct experience in exploring the fair. The participants had

very different interests, origins, backgrounds and ages. Event organizers estimated that

10,000 people visited the fair. The BP information stand was located at one of the

entrances of the Parc de la Ciutadella (red spot in Figure 5.2). This entrance was

the most crowded access to the park. Visitors were encouraged to participate to the

experiment by wandering around the fair while being tracked by using an specific App

for a wide class of mobile phones.

As expressed in Chapter 2 the engagement with open culture (as the best way to perform

science) lead to upload all codes and data gathered that freely accessible from the project

website: www.bee-path.net.

5.2 Collected Data

After a cleaning procedure, 4,995 GPS points corresponding to 27 participants (with no

particular profile in terms of age and gender) which represent to roughly 27 hours of

data gathering.

Database is organized in two main tables that contain information of participants: gen-

der, age-group, if he/she is moving alone or in company, mobile platform, starting time

and ending time. These participants are associated to a set of GPS points in another

www.bee-path.net
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Attribute Symbol (units) Mean S.D. Median

Update frequency ν (s) 27.646 22.147 18.675
Average accuracy α (m) 4.071 1.190 4.000
Total time per user T (minutes) 61.251 39.284 55.767
Number of GPS points Npoints 188.185 143.803 124.000
Number of Flights Nflight 13.259 7.787 11.000
Number of Stops Nstop 10.815 5.618 9.000
Flight velocity v (m/s) 0.606 0.147 0.604
Flight length ∆rf (m) 37.167 11.120 33.847
Stop duration ∆ts (s) 252.209 192.379 246.385

Table 5.1: General Statistics. Symbol, mean, standard deviation and median are
shown for every attribute on the left. The fact that the mean well matches the median

implies that we are not facing a very heterogeneous statistics.

table with the following information: user id, latitude, longitude, timestamp and accu-

racy.

In the repositories exist two databases: beepath_filtered.sql, with data described

above and the one used in the rest of the study, and beepath_raw.sql, which contains

the data before the cleaning process. This initial dataset consists of 101 participants’

entries and 10, 312 location updates. Locations with accuracy values over 6 m are

removed, as well as those with values of zero (the latter indicating a faliure of the GPS

receiver to detect any satellites). Individuals with less than 4 updates (∼ 1 minute of

observations) are also removed (unfortunately it was rather usual that mobile phones

ran out of batteries during the experiment). Finally, the dataset is further cleaned

by applying a velocity thresholding procedure: If any instantaneous velocity is over 50

km/h, the end point of such trip is automatically excluded and the velocity recomputed

with the next point. The majority of mobile devices are programmed in such a that

when GPS connection is lost for any reason, they provide the latitude and longitude

associated to the closest antenna provoking artificial discontinuities in the movement

when the GPS signal is recovered.

From the final group of participants and updates obtained, we have performed a check of

basic user homogeneity on the movement statistics computed in Table 5.1. The results

indicate that one can safely aggregate the accumulated statistics, i.e. their traces, for

the analysis due to the small population dispersion around the mean.

Such crucial cleaning process in the dataset as mostly carried out by the member team

Oleguer Sagarra, also a PhD candidate inside the research group of Complexity Lab

Barcelona in the University of Barcelona.
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Figure 5.3: Movement Processing Algorithm. Each blue spot represents a GPS
position recorded with a given time-stamp. First, stop-and-run algorithm is applied
to detect the points tagged as stopped if |~rn − ~rn+1| < Rstop. Then, all consecutive
stopped points are grouped in a Stop (red circles) whose duration is ∆ts. Afterward,
rectangular grid criteria whose width calibrated with parameter Rflight (bottom left)

detects in this case five different flights with Euclidian lengths ∆rf (right).

5.3 Movement Processing Algorithm

Movement is an intrinsically continuous process in space and time, while our empirical

observations are made on discrete points. Hence, care should be taken when analyz-

ing the possible biases the aggregation of points might cause. The (timestamped) GPS

points for each participant were grouped into traces (groups of points belonging to the

same individual), and each trace was decomposed into well defined movements flights

and stops. Those movement types are determined by using a two-step procedure (see

Figure 5.3) inspired by Rhee et al. [181], first an algorithm called stop-and-run to deter-

minate stops and then a rectangular grid criteria computes the flights.

5.3.1 Determining Stops

GPS locations are classified by stop-and-run algorithm in two mutually exclusive groups:

stopped and moving points. First point of a given point-sequence is by default tagged as

stopped. If the next point in the time sequence is further away than a certain threshold

distance Rstop, such a point is then flagged as ımoving, otherwise the point remains as

stopped. All consecutive stopped points form a unique Stop with a time duration ∆ts

and a location xs defined as the average position of its stopped points. The last point

of the track is also set manually, by default, to a stop. We chose a Rstop = 8 m by

several arguments. In order to fit this parameter, it is interesting to see how the fraction

of GPS points that are considered stopped grows as Rstop increases (Figure 5.4). For

the real data, we observe an elbow-shaped curve with a appreciable change of slope

around the position Rstop ' 8 m. This is confirmed by the second derivative test, which

locates the inflexion point at this position. This value for Rstop is coherent with the
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Figure 5.4: Determination of Rstop.(Left) Fraction of stops over total number of
updates for the experiment (EXP) and the different proposed dynamics: Random Walk
(RW), Potential-driven Random Walk (PRW), Conditional Random Walk (CRW), Con-
ditional Potential-driven Random Walk (CPRW). Dashed grey line at Rstop = 8 m in-
dicates where clear change of slope-dependence is observed for the real case. The inset
shows the numerical second derivative of the previous function. (Right) Average stop
duration as a function of the Rstop parameter for all types of movement. The errorbars

represent the standard deviation for the stop duration.

GPS accuracy as all points after filtering have an associated accuracy value below 8 m

(accuracy average is 4 m).

To test whether the stop processing algorithm induces any kind of distinctive bias, we

also show the results of applying the algorithm with increasing threshold Rstop to the

various dynamics of the model described in the following pages.

5.3.2 Determining Flights

The second step of the procedure solely considers the group of consecutive points flagged

as moving by grouping them using the rectangular grid criteria [181]: A flight is defined

as the minimal sequence of N consecutive moving points {x1,x2...xN} that fit inside the

box defined by the segment xN−x1 and width corresponding to a parameter Rflight (see

Figure 5.3). Each flight has a time duration ∆tf defined as the time interval between

its starting and ending time-stamp and a length ∆rf defined by Euclidean norm of the

straight line joining its starting and ending point. Additionally, these two magnitudes

also allow us to obtain an average velocity for each flight v = ∆rf/∆tf .

The value of Rflight has been chosen in a similar manner than for stops. We have

computed the average flight length dependence on Rflight and we have found that 8

m delimit a boundary beyond which flight length average barely changes as shown in

Figure 5.5. Concerning the biases induced by the flight processing algorithm, it is worth

noting that due to the stopping algorithm applied, the minimal flight length is Rstop.
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Figure 5.5: Determination of Rflight.Average flight length as a function of Rflight

parameter for the experiment (EXP) and the different proposed dynamics: Ran-
dom Walk (RW), Potential-driven Random Walk (PRW), Conditional Random Walk
(CRW), Conditional Potential-driven Random Walk (CPRW). Dashed grey line at
Rflight = 8 m indicates a shoulder in experimental data, which indicates a clear change

of behaviour.

5.4 The Bee-Path Attractivity Model Framework

Pollinators, such as bees, move across the landscape looking for resources (within flowers)

by following a stop-and-run process[177, 182]. The resulting stop-and-run paths emerge

as a combination of reactive (extrinsic) and active (intrinsic) individual behavior. Sim-

ilarly, the human movement observed at the fair can be modeled as a stop-and-run

process driven by two main components: external inputs and intrinsic motion. Indi-

viduals largely wandered through the fair according to their instincts or some vague

expectations (context independent decisions) but, from time to time, they could feel the

attraction of specific stands hosting specific activities. We develop here minimal models

of increasing complexity (BP model framework) that may help us to distinguish external

from internal drivers of motion, and define the key features of the movement observed

within the fair.

To describe the position r(t) of an individual at time t, we use a two-dimensional stochas-

tic model based on Langevin Dynamics [183], which describe the trajectory of a particle

(walker) moving randomly due to a thermal bath (internal energy) and subject to a

field of forces (external energy). We assume individuals have no inertia: Although

humans clearly have memory of past events, the assumption here is that their orienta-

tion decisions during the fair visit are mostly taken with respect to actual circumstances

(overdamped regime). The dynamical equation for the BP model framework, discretized

in intervals of ∆t and in the Itô sense [183] then reads,

v(t) =
r(t+ ∆t)− r(t)

∆t
=

1

γ
∇V (r(t)) +

√
2

γβ∆t
ρû(θ(κ,∆t)) =

1

γ
(Fa + Fp) , (5.1)
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with,

û(θ) = (cos θ, sin θ); (5.2)

where the first term stands for the potential landscape capturing the field of forces

(reactive component, Fa) while the second refers to the random fluctuations on the

movement (active component, Fp). The potential landscape V (r(t)) is generated by

the joint effect of fourteen different sources of identical shape, which are located in

the same positions as the stands in the experimental set-up. We have thus dynamics

governed by two contributions, the reactive one, which depends on the attraction form

of the external inputs and the active one, whose intensity is controlled by the parameter

β, a random unit radial contribution and a random angular contribution controlled

by the parameter κ which simulates the inherent movement stochasticity [184]. Drag

parameter γ is manually set to unity following the assumption that all individuals are

equally susceptible to the action of both the active and reactive forces (a change of this

parameter would only redefine the timescale of the process).

Concerning the form of the potential for the attraction poles, a single stand centred

at r0 is represented as a gravitational-like potential well generated by a non-punctual

spherical attractive mass [183]

V (r|r0) =

{
−V0

σ
|r−r0| if |r− r0| ≥ σ

−3
2V0 + 1

2V0
|r−r0|2
σ2 if |r− r0| < σ.

(5.3)

The two constants of the potential are fixed in terms of the radius of the non-punctual

spherical region σ and in terms of the intensity of the potential outside this circular

region V0 due to continuity and differentiability arguments. Intensity solely depends on

the Euclidean distance |r− r0|. We therefore construct a set of potential wells located

at each of the stands of the fair as shown in Figure 5.6. For simplicity both σ and V0

are taken equal for all stands, with the intensity of the stands V0 is adjusted from real

data, and σ = 4 m chosen according to the actual physical area of the original stands.

We consider an individual to be trapped by an attractor when she approaches to a given

stand for the first time and comes within a distance shorter than σ; the other potentials

then deactivate representing that her attention is fully focussed on the activity of that

stand. Under this scenario, we observe that the stopped locations of the motion dynamics

can be described by Kramers problem extended to two dimensions [185], which evaluates

the statistics of the trapping times. Moreover, memory effects are also incorporated in

our modelling approach, we consider that after an individual has visited one of the

potential wells (stand) and leaves it (being further than distance σ), she ceases to feel

its attraction and henceforth the potential well is deactivated from the walker perceptual

landscape for the rest of the visit.
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Figure 5.6: Gravitational Potential Wells. The gravitational wells proposed to
represent the attractiveness of the stands of the fair. (left) Section across the x-axis
direction of one potential well. (right) Heat map of the potential landscape of the fair
with the potential wells placed at the 15 stands locations. Overlapping the heat map
all pedestrians’ stops are shown in red circles. The radius of each circle is proportional

to the duration of the stop.

The stochasticity of Eq. (5.1) is represented in polar coordinates. The radial part is

determined by a random variable ρ which controls the modulus of the velocity and is

distributed as

p(ρ) = ρ exp(−ρ2/2). (5.4)

The angular part is described by the random variable θ(t + ∆t) = θ(t) + Θ, whose

difference with the previous step follows the Von Mises Distribution:

p(Θ) =
1

2πI0
exp

[ κ
∆t

cos(Θ)
]
, (5.5)

where I0 is the modified Bessel function of order 0 and κ accounts for the persistence of

the movement. Note that for k = 0, p(Θ) becomes constant and the persistence vanishes

recovering the Random Walk.

The approach proposed in Eq. (5.1) is highly flexible and allows to clearly identify basic

characteristics in human motion and confront them with some of the empirical features of

the Bee-Path experiment. The used model contains a maximum of four free parameters

(κ, β, V0, and σ) although σ is defined by the geometry of the attraction poles.

We can disentangle different aspects by playing with free parameters of the BP model

framework and then simulate the subsequent four possible dynamics. Firstly we can

consider a pure Random Walk (RW) without potential landscape so that individuals have

only a active component (V0 = 0, κ = 0 and β remaining as the only free parameter).

Secondly, we can test another purely active scenario where the only new ingredient is a

persistence on keeping the direction of previous step with a non-isotropic noise (V0 = 0

while κ and β are free parameters). This case is known as a Correlated Random Walk

(CRW) in the literature [184]. Thirdly, we can observe a different situation where the

individuals can feel the attraction wells but the underlying movement is still a random

walk such that active and reactive components are present (κ = 0 while V0 and β are
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free parameters). We call this case Potential-driven Random Walk (PRW). And, finally,

we can combine both persistence and potential landscape (κ, V0, β are free parameters)

in what we call Correlated Potential-driven Random Walk (CPRW). In each case, we

have selected the values of the parameters optimizing model performance.

5.4.1 Model simulation

The four proposed scenarios simulate 20, 000 seconds (5.5 hours) of real experiment.

Simulations take place inside an area of 330 meters long and 145 meters high displayed

in Figure 5.2. Wells are placed in the same configuration than the stands in the fair

creating a potential landscape. In every performance 50 walkers are simultaneously

created at the same spot where participants downloaded the GPS application in the

fair, each of them with the same lifetime than a real participant picked at random.

When a walker has reached his lifetime, has visited all the wells or has crossed the

borders is removed and another one is created following the same procedure. Simulation

time-step ∆t is set at 0.1 seconds. However, individuals’ positions are sampled every 15

seconds and fed to the aggregation algorithm for their analysis in concordance with the

data from the real experiment.

5.4.2 Parameter selection

In this section we describe the method used to set all parameters for the cases presented

in the main text, whose values are summarized in Table 5.2. For all the models, we

have chosen to set the value γ = 1 as it just represents a definition of the time-scale

for the process and assumes no difference among the different individuals. Additionally,

due to the physical properties of the considered attraction poles, we have set σ = 4 m

as it represents the average size of the real fair stands. This measure is also coherent

with having set Rstop to 8 m because it makes it impossible to happen a flight inside an

attractive potential well, even if the walker moves from one border to the other.

In the PRW dynamics, there are two parameters to be fitted. V0 is a shape property of

the potential of the attraction points and the other one β accounts for the dynamics of

the movement. The parameters V0 and β are set by minimizing the difference between

the stop duration CCDF generated by the simulation and the one observed in the real

data (Figure 5.7). As we will see below, the real mobility contains two characteristic

time scales, from which the interesting and distinctive part occurs for larger times. The

short stops are not associated to the activity of the stands, therefore are not used to

fit the model. We only take into account the statistics for long stops, defined as those

taking longer than 5 minutes. The k-sample Anderson-Darling (A-D) test is performed
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Parameter PRW CPRW RW CRW

Rstop 8m 8m 8m 8m
Rflight 8m 8m 8m 8m

σ 4m 4m 4m 4m
V0 41J 44J 41J 44J
γ 1 kg/s 1 kg/s 1 kg/s 1 kg/s
β 1.7 m2/s 2.6 m2/s 1.7 m2/s 2.6 m2/s
κ 0 7s 0 7s

Table 5.2: Parameters of the Model. Summary of the parameters of the dif-
ferent considered dynamics: Random Walk (RW), Potential-driven Random Walk
(PRW), Conditional Random Walk (CRW), Conditional Potential-driven Random Walk
(CPRW). The description of variables is the following: Rstop is the stop threshold for
two consecutive updates, Rflight is the width of the box in rectangular model, σ is
influence distance of stands (width of the well), V0 represents the attractiveness of the
stands (well depth), γ is related to resistance to forces by pedestrians, β stands for the
’temperature’ and diffusivity of pedestrians and κ is the degree of movement persistence

(in time units).
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Figure 5.7: Parameters Fit for PRW dynamics. (left) Heatmap of parameters fit
where A-D test value is the dependent variable. Solid green line shows the curve where
A-D test value is smaller. (right) V0 values that minimise A-D test for each parameter
β. Fit of a function f(x) = A/x reveals the inverse proportional relation between those

variables with a constant A = 72.16± 0.56.

for each pair of V0 and β in order to quantify the similarity between the distribution ob-

tained by the simulation against the real distribution ot the stops larger than 5 minutes.

Parameter’s range is limited by values where the simulation makes sense, i.e., walkers

visit several wells instead of getting stuck in the first one or not falling in any of them

due to an excess of thermal energy.

Figure 5.7 shows how multiples pairs of values V0 and β can successfully reproduce the

exponential decaying ratio that appears in the real data. If we take the best V0 (the

one that minimizes the A-D statistic) for each β we observe an inversely proportional

relation between them when the decaying ratio is maintained (Figure 5.7 right). This

fact is qualitatively similar to the classical Kramers escape rate problem [185] but applied

to a bi-dimensional space with multiple wells, suggesting that the probability of escaping
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Figure 5.8: Parameters Fit for CPRW dynamics.. The A-D test statistic value
is provided as a function of V0 and β. Each figure shows the result for a different κ.
Parameters V0 and β also shows inverse proportionally with constants A5 = 113.84 ±
1.23, A6 = 113.36± 1.23, A7 = 114.31± 1.42, A8 = 112.86± 0.93, A9 = 114.41± 1.52

and A10 = 113.44± 1.30 respectively.

an attraction pole after a certain time ∆t can be approximated by an exponential decay

whose rate depends on the ratio between well depth and thermal excitation:

p(∆t) ∼ exp(−KV0β∆t). (5.6)

As expected, an increase of well attractiveness must be compensated with an increase

of diffusive term (decrease of β) in order to maintain the same stops distribution curve.

We have thus selected for the PRW dynamics the parameter pair which corresponds to

the minimum value of the Anderson-Darling statistic.

The procedure for the CPRW dynamics is analogous to the previous case but with an

extra parameter κ accounting for the intrinsic persistence of the movement. In this case

the process is done in two steps. First, Figure 5.8 shows a heat-map of the A-D statistic

as a function of variables V0 and β for a collection of κ feasible values. The case is

qualitatively similar to the previous model and the inverse proportionality rule between

V0 and β is maintained. Second, to select one value for κ, we plot the minimum cell value

on each heatmap against κ. A U-shape curve is clearly observed clearly in Figure 5.9.

We then choose the minimum value, κ = 7 and its corresponding pair of parameters,

V0 = 44 and β = 2.6.

For the RW and CRW cases, we have used the values obtained for the PRW and the

CPRW.
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5.5 Reproducing Movement Patterns

The presented framework aims to study and identify the minimum ingredients necessary

to capture the essential traits of human mobility at the scales studied. By means of

hypothesis testing using the different proposed dynamics, we are able to assess the effect

each additional parameter has on the observed movement patterns.

The resulting statistics for each scenario are shown in the following subsections. As

mentioned before, RW and CRW cases are considered as null models that, lacking spatial

coherence, they are unable to reproduce the observables we are considered, but help to

show the influence of introducing the reactive component of attractive potential wells in

the dynamics.

5.5.1 Stops Distribution

In terms of the stopping time statistics, inset of Figure 5.10 shows how the stopping

time Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) can be well fitted by

a weighted double exponential law with two different characteristic decaying times,

P (∆ts > t) = ω exp(−t/τ1) + (1− ω) exp(−t/τ2). (5.7)

The shortest characteristic decay time is around 30 seconds and corresponds to reorienta-

tion processes. As shown in the Figure 5.6, the shortest stops (smaller circumferences)
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Figure 5.10: Stop Duration Distribution. The stop duration Complementary
Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) for long stops (∆ts > 300s) is calculated
for each dynamics with a bin size of ∆ts = 15 seconds. Shaded area around the real

curve represents the cumulative standard deviation calculated as
√∑i

0 pj(1− pj)/N ,

where pj is the value of bin j and N is the number of stops. The inset shows the
complete CCDF Stop duration distribution for the real time and the analytical function
(black solid line) with ω = 0.308± 0.008, τ1 = 617± 17s and τ2 = 37.5± 1.5s (χ2

red =
6.57× 10−5).

appear to be randomly distributed over the fair space, indicating that this timescale

may be related to orientation process not directly driven by the fair stands. In con-

trast, longest stops are much closer to fair stands (spots in yellow) where activities are

happening. The characteristic time scale of such stops is around 10 minutes (largest

characteristic scale in the Eq. (5.7)). The stop lengths are much smaller than the time

span of the activities held in the stands, suggesting limited attention capacity [186] by

the fair participants.

Figure 5.10 focuses only in this aspect as plots the distribution of stops longer than 5

minutes (300 seconds). The models that incorporate the potential landscape reproduce

the curve with very good agreement. Regarding null models, RW falls well below than

experimental curve while CRW does not even appear as their very rectilinear movement

do not generate stops at all.

One more issue should be noticed between the models that work on reproducing large

stops. The PRW is able to very well capture the two detected timescales of the model,

however, the necessary introduction of correlation in the movement leading to the CPRW

breaks this feature and only reproduces the long time decay rate (slope) present in

real data (Figure 5.11). The explanation for the well matching of PRW is because it
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Figure 5.11: Stops Duration Distribution in All Range. Complete stop duration
statistics for the different proposed dynamics in several colors.

incorporates the effect of the potential landscape (long stops) as well as the spontaneous

emergence of short stops due to the underlying RW motion (short stops).

5.5.2 Flights Distribution

Focusing on the flights, Figure 5.12 shows that their length CDF displays a single expo-

nential decay,

P (∆rf > r) = exp [−(r −Rstop)/λ] if r > Rstop. (5.8)

We note that the distribution has a natural lower bound when r = Rstop forced by the

rectangular grid criteria for the movement processing algorithm.

Unfortunately no model is capable to well capture flights distribution. The potential

landscape together with memory effect in PRW and CPRW make that most part of

flights take place between wells, what reduces the possibility to find flights larger than the

distance between wells and make that curve decays faster than in experiment. Although

CPRW, i.e. the addition of correlation in the movement direction, slightly improves

the matching, exaggeratedly high values of correlation are needed in order to partially

reproduce the tail of the flight distribution. Even so, the obtained results are not smooth

because all flights generated are excessively rectilinear, and this generates bias on the

movement processing algorithm.
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Figure 5.12: Flight Length Distribution. Flight length CCDF is calculated and
dashed black line correspond to heuristic fit with λ = 27± 2m (χ2

red = 0.008)..

Due to the relatively small park dimensions and low density of people, one could not

expect a Lévy-Walk like distribution of flight lengths [171, 181]. Results show however

a slow decay compared to overall scale of the fair space (330 x 145 meters), with a

characteristic length of λ = 27m. This scale is large enough to consider the unexpected

presence of long flights. Empirical data suggests that the participants tend to select

destination and maintain the movement direction in accordance to what is observed

for other animals [184]. Indeed, our experiment shows that in general, participants

skipped stands along the promenade in some situations, thus making larger flights more

probable. The presence of such long flights cannot be accounted to outliers in the

participants population, and is concentrated along the main promenade of the fair (the

area which accumulated most activities and most density). We will come back below to

this issue and will propose a way to resolve it.

5.5.3 Utilization Density

In order to analyze the utilization density of pedestrians over the landscape we compute

the population-level utilisation distribution in two-dimensional space using a dynamic

Brownian Bridge Movement Model (dBBMM) [187–189], which assumes observed loca-

tions are bridged by Brownian motion, with the diffusion coefficient adjusted for each

bridge based on observed variance in the trajectory.

This technique is applied to all tracks (EXP, RW, PRW, CRW, and CPRW) to cal-

culate, for each cell in discretized observation space, the relative frequency of partic-

ipants’ presence during the experiment. We set the location error for all points at
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4.071 meters, the mean of the GPS accuracy in the real data, and we used a sliding

window of 11 points for the trajectory variance. We implemented the dBBMM calcu-

lations using the Move package by M. Smolla and B. Kranstauber (2015) for R (http:

//www.R-project.org). We also calculated the home range (95% and 99% isopleths) of

each probability landscape, using the Geospatial Modelling Environment Version 0.7.2.1.

Complementary GIS processes were done using ArcGis 10.1 (ESRI, ArcGis 10 on-line

help http://help.arcgis.com/en/arcgisdesktop/10.0/help/). Maps were done us-

ing the c© ortophotomap 1.5000 owned by the Catalan Cartographic Institute (ICC)

and available at www.icc.cat.

Figure 5.13 shows that participants were mainly concentrated around the stands, albeit

with this concentration seeming to decrease as we move further away from the starting

point of the experiment. Therefore, the specific configuration of the stands, placed along

the x-axis, has a strong effect on the mobility of the participants. The space shows the

non-isotropic character of urban areas and spaces, which in many cases is purposeful

(stand distribution and accessibility were deeply discussed by the fair’s organizing team).

CEAB team formed by Aitana Oltra, John R. B. Palmer and Frederic Bartumeus per-

formed entirely the research belonging to this section.

5.5.4 Angular Patterns

The specific configuration of the stands, placed along the x-axis, has a strong effect

on the mobility of the participants, and shows that the space in which they move is

clearly not isotropic. The polar plots in Figure 5.14 further confirm this fact: The

flights orientation is biased in the direction of the promenade –the x-axis– where the

concentration of stands is high, while the asymmetry between the positive, 0o, and

negative direction, 180o, in the x-axis reveals the general tendency of the people to form

a flow from the entrance of the park, at the left of the map (Figure 5.2), to the last

stand of the fair, at the right.

5.6 Active and Reactive Components

The relative weight of the intrinsic movement patterns (active component) and landscape

influence (reactive component) has been a frequent research issue inside movement the-

ory and its modeling [184]. To compute their relative importance from real data is

intrinsically impossible because the direct observations contain both phenomena inter-

linked. However, our model framework allows to quantify it by using dynamic related

magnitudes.

http://www.R-project.org
http://www.R-project.org
http://help.arcgis.com/en/arcgisdesktop/10.0/help/
www.icc.cat
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Figure 5.13: Utilization Density. Spatial distribution and home range isopleths for
experimental data (EXP) and the rest of models (RW, PRW, CRW and CPRW). prob-
ability rasters and isopleths are overlapped with the ortophotomap of the Ciutadella
Park (available at “Institut Cartogràfic i Geològic de Catalunya” under a Creative
Commons license CC-BY). dBBMM are visualized using 2.5 standard deviations as the
stretch type. Darker colours reflect higher values. 95% isopleths are shown in grey
lines, whereas 99% isopleths in black lines. Attraction poles are shown in black/blue
stars. The map shows also the GPS locations used to compute the Brownian Bridges

Movement analysis (small red dots).

To quantify the relative influence between active and reactive components, we compute

the power P (energy or work W consumed per unit time) dissipated by pedestrians

under the various dynamics proposed. To do so, we consider that individuals follow a

trajectory represented by Ξ, starting at time t = 0 and ending at time t = T . This

trajectory is discrete in intervals of ∆t and driven by the equation,

v(ti) =
∆r(ti)

∆t
= γ−1FR + γ−1FA(r(ti)), (5.9)

where we identified FR = ∇V (r(ti),Ξ(ti)) and FA =
√

γ
∆tβρ(r(ti))û. Based on the

resulting trajectory we can compute the work Wtot being the energy consumed in a
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Figure 5.14: Flight Orientation Distribution. Flight orientation polar plot where
radial component measures the probability at the corresponding angle. Random Walk
(RW, green dashed), Conditional Random Walk (CRW, blue, dashed), Potential-driven
Random Walk (PRW, green, solid), Conditional Potential-driven Random Walk dy-
namics (CPRW, blue, solid), are represented jointly with the results from the empirical

flights (red).

given trajectory Ξ. The work is defined as the sum of the contributions in each timestep

Wtot =

i=T/∆t∑
i=0

∆Wi,

and in which

∆Wi = (FR + FA)∆ri = (FR + FA)v(ti)∆t.

The work Wtot therefore has again two distinct sources: the reactive component (WR)

and the active component (WA).

To go further, we therefore need to calculate the two contributions to the work. The

velocity v(ti) can in turn be represented again in terms of the sum of forces Fi
R + Fi

A

as shown in Eq. (5.9). The two work contributions can be finally written as

WR = ∆tγ−1
∑
i

Fi
R

(
Fi
A + Fi

R

)
= ∆tγ−1

∑
i

(F iR)2

(
1 +

FA
FR

F̂RF̂A

)
WA = ∆tγ−1

∑
i

Fi
A

(
Fi
A + Fi

R

)
= ∆tγ−1

∑
i

(F iA)2

(
1 +

FR
FA

F̂AF̂R

)
.

(5.10)
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Finally we need the work per unit time in order to make no distinction among short and

long paths. The average power of the given trajectory is then

〈P 〉 =
Wtot

T
, (5.11)

where T is the time lapse of the given trajectory. We are interested on the relative

contribution of each magnitude to the power but the trajectory time T is the same,

so the important magnitudes are solely the work contributions. However, the second

term on the sum for both cases can have a negative sign, hence, to compute the relative

importance of each component we finally use

|WA|
|WR|+ |WA|

. (5.12)

Evaluating the balance between these components by means of physical magnitudes is

also convenient due to the straightforward interpretation one can extract from their

computation, which unfortunately cannot be directly made from direct observations on

real data. In order to do so, we run a long simulation (Tmax = 70, 000 s) where we

compute both active and reactive contributions in each timestep and for each trial.

In the null models RW and CRW which do not incorporate potential landscape, the

movement is produced only by the active component. Therefore, we only compute the

relative weight for PRW and CPRW cases.

We present the simulation results in Figure 5.15, which show two important facts: On

the one hand, the proposed magnitude is well defined in both cases (it has a peaked

distribution, more so in the CPRW case) despite some outliers being detected for the

CPRW case tending to larger relative weights. On the other hand, the correlation

between trajectory time and average relative weight shows how, in general, this measure

is very stable and does not depend on the time spent moving through the area, especially

in CPRW case. However, a very small fraction of individuals who ’live’ for a very small

time period display a very high active component due to the fact that such individuals

scape from the bounds without having approached to any potential well.

The approach being considered links the two different contributions (active and reactive

component) to the dynamics in a quite straightforward way. Furthermore, it allows to

quantify the balance between the competing components as expressed by the relative

contribution to Power developed by each of the acting forces FR and FA, which can be

evaluated through the work generated by each of the two forces. The PRW displays a

ratio 70/30% between the components while the CPRW only has a 3% reactive contri-

bution, which nevertheless is capitally important to reproduce both the spatial usage

and polar orientation of flights.
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Figure 5.15: Active and Reactive Components. (left) Probability distribution of
the relative weight of active component for the Potential-driven Random Walk (PRW,
green) and Conditional Protential-driven Random Walk (CPRW, blue). (right) Relative
weight of the active component as a function of life time of individuals. Solid green
and blue lines mark the average for all individuals placed at 0.321± 0.154 for the PRW

dynamics and 0.966± 0.005 for the CPRW dynamics.

All analytical calculus in the first part of this section have been performed by the team

member Oleguer Sagarra.

5.7 Extended Model for Long Flights

Long flights cannot be accounted by the dynamics presented, and are probably a result

of a combination of interaction effects between individuals and crowd and bias in the

experiment. Confirmation of this fact is given by the CPRW dynamics, which include

attraction and correlation effects, yet is still unable to capture the abnormally long

detected flights. Moderate improvements are detected on flight orientation and length

distribution, yet the short scale of the stop statistics is lost. Even adding an extra

ingredient accounting for walker selection of destinations –a probability for each potential

well not to be considered by the walker– worsens the predictive power of the model.

In this section an extended analysis on this movement feature is provided. We have

defined a “long flight” as a flight exceeding an euclidean distance of 60 m, which cor-

responds to about 3 times the typical distance between attraction poles (19 m). There

are 49 long flights in the data set performed by 24 different individuals, and on average

each participant performs 1.8 of such flights, with the median being placed at 2 and a

maximum of 6 flights per individual. The average fraction of long flights compared to

the total flight performed per individual reads f̄LF = 0.18 ± 0.10, indicating that such

flights are well distributed among the population, hence, we can ensure that they are

not an artifact caused by few individuals displaying uncommon behavior.
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Figure 5.16: Spatial Distribution of Long Flights. The placement of flights
whose length is above 60 m. The central region where the long flights are concentrated

corresponds to the main promenade of the fair.

Figure 5.17: Long Flights Time Distribution. Long flight starting time compared
to total individuals trajectory time. The dashed line corresponds to a homogeneous

distribution of long flights in time.

We have also studied the spatial distribution of flights, which is not isotropic but highly

concentrated in the promenade zone of the fair (see Figure 5.16). This spatial anisotropy

suggests a certain tendency of pedestrians for destination selection.

The proposed framework naturally allows to test whether this feature can be solely

explained by reactive components. In order to reproduce this fact in our simulations,

we slightly modify the model by introducing a probability to remove the influence of

certain wells to a certain walker at the moment of its creation. So that, every walker

does not feel the same amount of wells nor, consequently, the same potential landscape.

The main results for the movement observables are shown in Figure 5.18. The decay

rate of flight length distribution is reduced with respect to the CPRW and approaches
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Figure 5.18: Movement Patterns for the Destination Selection Walk (DSW).
Basic comparison of DSW (blue), the CPRW (blue) and the experimental results (red).
Stop duration distribution (top left), flight length distribution (top right) and angular
orientation of flights (bottom). The DSW has a default p = 0.5 destination selection

probability if the contrary is not indicated.

to CRW as we increase the probability of skipping wells. However, such an increase

reduces the spatial coherence of the model, as the isotropy of the perceptual landscape

is progressively recovered.

The inability of the extended model to capture additional movement patterns shows

how on the one hand, perceptual landscape is a necessary ingredient to model human

movement, while at the same time the human selection processes of destination are

complex and cannot solely be modeled by a correlation in the walkers successive steps.

The issues of destination selection is still open and our results suggest that two options

are plausible to explain the presence of long flights in the experiment: Either it is caused

by crowd effects (that are not accounted in the model but could be added in the form

of pairwise interactions) or by some bias in the experiment design.

The latter option is plausible due to two factors. On the one hand, long flights are con-

centrated in the promenade, from which participants started and ended the experiment.

On the other, long flights tend to be concentrated towards the end of the participants’

traces (figure 5.18) which suggests that the observed movements are related with a return

process by participants in the search of feedback on the experiment. Additionally, there
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is also a slight tendency of pedestrians to perform large displacement towards the begin-

ning of their traces, which is the spot where most population tends to be concentrated,

hence our proposal to incorporate crowd interaction effects in future work.

5.8 Discussion

The present chapter explores the subject of human mobility in mid-range and non-

crowded but mildly dense environments, from both empirical and theoretical perspec-

tives by analysing and modelling the results of an experiment with pedestrians. The

main contribution consists in elucidating the minimal ingredients necessary to reproduce

human mobility features in the context of a fair, where external and internal motion

drivers are at play.

Such non-phenomenological modelling approach proposes an additive, constructive and

simple framework where pedestrians feel the attraction of a collection of points of interest

located in the fair. Starting with the most simple model (purely random walkers), we

progressively introduce persistence and perceptual landscape (with attractive potential

wells) aiming to untangle active (inherent factors) and reactive (external) contributions

by only adding up to three parameters in the model. The combination of persistence and

perceptual landscape under a Langevin dynamic framework succeeds in explaining the

most important aspects in this context: the non isotropic character of the human motion,

the exponential decay of stopping times statistics due to the attraction of activities in

stands, the exponential decay in flight lengths statistics during movement phases (see

an overview of the results in Table 5.3). The framework is also able to quantify the

relative importance of reactive and active components, showing that even a relatively

small and subtle reactive contribution can describe the basic traits of human motion in

these contexts.

Directional memory effects are apparent in the way the different stands are visited,

while a limit to the attention capacity of the participants in the fair is observed in

the large-scale regime of about 10 minutes present in the stop duration statistics. The

influence of the environment is patent from the spatial concentration around attention

poles (attraction wells) and orientation of exploring patterns observed in the data. The

presented framework is flexible enough to accept further enhancements like searching

strategies described in the next chapter. Moreover, it would be possible, for instance, to

add extra ingredients to account for destination selection or interaction with the crowd –

which might better explain the longest flights or the strong homogeneity in participants’

velocities.
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Dynamics Observables Reproduced
Movement Stops Flights Utilization Flight

Potential Persistence Dist. Dist. Density Orientation

RW NO NO - - - -
PRW YES NO ++ + + +
CRW NO YES - + - -

CPRW YES YES + + + ++

Table 5.3: Overview of the Characteristics of Each Dynamics and Their
Agreement with Empirical Data. The models analyzed Random Walk (RW),
Potential-driven Random Walk (PRW), Conditional Random Walk (CRW) and Con-
ditional Potential-driven Random Walk (CPRW). First two columns answer to the
question whether their dynamics is driven by a potential and whether dynamics incor-
porates persistence. The following columns shows the agreement of each dynamics with
several empirical features: utilization density, flight orientation, stop and flight CCDFs
(Section 5.5). (-) means strong disagreement, (+) qualitative agreement and (++)
strong agreement. Finally, it shall be mentioned that PRW shows a slight tendency to
flight orientation, but less intense than the CPRW, while CPRW is able to reproduce

flights distribution when probability of skipping wells is introduced in the model.

This model based in Langevin Dynamics approach contrasts that of Continuous Time

Random Walks (CTRWs) [190], because it aims to describe movement, which is an in-

herently time-continuous process, emerging from the interaction of several well-defined

factors such as the presence of potential attractive wells [183]. It then allows to test

whether observed features from the data (such as Stop duration statistics) can be re-

covered under the hypotheses of the model, furthermore, it allows to explore the effects

of data treatment and discretization and understand their biases. Last but not least,

it further permits to quantitatively evaluate the balance between these components by

means of physical magnitudes due to the straightforward interpretation one can extract

from their computation.

Despite the success of the models in reproducing some of the observed features, the

bimodal nature of these types of movement (stop-and-run states) together with human

cognitive factors determining stand destination selection present a severe limitation to

their description by means of a time continuous stochastic framework. Notwithstanding

this, the presented models can be used to reproduce a variety of real world situations

such as movement through parks, fairs, exhibition rooms and many other relatively small

spaces with a medium-low density of individuals. The BP framework is flexible enough

to easily modify the location of poles of attention (attraction wells) and then simulate

the resulting pedestrian movements as people are attracted to them. This flexibility

can be of great interest for re-designing spaces or anticipating pedestrian mobility in

alternative spatial distributions of the attractive points.
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Human mobility is a very complex process involving cognitive, physical and socio-

economic factors, as well as a mix of spatial and temporal scales [176]. Moreover,

despite the efficiency of the different technologies used for tracking purposes, different

technical limitations arise in each particular scenario, as well as experimental and theo-

retical challenges. For all these reasons, Pop-Up Experiments conform a very powerful

experimental framework to work with. We hope that more experiments will follow and

they will help tackle the challenges that the study of human mobility in medium ranges

present.



Chapter 6

Bee-Path Experiment: Movement

Patterns in Searches

Foraging is one of the most studied phenomena regarding movement. Just to mention

a very obvious case: searching for food is the main motive that an animal have for

their survival. Thus, an extensive literature focussed in searching strategies is available

both theoretically [177, 191–194] and experimentally [195–198]. During the recent years

the discussion has mainly revolved around the Lévy flights nature of the paths and

whether such behaviour is optimal for a predator to find his prey [199, 200]. Despite the

debate still goes on, the consensus seem to converge in the dependence on the underlying

spatial distribution of the resources in the patch. If the resources are homogeneously

distributed ballistic flights seem to be the most efficient [199]. However, if the resources

are clustered an intermittent behaviour that switches from intensive search, characterised

by low velocity and high degree of sinuosity, to extensive search that consist on high

velocities and straight trajectories [192]. Indeed, when there is an absence of preys in an

area a predator is tempted to change the area by performing a long walk, but when he

eventually successes in finding a prey it is reasonable that he starts an intensive search

in the surroundings just in case he have found a rich resources area. This strategy is

the so-called Area-Restricted Search [201], a mechanism capable of generate power-law

distribution of flights while being effective in clustered resource patch [202].

The sedentary lifestyle relegate foraging to a very limited cases for human beings. Nev-

ertheless, the knowledge accumulated on the issue is still valid for human foraging-like

situations, for example when searching something lost or hidden. The Lévy flights con-

troversy has also reached the human movement with supporters of power law distributed

flights [176, 181, 203, 204] and detractors [205–207]. But further than general patterns,
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humans have found capable to adapt their strategy to the spatial distribution of re-

sources even when there is no a priori information about the resources distribution over

the landscape [198].

The experience gained in the experiment described in Chapter 5, where we studied

the movement patterns of visitors in a fair with certain attractive points, invited us

one year later to conduct a new version of it, recycling most part of infrastructure

and the theoretical framework, to study the movement patterns when searching hidden

targets. Thus, the potential of Pop-Up Experiments defined in Chapter 2, especially

what refers to the tuneablility, is clearly manifested here since we are slightly changing

the conditions, because now participants have and objective.

Unfortunately, the performance was unsuccessful by some unexpected facts that will be

detailed below. Consequently, data was seriously flawed invalidating the further results.

Hence, the weaknesses of Pop-Up Experiment as a one-shot event become evident also

here and warned us that it is necessary to better plan future experiments covering

a wider range of aspects, not only those related to scientific questions. Nonetheless,

although this chapter does not provide experimental results we find such experience

very pedagogic because it represents an extension of the previous work in the issue.

Besides, the hypothesis made here is still valid and so relevant that it will be tested in

the near future.

6.1 Hypothesis

As in the previous chapter, here the theoretical framework is also based in Langevin

Dynamics [183] with the addition of the same two ingredients, a potential landscape

as an external driver of the movement and persistence of the movement direction as

internal characteristic of human movement. In Chapter 5 we is showed that under this

framework velocity vector is determined by

v(t+ ∆t) =
1

γ
∇V (r(t)) +

√
2

γβ∆t
ρû(θ(κ,∆t)), (6.1)

where the first term accounts for the potential landscape ∇V (r(t)) and the second for

the intrinsic movement of the walker. ∆t accounts for the time step. In overdamped

regime γ is set to 1 and mass is not considered, which is the same approximation done in

the previous chapter. Similarly, β is related to velocity, actually is one over temperature
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in the thermodynamic analogy, ρ denotes a random variable drawn from a Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution adapted to two dimensions

p(ρ) = ρ exp(−ρ2/2). (6.2)

Note that the modulus of the intrinsic part of velocity depends on the parameter β and

time step ∆t, which is usually fixed in the simulations. Regarding the angular direction

û(θ) = (cos θ, sin θ), which in the intrinsic component is determined by

θ(t+ ∆t) = θ(t) + Θ, (6.3)

where Θ is a random variable. This variable follows a Von Mises Distribution:

p(Θ) =
1

2πI0
exp

[ κ
∆t

cos(Θ)
]
, (6.4)

where I0 is the modified Bessel function and κ accounts for the persistence of the move-

ment.

It is important to stress that, regardless of the effect of potential landscape, the move-

ment is governed by β that tunes the modulus of the velocity and κ that varies the

straightness or direction persistence of the movement. The flexibility of such model

is an advantage when introducing the intermittent behavior or Area-Restricted Search

models [201]. Indeed, extensive search would be characterized by low β, that is high

velocity, and high values of κ, persistent direction. Conversely, the intensive search

modeled as a pure random walk (a path with higher turning rate) at lower velocity can

be reproduced by increasing β and reducing κ. Therefore, the two searching phases (ex-

tensive and intensive) can be easily introduced by abruptly changing those parameters.

The condition to switch between one phase and the other could be modeled in three

different ways. First possibility could be to chose a time threshold with an associated

probability that depends on time length [208]. Second one, could consider that when a

searcher finds any target activates the intensive search and then, after a certain “giving

up time”, switch back to the extensive search phase. Finally, potential landscape could

activate different movement phases.

Eq. (6.1) also takes into the influence of the potential landscape V (r(t)) on the move-

ment. In previous Chapter 5 we saw how the potential landscape shaped by gravitational-

like attractive wells was able to reproduce general patterns in the movement directions.

Here, potential wells can also be used in a slightly different way. In the context of search-

ing a hidden target, a very reasonable assumption is that humans tend to avoid searching

in an already scrutinized area and explore other new areas where the target could be

found. Such spatial-memory behavior can be modeled by the activation of Gaussian
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Figure 6.1: Potential Repulsive Hills. (Left) Section of a repulsive well that
activates in the center of the area where has been performed an intensive search. (Right)
2D diagram of a possible search path with three different intensive search phases. The
color indicates the intensity of the repulsive potential field generated by three repulsive
wells activated after performing intensive searches. The circle marks the initial point

of the path.

repulsive hills, the same idea of attractive wells but with an opposite sign, covering the

area where the subject has performed and intensive search (Figure 6.1). However, if

the search is not being successful one can argue that revisiting already explored spots

could be not a bad idea just in case target was missed. It is possible to introduce such

element by considering that repulsive intensity of the hill decays in time until vanish.

Thus, the two variables that shape the repulsive hill can be adapted. The intensity of

repulsion V0 can be proportional to the time spent during the corresponding intensive

search phase and it activates just after switching to the extensive search phase, later gets

attenuates along time. The other variable which controls the width of the hill, σ, can

either have a fixed value or depend on the explored range. From the theoretical point

of view the election of these variables can work well in the simulations, but in the case

of analyzing empirical recordings some resolution problems could be found, specially to

detect lower velocities characteristic of the intensive search phase. Thus, the movement

processing algorithm proposed in Chapter 5, which basically tags every GPS empirical

point as “moving” or “stopped”, in combination with eventual low GPS accuracy, would

probably tag the low velocity of intrinsic search phase as stop. In order to solve such

problem with empirical data a small variation could be introduced, consisting in the

activation of a repulsive hill at the same position wherever an stop is detected by the

movement processing algorithm.

The searching strategy proposed here aims to describe how humans search hidden targets

in an enclosed area. This model is totally based in the framework already tested for
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Figure 6.2: Targets Placement. (Left) Map of the experiment area indicating with
blue circles the position where the targets were hidden. The red star shows the place-
ment of the experiment’s stand from where all the participants downloaded the app and
started the search. This image is produced from an orthophoto of “Institut Cartogràfic
i Geològic de Catalunya” under a Creative Commons license CC-BY. (Right) Silver
mannequins were the targets that searchers had to find. All mannequins displayed a

sticker with alphanumeric code that identified them.

human movement under attractive points in Chapter 5. It also incorporates the ideas

and mechanisms that are currently being examined in the literature of animal foraging.

6.2 Experimental Set-Up and Execution

After the edition of 2012 of “Festival de la Ciència i Tecnologia” (Science and Tech-

nology Fair), where the experiment in the previous chapter took place, the next year

edition opened an opportunity to carry out another experiment with similar conditions

to test the hypothesis described in the previous section. The City Council of Barcelona

organized the outdoor festival for the weekend of 15th and 16th of June 2013 at the

same Ciutadella park but the stands were disposed in other area and with a different

configuration than the previous year. The entrance was free so the attendants were of all

ages and social conditions, but mainly composed by families. During their non-guided

visit everyone could arrive at our stand where we informed them about our projects

and encouraged them to take part in the experiment. Additionally, two actors were also

informing visitors in all the outdoor venue about our activities. Their effective perfor-

mance attracted many volunteers willing to participate in the experiment that would

not reached our stand otherwise.
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The experiment consisted in finding the ten silver mannequins hidden inside the park

while being tracked by an App (Figure 6.2). The App for Android systems was pro-

grammed by John R. Palmer from CREAF (Centre for Ecological Research and Forestry

Applications in Bellaterra, Spain) while the rest of mobile phones used a modified ver-

sion of WebApp used in the experiment in 2012 programmed by Mar Canet, a freelance

artist and engineer. The App recorded the GPS position every 15 seconds while the

searcher was moving. When the participant eventually found a target, he/she had to

insert the alphanumeric code stuck on the mannequin in the App in order to confirm

that he had found it and to record the exact moment in time. The placement of the

targets was not totally random but little clustered in three centroids as can be seen

in left Figure 6.2: The Fountain area (top left), the science fair area (mid right) and

the greenhouse area (bottom center). Such configuration reminds other foraging stud-

ies where resources show a clustered distribution. Moreover, the targets where hidden

enough to not bee seen from other target placements or from a long distance but easily

recognizable if a searcher walked alongside of them.

The total number of 68 volunteers participated in the experiment producing the amount

of 10,315 GPS recordings. These quantities belong to raw data-set, which was not fil-

tered, as we did in the previous experiment, because of numerous problems that were

encountered impeding the satisfactory performance of the experiment. Technological

and non-technological factors contributed to failure of the experiment. In the first place,

recordings show an unexpected low accuracy in certain points due to the proximity of

regional parliament (big building in the top right map of Figure 6.2) where the wi-fi

and mobile phone coverage is inhibited for security reasons. Moreover, some user’s de-

vices were configured such in a way that App could not adequately work when mobile

phones entered in standby mode after some period of activity. On the non-technological

problems side, we include the bad placement, far from the entrance, of our stand where

the recruitment of volunteers was hard. Finally, at some point, near the end of the

experiment, we realized that some vandals changed and manipulated the mannequins’

position despite they were chained and secured with locks. Notwithstanding the failure,

we learned important lessons from these complications that improved the later perfor-

mance of Pop-Up Experiments as mentioned in Chapter 2. Moreover, the proposed

modification of the model still stands as a valid hypothesis for the human searching

strategies that should be tested in future.



Part III

Financial Markets
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Chapter 7

Mr.Banks Experiment: Making

Decisions in Financial Markets

Imagine you are a trader. You will then inevitably face to the following dilemma every-

day: Will the market go up or down? This is the most fundamental question that needs

to answer any financial trader, analyst, advisor, and even non-professional investor with

some savings on a given stock. Based on information available from the past or even

from the present, you would therefore try to make the correct guess for the next step

and decide to buy or sell accordingly with the hope of getting some profit from each

trade. The key point is to anticipate your action at least one step ahead to what the

market will finally do.

Stock price movements are triggered by the matched bids and offers listed in the order

book [209]. Bachelier already proposed in 1900 a pure random walk through a binomial

process in discrete-time form to describe the resulting price dynamics [9]. The French

mathematician compared the trader as a gambler and admitted in this way that the

speculative markets are driven by an important degree of uncertainty. Later on, rational

theory and efficient market hypothesis better formulate the link between trader’s expec-

tations and the evolution of financial prices with the so-called utility function [15, 210].

This robust theory could synthetically be formulated with the following couple of as-

sumptions: (1) information contained in past is instantly and fully reflected in current

price, and (2) there is no “free-lunch” without taking any risk which technically means

that there is an absence of arbitrage [209]. The notion of market efficiency brings out

a conclusion which appears to be counter-intuitive for a layman: the more efficient the

market, the more random is the sequence of price changes and the most efficient market

of all is one in which price changes are completely random and unpredictable [209, 211].
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Some studies have found that at least the so-called technical trading strategies are not

more successful than random strategies [212] and that basic properties in the order

book dynamics can be explained by an agent based model which sends to the market

buying and selling orders in a complete random way [213]. However, being humans, we

still expect to make the correct guess and at least have a better performance than just

throwing a coin. Traders intend to find trends in historical data or hints in any other

kind (endogenous and exogenous) of information to reach the inefficiencies of the market

which presumably are quickly dissolved in the trading floor [211, 214].

One could keep an eye in some financial indexes such as the Dow Jones or the Japanese

Nikkei or one could even consider the opinion of a guru. In each case and even dynami-

cally, a trader dives into the ocean of information available and find out their own recipes

and strategies. Several studies have already detected traces of different information ex-

plorations in the financial trading activity [215]. Correlations have been found between

daily number of mentions of a company in the Financial Times and the daily transac-

tion of that company [216], or have quantified possible warning signs of stock market

moves based on activity in Google [215, 217] or Yahoo! [218] query volumes, Wikipedia

page views [219], and Twitter volume feeds [220]. It is also true that the full amount

of information available is neatly impossible to grasp and to analyze in a limited period

of time. In this sense, it has also been said in the context of human decision making

that traders acts on the basis of what is been defined as bounded rationality [221]. Other

economists also introduced the prospect theory [222, 223] as an alternative approach to

the utility function by considering psychological and framing factors in decision making.

Risk perception shifts [224] and judgment under uncertainty biases [225] have been ob-

served in several experiments able to tune the decision frame by for instance changing

the formulation of a problem.

The speculative markets and what it represents thus provide a perfect scenario for study-

ing human decision-making mechanisms in an uncertain environment. However, it is dif-

ficult, yet not impossible, to monitor the behavior of expert traders [214, 226, 227] and

it anyway corresponds to a biased sample not representative of the society as a whole.

Moreover, stock markets are indeed nowadays dominated by algorithmic trading. Robots

are always one step ahead of human decisions since nowadays placing orders into the

market just takes few milliseconds [228]. For all these reasons, we run a controlled exper-

iment that simplistically emulates a trading screen with real financial data sets and we

asked a large group of volunteers to the respond to the dilemma we were starting: Will

the market go up or down in the next step? We iteratively formulated the same ques-

tion in 25 consecutive rounds to participants recruited in a festival in Barcelona. The

experimental setting framed decision making within the so-called Stimulus-Response-

Outcome (S-R-O) contingencies [229]. In each round, the player firstly explore the
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quantitative information available (that is: historical price in different ways that include

moving averages at three different time windows, other markets performance, and ex-

pert’s recommendation). Secondly, the player decided whether the given market will

go “up” or “down”, and thirdly received feedback knowing if her guess was correct or

incorrect. The uncertainty came from real financial time series from several well-known

markets. The sort of contingency proposed receives the name of unexpected uncertainty

or volatility [230] being related to unpredicted changes in the S-R-O rules which asks for

a constant update in players’ strategies based on the extreme variability of the market.

Therefore, we here present the results of an experiment with a large number and a diverse

profiles of volunteers aiming to reach the more general conclusions concerning human

decision making. The experiment was specifically designed to address to the efficient

market hypothesis and how individuals digest information available [214] by tracking all

actions before each decision is been made. Participants were then solely asked for a

binary decision (market “up” or market “down”). In practice, this constitutes a simple

binomial process allowing us to draw conclusions by means of easy-to-apply and quantify

statistical tools. Among many other aspects, we thus quantitatively explore how a

decision depends on the time spent to take this decision and on the amount of information

being consulted. We pay attention on the importance of expert’s recommendation in

player’s decision. We show different asymmetries in decision making and how they are

related to a risk perception shift [224]. Finally, and most importantly, we closely analyze

the emergence in our experiment of the perhaps simplest and most intuitive decision

mechanisms developed by humans facing uncertainties: Imitation and Win-Stay, Lose-

Shift strategies [231].

7.1 Experimental Set-Up

The experiment was carried out with 283 volunteers from the approximately 6,000 at-

tendants to second edition of DAU Festival held in Barcelona (Fabra i Coats) during

the weekend 14 and 15 December 2013. The DAU Festival is the same board game

fair organized by the City Council where the experiments AgePD(1) (Chapter 3) and

Dr.Brain (Chapter 4) took place.

From here onwards the experiment will be referred as Mr.Banks. To capture the atten-

tion of attendants to the festival, we used successful strategies mentioned in Chapter 2

such as gamification (by placing a ranking in a big screen) and we count on the partic-

ipation of a professional actor dressed as an aggressive banker that approached to the

visitors of the festival and tempt them to play. Once volunteers were engaged, the exper-

iment was held in a controlled area of the festival which was part of the infraestructure
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Figure 7.1: Participants Performing the Experiment. Pictures taken during
the experiment. Participants play Mr.Banks game in the experiment area. The general
screen showed snapshots of the game and rankings of the best performances in order

to capture the attention of attendants in the DAU Festival 2013.

provided by the event organizer and was explicitly appearing in the activity program.

The exact place in the festival for running the experiment had been carefully chosen bal-

ancing the need of being clearly visible to enhance participation with the requirement

of being a quiet place to make the experiment scientifically sound. Participants did not

know in advance the details of the experiment and were only asked to play with us and

guess whether a market price will it go “up” or “down”.

All the volunteers played via an interface specifically created for the experiment that was

accessible through identical ipads only available in a specific room (see Figure 7.1). The

software was programmed by Jordi Duch from University Rovira i Virgily and member

of the research team, while the logo and illustrations were designed by Txomin Medrano

from Mènsula Studio. Same experiment with identical graphics but adapted to web

browsers is freely available at www.mr-banks.net (in Catalan, Spanish and English). At

least three researchers simultaneously supervised the experiment in a space with chairs

isolated from the rest of the festival. Scientists prevented any interaction among the

volunteers and avoided that anybody was repeating the experiment. In order to satisfy

privacy issues, all personal data about the participants were anonymized in agreement

with the Spanish Law for Personal Data Protection.

Mr.Banks game offered 4 different scenarios with 25 rounds each. The four games pro-

vided different possibilities and constraints. In all cases information available was taken

from historical records of different international markets. Data used is a collection of 30

series picked from the period between 01/02/2006-12/29/2009 of the high frequency fu-

ture prices of: the Spanish IBEX, the German DAX and the S&P500 from United States.

These 30 series comprise periods of 25 days showing different tendencies, specifically 10

with a downwards trend (bearish market), 10 with upwards trend (bullish market) and

10 with no specific trend at all (flat market). Series were assigned randomly, then players
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did not know which was the underlying asset of the price change they had to guess nor

the tendency of the series.

Each guess had a limited time of 30 seconds and before making a decision, the volunteer

was able to consult information available. If the player made a correct guess, their

current number of virtual coins were incremented by 5% while, if she got a wrong guess,

the player got a negative return of the same size. Each participant started the game

with 1,000 coins. As it is shown in Figure 7.2, the information available could be easily

consulted with five buttons that allowed easy navigation across the different screens.

Home screen contained price evolution on a daily basis of the series that should be

predicted. In the screen was not only plotted the series from the first round, but the

previous 30 days from that point. By clicking the buttons, same screen could incorporate

a 5-day moving average and/or the 30-day moving average. A second screen showed

the intraday chart of the day before. An expert appears in a third screen with the

sentence ‘Current volatility is high (low) and the price will go “up” (“down”)’ and he

was right 60% of the times but participant were not aware of this level of confidence.

A fourth screen simplifies market evolution with just including arrows in green (“up”)

and red (“down”) from market data of the last 30 days. Finally, a fifth screen includes

information of 9 other indexes from three different continents with arrows in green (“up”)

and red (“down”) of the last three days. Specifically, these indexes show real daily price

of the Standard& Poor’s 500, the Dow Jones Index, and the NASDAQ from US; the

Brittish FTSE, the Spanish IBEX, the French CAC, and the German DAX from Europe;

the Japanese NIKKEI and the Hong-Kongonese HSI from Asia in the same period than

the general series. Colors red and green were chosen to be consistent with the classic

information display of trading floors.

As in a typical experiment in the laboratory, several parameters must be tuned in order

to know which is the set of conditions of certain phenomena to be produced or what

and how it is dependent on. One could easily suspect that time and information are

crucial aspects within the making-decision process. In this way, four scenarios are offered

in Mr.Banks that could be played by every participant. (1) “Time is money”: all

information is available but 50% of the players had only 10 seconds to take their decision.

(2) “Information is power”: 50% of the players have all information available while

others can only consult the home screen (where only price chart is displayed). (3)

“The computer virus”: Mr.Banks limited the market information available apart from

the home screen, only one item of information can be displayed. For one half of the

players this item is randomly chosen, for the other half can be decided among the

mentioned ones; and (4) “The trend hunter”: only market directions are shown (even in

the home screen) but volunteer is warned that there exists a trend in the financial data

without specifying whether it is bearish, bullish or a flat period. In all these scenarios
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Figure 7.2: Snapshot of Home Screen during the Experiment. The snapshot
shows the home screen with the price chart and the buttons “up” (green) and “down”
(red). Player can consult other information by clicking buttons placed below the price
chart. On the top, the time bar is showed below the player’s performance (crosses for
incorrect guesses and ticks for correct guesses) so far. The top right corner displays the

user alias and the cumulated score.

the assignation to certain group or another (Control group or Test group) is totally

random. Moreover, the fourth scenario was too different from the others and we decided

to exclude its corresponding data for the latter analysis.

7.2 Basic Statistical Features

We succeed in convincing 283 volunteers to participate in the experiment and analyze

their actions. The volunteers took valid 18,436 decisions (89 events have no decision at-

tached to it) and 44,703 clicks were recorded spending around 27 hours (96,132 seconds)

playing during the whole weekend. Participants have no particular expertise in finan-

cial markets, 99 are females and 184 are males, respectively corresponding to 6,625 and

11,900 decisions. The number of participants by age was distributed as follows: 84 (53

males, 31 females) below 15 years old (y.o.), 36 (27 males, 9 females) between 16 and 25

y.o., 78 (48 males, 30 females) between 26 and 35 yo., 51 (37 males, 14 females) between

36 and 45 y.o., 25 (13 males, 12 females) between 46 and 55 y.o., and 9 participants (6

males, 3 females) beyond 55 y.o. Additionally they also self-reported about their level
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of studies divided in six groups: None(7), Primary (53), Secondary (37), High School

(34), University (148) and Unavailable (4).

7.2.1 Preliminary Statistics of Significance

The demographics of the experiment described above allows us to make our statements

more universal and distinguish whether or not certain behavior is the same for males

or females, dependent on age or educational studies. Then, Pop-Up experiments (as

discussed in Chapter 2), like this one, have the advantage of performing such cohort

analysis that contribute with robustness in the findings. In addition and particularly in

this study we are facing a Poisson process where only two exclusive states are possible:

“up” and “down”, “correct” and “incorrect”, and “repeat” and “change”. For all these

reasons we consider that it is important to clarify how statistical significance is considered

from now on.

The sample probability is defined as:

p(X) =
sX
n

(7.1)

where X is the state, sX is the number of events X in the sample and n the total number

of events in the sample. The associated standard error to this probability is:

SD(X) =

√
p(X)(1− p(X))

n
. (7.2)

The standard error when calculating the difference between two sample probabilities

p1(X) and p2(X) reads,

SD1−2(X) =

√
p1(X)(1− p1(X))

n1
+
p2(X)(1− p2(X)

n2
(7.3)

where n1 and n2 account for the number of X events in sample s1 and s2 respectively.

Assuming that errors are distributed in a Gaussian shape, when the difference between

two probabilities expressed in terms of its standard error defined in Eq. (7.3) crosses the

1.96 threshold it will be considered significant (at 95% of confidence) [116]:

p1(X)− p2(X)

SD1−2(X)
> 1.96. (7.4)
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7.2.2 Bias Towards Optimistic Behavior

A significant bias towards optimistic behavior is found in the aggregate of the whole

set of decision actions. The number of times guessing that the market would go “up”

(↑) is 11,137 (corresponding to an empirical probability p(↑) = 0.606± 0.004, calculated

following the Eq. (7.1) and (7.2)) while the number of times in which that market has

actually raised (↑M ) is 10,382 (corresponding to p(↑M ) = 0.533± 0.004). The difference

among the two values is 8.37 standard deviation (SD) units meaning that the difference is

statistically significant with a above a 99.99% confidence level. The calculation has been

also performed by separating the three different market trend series (bearish, bullish and

flat) surprisingly finding that this optimistic behavior persists even in a bearish market.

The probabilities for (↑) are respectively 0.665± 0.010 in a bullish market, 0.613± 0.011

in a flat market and 0.561± 0.012 in a bearish market.

In Table 7.1 is clearly shown how the bias towards choosing “up” is totally general. All

groups groups except the oldest in age (more than 65 years old) and the one without

specifying the educational level can be described by these probabilities. Those groups

that significantly deviate are very small in number representing 0.81% and 1.08% of

population respectively. Therefore, the bias towards “up” direction is statistically inde-

pendent of genre, age or educational level condition.

7.2.3 Time, Information and Expert Advice Before Deciding

Despite participants had until 30 seconds to make their decision, vast majority did

not spent the whole time. The fastest quartile of the whole participants take their

own decision in less than 1.614 seconds, half part of participants needs at most 3.431

seconds while the slowest quartile of the players spend more than 7.075 seconds to decide.

Figure 7.3 shows among other things the median and the quartiles of the aggregated

time spent for taking a decision as a function of the round. The time spent becomes

quite stable after 5 rounds thus indicating a fast and robust learning curve in contrast

with immersive and more sophisticated experiences [232].

Another relevant variable to take into account is the amount of information being con-

sulted. It is true that each piece of information has a different level of sophistication

but information is purely quantitative in all cases. The time spent linearly grows with

an slope of 1.96± 0.12 seconds as function of the number of pieces of information being

consulted (see Figure 7.4). We find that player’s median is 1.70 seconds. These results

are fully consistent with what indicates boxplot in Figure 7.4: 75% of the actions in

which only the home page (showing only the price chart) (”0” label) is being consulted

are taken in less than 4 seconds.
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Cohort Decisions “up” “down”

Male 11,845 64.25% 7,124 0.601 -0.79 4,721 0.399 0.79
Female 6,591 35.75% 4,049 0.614 1.19 2,542 0.386 -1.19

0-15 y.o. 5,462 29.63% 3,260 0.597 -1.21 2,202 0.403 1.21
16-25 y.o. 2,316 12.56% 1,393 0.602 -0.42 923 0.399 0.42
26-35 y.o. 4,999 27.12% 3,023 0.604 -0.16 1,976 0.395 0.16
36-45 y.o. 3,311 17.96% 4,049 0.614 0.48 1,290 0.390 -0.48
46-55 y.o. 1,726 9.36% 1,086 0.629 1.91 640 0.371 -1.91
56-65 y.o. 473 2.57% 286 0.604 -0.06 187 0.395 0.06
66+ y.o. 149 0.81% 104 0.698 2.43 45 0.302 -2.43

None 324 1.76% 191 0.590 -0.60 133 0.411 0.60
Primary 3,442 18.69% 2,065 0.600 -0.67 1,377 0.400 0.67
Secondary 2,519 13.66% 1,531 0.608 0.17 988 0.392 -0.17
High School 2,191 11.88% 1,331 0.608 0.13 860 0.393 -0.13
University 9,761 52.95% 5,963 0.610 0.63 3,808 0.390 -0.63
Unavailable 199 1.08% 102 0.513 -2.62 97 0.487 2.62

Table 7.1: Cohort Analysis in “up” and “down” Decisions. The table sum-
marizes the cohort analysis results for “up”/“down” decisions. First column indicates
the cohort, which belong to one of the three blocks: Gender, Age and Education level.
Second and third column contain the number of total events involve that group and its
population fraction. Fourth, fifth and sixth columns respectively show the number of
“up” decisions in each group, its corresponding empirical probability and the difference
with the aggregated probability p(↑) = 0.606± 0.004 in standard deviation units (SD)
calculated using Eq. (7.3). The same is done in seventh, eighth and ninth columns
for the “down” choices with global p(↓) = 0.394 ± 0.004. The discrepancies in bold
account for those cases where the probability deviates beyond 1.96 SD threshold which

corresponds to 95% Confidence Interval assuming Bernouilli trials.
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Figure 7.3: Round Time Evolution. The time spent in each round by players
rapidly decreases as can be seen with the evolution of the median (solid line) and
quartiles (dashed). Shadows within the plot also show the different quartile regions but

when all rounds are aggregated after round (Q1 = 1.614, Q2 = 3.431, Q3 = 7.075).
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Figure 7.4: Information vs. Time. Boxplot of the time spent to take a decision
as a function of the number of pieces information being consulted without counting
the price chart displayed at the home screen. Plot shows a linear growth with slope

1.96± 0.12 and origin ordinate 1.89.

The experiment was also designed to study the effect of the expert recommendation [233–

235]. One of the tabs offered to the possibility to consult an expert in a particular screen

and thus expert was considered as a particular piece of information. The expert was

telling in each round whether the market will go “up” or “down” but we did not provide

any degree of reliability to this forecast. We somewhat arbitrarily fixed that expert was

telling us the truth, and thus guessing right, only 60% of the times. Therefore, we can

evaluate the empirical probability to trust the expert of those players who have consulted

the expert’s screen. Such probability is 0.69± 0.03, which is significantly higher (with a

99.87% level of confidence) from the expert forecast reliability (0.6) as also been found

in horse racetrack betting tasks [234]. The result tells us that financial experts advice

can have a larger impact than expected in the decisions taken by traders, investors and

other individuals that has to face uncertain environments and this overreaction should

be taken into consideration for improving the design of markets. Later on, we will come

back to further discuss the role of the expert when we analyze the emerging strategies

being observed.

Finally, we also perform a cohort analysis for the aspects we have studied in this subsec-

tion: Time, Information and Expert Advice (Table 7.2). In this case, we compare the

average values of the aggregate with the average values of each group. Here we find lots

of interesting differences. In first place men consult little, although significantly more

information than women. Consequently, as these observables are correlated (Figure 7.4),

men spent also more time. But such differences are very small compared with the ones
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Cohort Time Information Expert

Male 5.399 3.44 2.127 2.39 16.58 1.40
Female 4.813 -5.50 2.004 -3.64 14.87 -2.14

0-15 3.293 -30.50 1.626 -24.84 9.72 -12.96
16-25 6.801 13.11 2.814 17.35 22.97 7.67
26-35 5.919 8.89 2.293 7.99 16.46 0.83
36-45 5.831 6.33 2.073 -0.35 17.56 2.23
46-55 5.466 2.08 1.876 -6.06 19.54 3.62
56-65 6.070 3.87 2.400 3.75 29.05 6.23
+66 4.718 -1.54 2.053 -0.29 0.67 -21.30

None 5.311 0.55 2.517 3.79 12.92 -1.62
Primary 3.159 -28.14 1.531 -25.97 8.03 -14.83
Secondary 3.876 -13.96 1.819 -9.99 13.47 -3.42
High School 5.537 3.02 2.056 -0.81 18.32 2.71
University 6.142 14.45 2.326 11.77 18.93 6.19
Unavailable 5.960 2.06 2.555 3.06 18.00 0.74

Table 7.2: Cohort Analysis in Observables Time, Information and Expert.
Here we show the cohort analysis performed for the three studied observables: time
spent during making-decision process, amount of information consulted and expert’s
advice. For each category we plot the mean in the first column, the difference with
respect to the global mean in standard deviation units in the second. The global
mean values are 5.189 ± 0.037 seconds for time category, 2.083 ± 0.011 for amount of
information and 15.07%±0.27% for expert advice. The discrepancies in bold account for
those cases where the probability deviates beyond 1.96 SD threshold which corresponds

to 95% Confidence Interval assuming Bernoulli trials.

that exist between children and adults. Kids consume less information than adults and

by far, spend much less time to decide. These results replicate in the block of educa-

tional level as there exist in modern societies a correlation between age and educational

level. ”None”, ”Primary” and ”Secondary” education corresponds precisely to 0-15 age

range in Spanish education system. The number of times the expert has been consulted

goes in consonance with the results for information. The fact that all groups present

very significant values is because the weight of the children, who represent around 30%

of the population, counterbalance the other groups shifting the average to the medium

values between children and adults.

7.2.4 Success Ratio

Regarding how well participants can anticipate price we find 9,879 correct guesses and

8,557 incorrect guesses so that volunteers had a global success empirical probability of

0.536± 0.004. This result is slightly above of 1/2 success ratio that one could expect for

a fully random process. This small positive bias coincides with the bias observed in the

financial time series taken to make the experiment (0.533± 0.004). Besides, this is also

the reason why the series of bullish market have little more success ratio (0.550± 0.011)
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Figure 7.5: Information vs. Success Ratio. Success ratio of player’s guesses
does not improve when more information is being consulted. Error bars correspond to
the 95% Confidence Interval, that is difference are lower than 1.96 SD units assuming

binomial distribution.

than the no-trend market 0.533±0.011 which at same time is higher than bearish market

(0.503±0.011). Thus, the success ratio does not go very far from 1/2 nor even approaches

to 0.6 which corresponds to the probability that expert make a correct advice. All these

numbers can make us think that it can be an spurious effect with no direct link with the

good abilities of the participants which were randomly picked in the festival and which

represents a very heterogeneous population in terms of age, genre and studies. Indeed,

if we look at the Figure 7.5, we can also observe that the amount of information being

consulted by participants in the experiment does not generally modify their performance.

At least concerning our sample of non-expert participants, more information and more

time does not imply a better performance as has also been shown in other contexts such

as sports forecasting [235].

7.2.5 Repeating Decisions

On the other hand, we can also study the cohort effect in the probabilities of repeating

decisions. The aggregated probability to repeat any decision is 0.561± 0.004 in front of

0.439 ± 0.004 chances of changing the decision previously made. These results do not

seem to change as game evolves (Figure 7.7). Besides, in contrast of the cohort analysis

for decision direction in Table 7.1, here we find a very significant deviation between age

groups (Talbe 7.3). The most numerous, the youngest, have a probability of 0.491±0.007

to repeat a decision, 0.070 below reference level and very close to meaningful 1/2. We
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Cohort Decisions Repeat Change

Male 11,324 64.26% 6,410 0.566 0.81 4,914 0.434 -0.81
Female 6,297 35.74% 3,479 0.553 -1.19 2,818 0.448 1.19

0-15 y.o. 5,230 29.68% 2,566 0.491 -8.98 2,664 0.509 8.98
16-25 y.o. 2,215 12.57% 1,268 0.573 1.01 947 0.428 -1.01
26-35 y.o. 4,775 27.10% 2,835 0.594 4.05 1,940 0.406 -4.05
36-45 y.o. 3,167 17.97% 1,878 0.593 3.35 1,289 0.407 -3.35
46-55 y.o. 1,639 9.30% 1,003 0.612 4.03 636 0.388 -4.03
56-65 y.o. 452 2.57% 251 0.555 -0.25 201 0.445 0.25
66+ y.o. 143 0.81% 88 0.615 1.33 55 0.385 -1.33

None 310 1.76% 160 0.516 -1.57 150 0.484 1.57
Primary 3,296 18.70% 1,593 0.483 -8.22 1,703 0.517 8.22
Secondary 2,412 13.69% 1,288 0.534 -2.51 1,124 0.466 2.51
High school 2,094 11.88% 1,230 0.587 2.30 864 0.413 -2.30
University 9,318 52.88% 5,553 0.596 5.51 3,765 0.404 -5.51
Unavailable 191 1.08% 65 0.340 -6.40 126 0.660 6.40

Table 7.3: Cohort Analysis in Repeating/Changing Decisions. This table
summarizes the cohort analysis results for whether different groups repeat consecutive
decisions. First column indicates the cohort, which belong to one of the three blocks:
Gender, Age and Education level. Second and third column contain the number of
total events involve that group and its population percentage. Fourth, fifth and sixth
columns respectively show the number of repeated decisions, its corresponding empirical
probability and the difference with the aggregated probability to repeat a decision
(0.561 ± 0.004) in standard deviation units (SD) calculated using equation 7.3. The
same is done in seventh, eighth and ninth columns for the decisions that have changed
with respect to the prior. The discrepancies in bold account for those cases where the
probability deviates beyond 1.96 SD threshold which corresponds to 95% Confidence

Interval assuming Bernoulli trials.

have seen the same fact before in Chapter 3 were kids showed a very volatile behavior.

Conversely, the other groups compensate this strong deviation by significantly being

over the reference level, concretely in values around 0.6. Again, this different behavior

by age replicates in educational level groups.

7.2.6 Evolution

An important feature to look into is the learning curve that in this experiment is almost

imperceptible. Indeed, participants played a tutorial before the game started and the

rounds were not statistically different among them. In the Figure 7.3 we observe how

time distribution barely changes along time.

In Figure 7.6 we show how either success probability and the average of information

panels consulted remains stable in all rounds. Regarding decision bias “up”/“down” and

success ratio, we observe very much the same behavior (Figure 7.7). Even the probability

to trust the expert when consulted is statistically the same when we compare it as a

function of how many times the expert has been consulted before (Figure 7.8).
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Figure 7.6: Success and Information Evolution. (Left) Aggregated success prob-
ability in each round. The errorbars represent the 1.96 SD threshold, that is, the 95%
C.I. The solid black lines denotes the total success probability placed at 0.536. (Right)
Average number of consulted information panels as function of round number. The

error bars here represent the 95% Confidence Interval.
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Figure 7.7: Up/Down and Repeat/Change Evolution. (Left) Aggregated prob-
ability to choose “up” (green) or “down” (red) for each round. The errorbars represent
the 1.96 SD threshold, that is, the 95% C.I. The solid black line denotes the aggregated
probability to choose “up” placed at 0.606 and the dashed black line the aggregated
probability to choose “down” at 0.394. (Right) Aggregated probability to choose “up”
(green) or “down” (red) for each round. The errorbars represent the 1.96 SD threshold
(95% C.I). The solid black line denotes the aggregated probability to repeat the decision
(at 0.561) and the dashed black line the aggregated probability to change the decision

(at 0.439).

In summary, we find that all observables are not dependent on the evolution of the game

and remain very stable. Based on this, we do not discard any round arguing learning

effects.

7.3 Market Imitation Strategy

It is certainly of interest to know about the player’s performance but we believe that it is

even more important to find out how decisions are made and look at the strategies being

developed by the participants. If we closely analyze the series of the player’s (binary)

actions, we observe that the sequence is far from being the result of tossing a coin. By

looking at the conditional probabilities we actually find that participants are strongly
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Figure 7.8: Expert Trusting Evolution. Here is plot the probability to follow
the expert advice as a function of the number of times the expert has been consulted
(including the actual one). Solid black line is the aggregated probability to trust in the
expert placed at 0.691. The errorbars as well as grey area represent the 1.96 SD which

contain the 95% C.I.

influenced by what market did in the previous round. We will refer to this behavior as

Market Imitation. Such behavior, named ’automatic imitation’ by neuropsicologists, has

been previously studied in rock-paper-scissors game [236] and in generation of random

sequence by individuals [237].

Top Figure 7.9 goes deeper in this strategy. We find that the empirical probability to

choose “up” having the market gone “up” in the previous round is p(↑ | ↑M) = 0.714±
0.005 whereas the probability to choose “up” having the market gone “down” (↓M) is

just p(↑ | ↓M) = 0.469 ± 0.006. The two values clearly differ from the unconditional

probability to choose “up” which is p(↑) = 0.606± 0.004. The difference is respectively

18.59σ units above and 19.04σ units below respectively so that we can state that that

these conditional actions are statistically relevant. The imitation is also relevant when

participant has chosen “down” (↓). The probability of choosing “down” conditioned

to the market went “down” is p(↓ | ↓M) = 0.531 ± 0.006 being 20.37σ units above the

unconditional probability p(↓) = 0.394±0.004. The unconditional probability also differs

from p(↓ | ↑M) = 0.286 ± 0.005 being in this case 16.86σ units below p(↓). All these

deviations are notoriously significant and go beyond a simple bias. They are clear hints

of the existence of the Market Imitation strategy in the experiment albeit there exists a

non-symmetrical behavior in the decision making mechanism meaning that participants

imitates much more frequently the market when it has gone “up” than when it has gone

“down”.

The effect can be explained on a different perception that the player has in a bullish

or bearish market. As shown in Figure 7.9, we can also observe that the expert can

substantially diminish the bias in the conditional probabilities and then its role can

be used to neutralize player’s strategies. The probability to choose “up” after market

went “up” having consulted the expert is reduced by 0.077 points while in the case to
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Figure 7.9: Market Imitation Strategy. Empirical conditional probabilities of
guessing whether market will go up or down are positively correlated with market
behavior in the previous round. Players tend to mimic market movement and this
behavior is specially important when market went up (p(↑ | ↑M) = 0.714± 0.005). The
effect is however sensitively diminished when player consults expert’s advice (0.637).
Tests performed confirms the statistical relevance of these two effects. (down left)
The time spent to take a decision does play a significant role when player guesses
market will go “up” (green) in contrast with case when the player guesses market
will go “down” (red). (down right) First input of information also tend to diminish
conditional probabilities but when player consults more information the player mimics
market movement again. Horizontal lines in bottom plots provide aggregated results
and shadows their error bars. Error bars represent the standard deviation of a binomial

distribution.

select “down” when market has fallen and the expert is been consulted the reduction is

less important: 0.017 points. However, the conditional probabilities in both cases still

remain statistically relevant.

We have seen that the time spent for taking a decision and the amount of information

(number of screens) are not relevant aspects for improving the performance of the partic-

ipants but, if we look at the effect on the Market Imitation strategy, this is not anymore

the case. At first sight, down Figure 7.9 shows that p(↑ | ↑M) and p(↓ | ↓M) cases show

similar pattern in terms of time and in terms of the number of pieces of information.

We observe that the more time spent to make the decision the less likely the strategy
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Market Imitation is going to be. It is also worth noting that changes in “down” branch

are steeper than in the “up” branch and decisions taken after about 15 seconds are much

less influenced by market in both cases. Moreover, the empirical probabilities of follow-

ing the strategy as a function of the number of pieces of information being consulted

fluctuates around the aggregated probability as shown in down Figure 7.9. However,

some patterns can be detected there. For instance, decisions taken by only consulting

the price evolution of the last 30 days (corresponding to the case information equals to

0 in down right Figure 7.9) are in both cases much more frequently following the Market

Imitation strategy than in the case when participant consults just one extra piece of

information. The phenomena can be interpreted as that participant is then more likely

to construct and update a more sophisticated strategy. However, when even more in-

formation is being consulted, the participant has more doubts since information can be

contradictory and she then tends again to go back the basic Market Imitation strategy.

7.4 Win-Stay Lose-Shift Strategy

Our experiment also finds that empirical probability to repeat decision is 0.561± 0.004.

The result is statistically relevant to be distinguished from the probability to not re-

peat decision, 0.439 ± 0.004. This result is far from the genuinely random decision,

participants may also take in to account whether to repeat their own previous decision

based on the outcome and this results into the learning rule Win-Stay, Lose-Shift. The

strategy is widespread and works in many situations. For instance, animals perform

more rewarded behaviors and less non-rewarded behaviors [231] and even the iterated

Prisoner’s Dilemma aimed to study cooperation seems to found a more robust decision

mechanism based on Win-Stay, Lose-Shift strategy than on the Tif for Tat strategy [238].

The S-R-O design of our experiment [229] also allows to study if performance in pre-

vious round (correct or wrong guess) affects participant’s decisions. Figure 7.10 shows

that there is a clear tendency to repeat decisions when they were correct and change

them when they were wrong. This behavior has been studied and modeled in a paper

studying behavioral patterns in rock-paper-scissors game [239]. The difference between

probability to repeat a successful decision is 0.121, which corresponds to a deviation

of 19.92 in SD units above the aggregate. In the same way, the probability to change

a wrong decision is 0.140 (21.18 SD units over the aggregate probability to change).

Again, these large deviations indicate that player decision making process is influenced

by such strategy.

As also happens with the Market Imitation, Win-Stay, Lose-Shift strategy is susceptible

to either time, amount of information and expert advice influences. The pattern, once
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Figure 7.10: Win-Stay Lose-Shift Strategy. Empirical conditional probabilities of
repeating previous guess is positively correlated with success and failure of the previous
guess. Highest probability corresponds to the one repeating previous guess when this
was correct (0.682). The expert’s advice partially neutralizes the effect (0.610). (down
left) The conditional probability decreases by spending more time to take the decision
both cases: being right and being wrong in the previous round. (down right) The
conditional probability initially diminishes but when player consults more information
it oscillates around the mean. Horizontal lines in bottom plots provide aggregated
results and shadows their error bars. Error bars represent the standard deviation of a

binomial distribution.

more, is almost the same. The probability to follow this strategy, repeat after a success

and change after a fail, attenuates as more time is spent to take the decision. The

pattern when discriminating by amount of information coincides as well. When there is

no extra information Win-Stay, Lose-Shift is followed more like than the reference, then

the probability significantly falls below for just one extra information panel consulted,

and from there on is practically the same than aggregate probability. Regarding the

expert advice, the probability to repeat after a success having consulted the expert is

reduced by 0.072 (−6.80 SD units) with respect to the reference level, while the case to

chose “down” when market has fallen and having consulted the expert is 0.037 (−2.92

SD units) below the reference. In summary, both strategies, Market Imitation and Win-

Stay, Lose-Shift, are affected in a very similar way by time, information and expert
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Figure 7.11: Double Conditional Probabilities. The tree of possibilities for the
probability to choose “up” or “down” depending on two conditions: the direction of
the market in the previous round and the performance of the user (success or not) in

the previous round.

advice.

7.5 Unfolding Strategies

Figures 7.9 and 7.10 present both strategies as one-step Markov Chain [183] approach

that unfolds in four different paths with a certain associated probability. Instead, we

can condition the choice to either what market did previously and the performance of

the player. By doing so we open double the range of possible paths, ending up with

eight different conditional probabilities (Figure 7.11). Proceeding like this allows us to

estimate the relative of both strategies or at least to know whether one strategy is more

important than the other.

In first place, here we find the most strong evidence that human performance is not

random in any way. If we imagine that this is a game of guessing a series of heads and

tails when tossing a coin it is clear that what happens in a certain round do not depend

on the outcome of the round before nor on the result of my guessing. But if we look

at the first path, which starts by deciding “up” and succeeding, we observe an quite a

huge difference of 0.458 in the probabilities between choosing “up” (then, repeating the

decision) and “down” (changing) at the end of the chain. What this result basically tells

us is that, regarding human choices, the previous outcome matters (revealing that we
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believe in trends), or either the success in guessing matters (revealing that we believe in

streaks), or a combination of both.

In order to unravel which of strategies is more likely to be followed we can just compare

the probabilities at the end of every path with the estimation of the probability to decide

“up” or “down” that provides each strategy. Thus, for the first case, up-sucess-up, the

probability of such double conditioned event is 0.729. The Market Imitation strategy,

only conditioned to what market did before (not the performance), estimates a proba-

bility of 0.714 to decide “up” in such case, a difference of 0.015 with respect the double

conditional value. Conversely, the Win-Stay, Lose-Shift strategy, only conditioning re-

peating or changing the previous decision (independently if it is “up” or “down”) to

the performance, estimates a probability of 0.682, 0.047 lower than double conditioned

value. Therefore, in this chain of events the probability estimated by Market Imitation

is close than the one estimated by Win-Stay, Lose-Shift. One can observe in Figure 7.11

how Market Imitation is systematically closer to the double conditional value than Win-

Stay, Lose-Shift. Therefore, double conditional probabilities analysis suggest that the

impact of Market Imitation strategy is greater than Win-Stay, Lose-Shift.

7.6 Strategy Coarse-Grain

Until now, we have separately analyzed every branch revealing some differences between

branches belonging to the same behavior. For example, the probability to choose “up”

after market went up is more accentuated than the probability to choose “down” after a

market drop, even though both branches belong to the Market Imitation strategy. The

same works for the Win-Stay, Lose-Shift. A coarse-grained approach that we consider

here for the Market Imitation is constructed by aggregating the probability to choose

“up” after market goes up and choosing “down” after market goes down under the

“Follow the Strategy” tag, in contrast with aggregating the other branches under “Not

Follow Strategy”. Equivalently, we proceed in the same way with Win-Stay, Lose-Shift.

In the next subsection we prove that, in the specific context of this experiment and

by construction, the coarse-grained probability “Follow the Strategy” and “Not Follow

Strategy” are mathematically the same.

7.6.1 Aggregating Strategies

In this section we demonstrate how the coarse-grained approach “Follow the Strategy”

vs. “Not Follow Strategy” lead to exactly the same results for both Market Imitation

and Win-Stay Lose-Shift by construction.
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Figure 7.12: Coarse-Grain Strategies. Here we present an example of a perfor-
mance executed by random player along 25 rounds. Market series indicate the price
fluctuation of the market. Player indicates the up/down decision of the player. In
Result series, when player’s decision coincides with market a tick is drawn and a cross
when differs. A ”+” symbol appears when Market Imitation followed in M.I. series and

the same for Win-Stay Lose-Shift in W-S L-S row.

Firstly, we must note that both strategies need of the previous step to be done in

order to make a decision. Thus, the first decision is not selected by using any strategy.

Secondly, either the options (“up”/“down”) and the result (“correct”/“incorrect”) are

two mutually exclusive event. The argument would not work if there were more options

or possible outcomes. Finally, both strategies are conditioned only to one of this options

or outcomes generating thus four different branches as showed in Figures 7.9 and 7.10.

Consider, for example, a case where in a specific round the participant decides to choose

“up” but the market goes “down”. The outcome in such case is “incorrect”. If the

participant decides to chose “down” in the next round because failed previously with

“up”, she is following the Win-Stay Lose-Shift strategy. But, in fact, she is also following

Market Imitation, because he is imitating what market did in the previous round. As

the events are two mutually exclusive, the performance wrong-change is the same as

imitating as well as correct-repeat. Figure 7.12 shows an example of this where it can

directly be seen that at coarse-grained level the strategies are the same no mater what

the series for market or player are considered.

7.6.2 Time, Information and Expert Influence in Following Strategies

The results obtained for the coarse-grained approach are valid for both strategies at

the same time. The probability to follow any strategy is 0.634 ± 0.004, that is 0.134

over what would be if decisions where random (25.70 SD units). According to this

reference value, we study in Figure 7.13 how the probability to follow any strategy is

shaped by time, information and expert advice. The fact that the tendency to follow any

strategy decays with the time spent to come to decision becomes apparent. In relation

to amount of information, when there is no extra information available, players are going

to follow much more these strategies, in contrast to the case with just one extra piece of

information (Figure ??). Surprisingly, more information does not mean that strategies
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Figure 7.13: Aggregated Strategies Time Dependence. The probability to
follow any of described strategies depending on the time spent to make the decision.
The range between 0 to 30 seconds has been divided in bins of 5 seconds. Solid black
line denotes the total probability while the limit of the shaded area is denotes the

standard deviation.

are less often followed since there is a kind of rebound after 1 panels consulted. The

explanation to this fact is the possibility that two or more different pieces of information

may suggest different outcomes according to individual’s reasoning, what would rise

again the role of player’s intuition and would lead the probability to the aggregate value

again. Regarding the influence of the expert’s advice in Figure 7.15, the probability to

follow any strategy having consulted him is 0.582, which is 0.053 below the reference

value (6.47 SD units).

In summary, follow any of this strategies is an intuitive behavior than gets attenuated

when more time is spent and when some information, even if it is not useful, is provided.

7.6.3 Cohort Analysis in Following Strategies

We also analyze the probability to follow any of the two strategies described in the main

paper by discriminating groups in the three different cohorts: Gender, Age and Educa-

tion (Table 7.4). In contrast with the cohort analysis above, here we find many groups

that are not well explained by the aggregate probability to follow any of strategies which

equals to 0.634±0.004. Some of them are not relevant due to the small number of events,

like “56-65 years old” group in age cohort block or “None” and “Unavailable” groups

in educational cohort block. Even though we find two groups, ”26-35 years old” and

“46-55 years old”, in the age cohort block that deviates from aggregated probability, is
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panels consulted. Solid black line denotes the total probability while the limit of the
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Figure 7.15: Aggregated Strategies Expert Advice Dependence. The bar on
the left accounts for the probability to follow any of described strategies, whereas the
bar on the right indicates the same, but conditioned to having clicked on the expert

advice panel. The errorbars represent the standard deviation.
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Cohort Decisions “Following Strategy” “Not Following Strategy”

Male 11,324 64.26% 6,970 0.616 -3.24 4,354 0.385 3.24
Female 6,297 35.74% 4,209 0.668 4.89 2,088 0.332 -4.89

0-15 y.o. 5,230 29.68% 3,386 0.647 1.73 1,844 0.353 -1.73
16-25 y.o. 2,215 12.57% 1,389 0.627 -0.67 826 0.373 0.67
26-35 y.o. 4,775 27.10% 2,909 0.609 -3.17 1,866 0.391 3.17
36-45 y.o. 3,167 17.97% 1,998 0.631 -0.38 1,169 0.369 0.38
46-55 y.o. 1,639 9.30% 1,097 0.669 2.87 542 0.331 -2.87
56-65 y.o. 452 2.57% 313 0.693 2.64 139 0.308 -2.64
66+ y.o. 143 0.81% 87 0.608 -0.63 56 0.392 0.63

None 310 1.77% 213 0.687 1.98 97 0.313 -1.98
Primary 3,296 18.77% 2,200 0.668 3.69 1,096 0.333 -3.69
Secondary 2,412 13.73% 1,481 0.614 -1.93 931 0.386 1.93
High school 2,094 11.92% 1,254 0.599 -3.14 840 0.401 3.14
University 9,258 52.72% 5,927 0.640 0.94 3,331 0.360 -0.94
Unavailable 191 1.09% 104 0.545 -2.48 87 0.456 2.48

Table 7.4: Cohort Analysis in “Following Strategy” or “Not Following Strat-
egy”. The table summarizes the cohort analysis results for whether different groups
are following or not any of the two strategies described at main paper. First column
indicates the cohort, which belong to one of the three blocks: Gender, Age and Edu-
cation Level. Second and third column contain the number of total events involve that
group and its population percentage. Fourth, fifth and sixth columns relatively show
the number of times each group followed any of the two strategies, its corresponding
empirical probability and the difference with the aggregated probability to follow the
strategy (0.634±0.004) in standard deviation (SD) units calculated using Eq.(7.3). The
same is done in seventh, eighth and ninth columns for the “Not Following a Strategy”
events. The discrepancies in bold account for those cases where the probability devi-
ates beyond 1.96 SD threshold which corresponds to 95% Confidence Interval assuming

Bernoulli trials.

not possible to establish any trend that indicates a sort of dependence in age when ful-

filling the strategies. It happens mostly the same in educational cohort block. Although

one could be tempted to hypothesize that more education implies less probability to

follow these intuitive strategies looking at the first four groups, “University” group (the

most numerous) should confirm that trend and clearly does not. However, in gender

cohort block we find a notorious deviation from the aggregate probability. Females are

significantly more prone to follow the strategies than males. There is a difference of

0.053 between them, which equals to a difference of 8.13 SD units with respect to the

aggregate probability.

Above all, is quite clear that all cohort groups present a probability to follow the intuitive

strategies that oscillates between 0.6 and 0.7, values far beyond from 0.5, as if the

decisions were random. Moreover, in every group the probability to follow the strategy

is always above its corresponding probability of direction bias and the probability to

repeat a decision. Therefore, the strategies are generally followed, no matter which
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cohort group we look at, but it is also true that in some groups the strategies are

followed with more intensity.

7.7 Reproducing the Mr.Banks Experiment

Reproducibility is an imperative in science [80] and should be in Computational Social

Science too. For this reason, in Chapter 2 we identified the ease of reproducing the

experiments in different contexts and population samples as one of the most important

advantages of Pop-Up Experiments. Chapter 3 provides a splendid example of such

potentially as results are reviewed confirming or refuting some of the claims, but making

results more robust in any way. Here we find another example of this.

Mr.Banks experiment was reproduced during the course of annual event of the Euro-

pean project “Collective Awareness Platforms for Sustainability and Social Innovation”

(CAPS2015) that took place in 7 and 8 July 2015 hosted in Brussels (Belgium). A

space of 20 square meters at the venue entrance was prepared to carry out the experi-

ment Mr.Banks(2). In total, 42 participants of the conference did the experiment, which

implies the sum of 2,372 decisions.

The bias of the participants in the decisions is also present in this experiment. Indeed the

probability to choose “up” in Mr.Banks(2) is p(↑) = 0.605±0.013 in agreement with the

main experiment Mr.Banks(1) where p(↑) = 0.606 ± 0.004. Success ratio also matches

the results as values fall inside error range of calculated as in Eq. (7.2): in Mr.Banks(1)

the empirical probability to correctly guess was 0.536 ± 0.004 while in Mr.Banks(2) is

0.527± 0.014.

However, the most important result is that probabilities that conform both strategies

highly resemble (Figure 7.16). The difference of such probabilities between Mr.Banks(1)

and Mr.Banks(2) is not significant in terms of the Eq. 7.4 except for the case of changing

the decision after failing in the Win-Stay Lose-Shift strategy which differ in 0.044 that

corresponds to 2.78 SD units. Nonetheless, in all cases without exception probabilities

are significantly higher than reference values, confirming that explored strategies are

present also in the results of Mr.Banks(2).

7.8 Discussion

Facing environments with a high levels of uncertainty is a very complicated task for

human beings. We have serious difficulties when dealing with randomness, we tend to
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Figure 7.16: Comparison of Strategies in Mr.Banks(1) and Mr.Banks(2).
(Left) Probabilities of Market Imitation strategy are plotted. The reference value of
the unconditioned probability of choosing “up” or “down” shown with black dashed
lines. (Right) Probabilities of Win-Stay Lose-Shift strategy are plotted. The reference
value of the unconditioned probability of “repeat” or “change” the decision shown with

black dashed lines. In all cases errorbars indicate the standard deviation.

see patterns when there no exist at all [240] and our brain is not prepared for inte-

grate randomness [241]. Moreover, decision-making process involves multiple factors,

even those that may be far from rational behavior like stress and panic, integrate a

final outcome. Therefore, models that only depart from rationality and self-interest

should also incorporate concepts more related with how humans cope with uncertain

environments [242].

In this experiment we put non-expert common people under such uncertain environment.

We asked participants to predict day-by-day a series of real historic prices of a certain

index. Simultaneously, there was some information available that could be consulted

in some scenarios. The experiment was designed as a game under the Pop-Up concept

(described in Chapter 2) where all the actions and decisions where recorded with the

purpose of analyzing every performance. Following our engagement with Open Culture

and Citizen Science approach all data and the game itself are freely accessible at website

of the project www.mr-banks.net. Moreover, the website freely provides the necessary

tools to explore and analyze all participants’ performance, so that everyone can make

their own studies and reports.

The findings we present came up from the analysis of 283 volunteers that made 18,436

decisions. First thing to note is that performance of participants are very far from being

random. An optimistic bias is observed, the probability to guess that the market will

go up is significantly above than the market does, as well as persisting in decisions, i.e.

the probability to repeat certain decision is significantly higher than one-half. However,

the latter behavior is not observed in kids who show the same volatile behavior than in

other experiments (Chapter 3). Even so, these preliminary results lead to the question

of which mechanisms are responsible of these biases. Inspired by other context as social

dilemmas [238] or neurophysiology [237] we identify two kind of behaviors or strategies,
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namely Market Imitation and Win-Stay Lose-Shift, that condition the decisions to what

market did just before or the success or fail in the previous decision. Indeed, this kind

of behavior emerge as a driver in the decision-making process; the probability to take

these conditioned decisions is significantly higher than what should be expect in case of

pure random behavior.

A deeper look in this couple of strategies leads to understand fundamental characteristics

of this behavior. In first place, the conditional probability made over two conditions

(the previous market direction and the success/fail of the previous decision) allows to

identify that Market Imitation is more important than Win-Stay Lose-Shift. Last but not

least, the coarse-grain approach of these strategies supports the idea that are something

intuitive because of three reasons: (1) the less time is used to make a decision the

more likely is to follow any of this strategies, (2) the probability to follow any strategy

is significantly higher when no information has been consulted and (3) consulting the

expert (as a clear exogenous signal) significantly mitigates the likelihood to follow this

strategies.

The direct implications of this study point to market behavior and market policy. The

pretended advantages of the vertiginous pace of markets and particularly the high-

frequency trading are nowadays questioned [228]. In the scale of non-expert individ-

uals, who sometimes might decide to manage their own portfolio, we have seen that fast

and uniformed decisions tend to intuitive and pre-established behaviors in contrast with

rational and deliberated decisions. This finding supports the idea of decelerating the

vertiginous velocity of markets in order to gain rationality and information filtering. In

more general way, this study sheds light on the emerging behaviors in a very uncertain

environment. Individuals, as an agents who make decisions living in a society impreg-

nated of contingencies impossible to evaluate and constantly updated where we have to

take uniformed decisions, we must be aware of this intuitive strategies as a fallacies to

avoid or lighthouses that help us to sail in the middle of an ocean of uncertainty.



Chapter 8

Synchronization and Anticipation

in Investors Behavior

Collective behavior in socioeconomic contexts and phenomena are becoming more and

more studied since large amount of data is now available. This leads to the emergence of

a new data-driven research area [165]. One of the most intrigued aspects in this area is

about how microscopic interactions trigger macroscopic phenomena and how individuals

react to such current macroscopic signal [243]. For example, models o segregation devel-

oped by Schelling in 1971 reproduce some macroscopic patterns empirically observed of

neighbourhoods with similar population features [20]. Nowadays, human activity leaves

a digital footprint that can be correlated to global information flows. Financial markets

appear to be a place where all these relations are most easy to quantify.

For instance, recent research has related aggregated market trading volume with search

queries in Google [217, 218]. Unfortunately data records at individual level are not

easily accessible for research purposes. Just a few papers have been published with

this sort of data. One of the first researchers dealing with such data was Terrance

Odean who in 1998, after studying the performance of 10,000 accounts, he proved that

investors sell the winning stocks while keeping the losers [244]. In the 2000’s Grinblatt

and Keloharju, took the advantage of transparent Finnish stock market, where traders’

IDs is recorded in every transaction, and used a database of this market to analyze the

performance of different types of traders categorized as pro-momentum or contrarians

in a first study [245] and sensation seekers or overconfident traders subsequently [246].

Recently, in 2015 Lillo et al. investigate how news (an exogenous signal) affect to the

trading behavior of different categories of investors [214].

The previous chapter described an experiment where non-experts were asked to predict

real historical daily price series of financial markets. We identified two strategies that

136
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very naturally emerge. One of them, the most important, consisted in imitating what

the market did before. The main purpose of this chapter is to test this finding and see if

it is reproduced in the reality. To do so, we consider a data-set with 272, 023 individual

recordings from 417 non-expert investors (clients) from a particular investment firm.

The population matches very well the non-expert participants profile of the experiment

in the previous chapter and shows again more intrinsic human behavior.

The general purpose, apart from testing the findings of Chapter 7, is to quantify and

determinate, the effect of price over the investors’ performance. Thus, the phenomena

of feedback loop, consisting on individual microscopic behavior influenced by emergent

macroscopic signal, will be explored in the context of financial markets. However, some

challenges should be addressed when dealing with this sort of Big Data, ranging from

the non-stationary nature of the financial series to the fact that investors are heteroge-

neous so they operate with different time-horizons. The scenario thus demands of some

sphisticated techniques for series analysis, like Mutual Information [247] or Symbolic

Transfer of Entropy [248], to cope with these difficulties. Besides, an elaborated pro-

cess of randomization and rigorous statistical tests will also be necessary. Hence, such

techniques will allow us to elucidate the information flow among investors.

8.1 Non-Expert Investors Data Set

Recently databases have gain as much value as privacy issues have become very sensitive

by volunteers. These reasons make institutions and specially firms be reluctant to share

their data, even for scientific research purposes. Notwithstanding, we could access to

a database where performance investors, clients of an investment firm, are recorded.

Although the database is properly anonymized, the name of the firm, which is settled

in Spain, will be omitted for privacy reasons. The recordings correspond to 3,303,695

transactions that 29,930 clients manage when trading with 120 financial products of

the Spanish stock market IBEX. It is important to stress that these clients trade with

their own money or their family’s savings, not as a manager of some financial institution

or bank. Moreover, no automatic trading has been used, so they can completely be

considered as non-expert investors. Such clients have an individual account associated

to each. Appart from account ID, price, date and number of shares traded from each

transaction were stored in this database during a 7 years period from 2000 to 2008 (1, 969

trading days when the market is open). Considering the whole period, the market

had no general trend. But in a more specific scope, the first period (2000-2002) has

been considered as bearish market, while the last one (2003-2008) consist in a bullish

period. Moreover, our analysis will be limited to the eight most traded assets by our
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Asset Sector Accounts Operations Return Volatility

TEF Communications 291 98, 046 +0.95% 31.41%
SAN Financials 154 47, 842 +25.09% 31.59%

BBVA Financials 76 29, 314 +15.51% 29.57%
ELE Utilities 61 25, 735 +60.95% 24.75%
EZE Industrials 58 18, 488 −103.20% 70.41%
ZEL Health Care 54 16, 435 +55.40% 79.68%
REP Energy 43 16, 066 +5.37% 26.05%
GAS Utilities 24 20, 097 +57.37% 27.37%

ALL – 417 272, 023 – –

Table 8.1: Database Overview. Ticker symbol (abbreviation used in stock market)
and economic sector of the corresponding firm in the first two columns. The next two
are the number of accounts and number of transactions for the most active investors,
who have present unbalanced daily position in more than 50 occasions during the 7
year period from 2000 to 2007. The two last columns show the total return for this
time period and annualized volatility, calculated as σ = σSD

√
252× 100, where σSD is

the standard deviation of logarithmic daily returns. The total number of accounts is
less than the sum because an account can trade with different assets.

non-expert investors population: Telefonica (TEF), Ezentis (EZE), Gas Natural (GAS),

Santander (SAN), BBVA, Endesa (ELE), Repsol (REP) and Zeltia (ZEL), that belong

to different economic sectors. Such strong filtering translates into the analysis of 272, 023

transactions executed by 417 investors with an associated account. An overview of the

database can be consulted in Table 8.1.

In the experiment of the previous chapter we were asking volunteers to predict the market

in every round (that represented one-day period), which in fact means that they were

forced to think in a time horizon of one day. However, in the real markets investors work

with their own time horizon that depends on lots of aspects like the type of investor,

their capital, the use of the invested money, how much she likes stock markets, etc.

Therefore, the population of clients are very heterogeneous in terms of their activity

patterns. Actually, the distribution of the number of operations follows a very clear Zipf

Law, with the exponent oscillating around 1 depending on the asset [249]. In order to

properly study the performance of individual investors and how affects the price to it we

should discard the less active investors without enough statistics in their recording series.

In addition, the exact time of the transaction (hour, minute and second) is unfortunately

not available, so the resolution of our time series are of one day. Then, consider an active

investor with enough statistics the one that in all their trading period present more than

50 days with an unbalanced daily position, that is the number of shares bought minus

the number of shares sold is different than zero. Such filtering discriminates the investors

that work with a time window of the order of 1 day. Indeed, in on one side less active

investors who operate once or twice every few months (large time windows) are excluded
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because they not reach the threshold of unbalanced days. On the other side, intra-day

investors who open and close their position within a day (very short time windows) are

also excluded because though they might have operated the balance at the end of the

day will be zero. Then, the type of investors we are analyzing match with the imposed

time window of the Mr.Banks experiment and the resolution of data.

In this study we will focus exclusively in two kinds of financial series. On one hand and

at individual level, we have the position series which indicates the number of shares of a

certain asset Nt that certain investor is holding at the end of day t (bottom Figure 8.1).

Therefore the daily balance at day t will be

∆Nt = Nt −Nt−1. (8.1)

Then, when the vector ∆Nt it is different than zero implies that investor has deliberately

changed their position. However, the contrary is not always true. An intra-day investor

could certainly buy some shares that sell few hours or minutes later returning to the

initial position, thus winning or losing some money because price has fluctuated even in

this period. Regarding our one-day resolution series the recording of ∆Nt would be zero

as the position has intentionally changed but for a period less than one day. Additionally,

with such description based on changes we can reproduce the whole position series by

only giving the position at day zero N0.

On the other hand and at a macroscale level, we use the daily closing price St of each

asset considered above (top Figure 8.1). The price fluctuation of financial series are

described by returns,

Rt = ln

(
St
St−1

)
. (8.2)

Therefore the price series can be also reconstructed as,

St = St−1e
Rt , (8.3)

where S0 is the starting value of the price.

8.2 Methods

“Correlation does not mean Causality” is a sentence that sadly too often is repeated in

this days when large quantity of information is available. Indeed, it is quite common

to find studies and reports where only some correlation between processes, variables

or phenomena is considered without trying to understand the underlying mechanisms.

The source of knowledge resides in to extricate the existing causal relations between
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Figure 8.1: Example of Price and Position Series. (Top) An piece of price series
of TEF asset. (Bottom) The position of certain investor trading with TEF asset in the
same period. The numbers in x-axis label the number of trading days since 03/01/2000.

them [250]. In fact, the most popular method to infer causality in data series, namely

Granger Causality, was born inside the field of econometrics [251]. It states that given

X and Y interdependent variables, Y causes X if Y assists in predicting the future of

X beyond the degree to which X already predicts its own future.

An alternative approach that arises from the Theory of Information [252] is the Informa-

tion Transfer formulated by Shreiber [253]. The main advantage of the latter over the

Granger causality is their better performance when dealing with non-linear dynamics

typical from social environments [254, 255]. In this approach the Transfer Entropy from

Y to X would mean the same than in Granger Test but instead of predicting, here we

talk about “disambiguating its future from randomness”. Actually, it can be considered

as a generalisation of Granger Causuality [256].

Few years latter than Schreiber’s paper Stainek and Lehnertz combine a symbolisation

technique for studying non-linear series [257] with the Information Transfer approach,

creating the concept of Symbolic Transfer Entropy. They successfully use this method
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in electroencephalographic activity recordings to identify which brain region is the focus

of an epileptic seizure in each case [248].

8.2.1 Symbolization of the Signal

The series studied here, and presented as an example in Figure 8.1, are highly non-linear.

Therefore, instead of linear correlations and Granger tests, symbolization should be a

better choice to work with as it properly captures local fluctuations without the need

of the reference value of the mean. In the paper of 2008, Staniek and Lehnertz face

non-linear brain activity series [248] (whose pattern is similar to those series we hold

and here study) and they opt for using a symbolization proposed by Bandt in 2002 [257].

Such symbolization is based on the relative difference with neighbor recordings.

Consider a numerical series represented by vector X = {x0, x1, . . . , xi, . . . , xn}. In our

case, as recordings are daily, each xi could represent either the position of a certain

investor or the daily price in the day i. This series is divided in subsets of m consecutive

elements. And each of these subsets is encoded depending on the permutation referred

to the relative differences of its elements.

Thus, the original series X is converted in another series X̂ with n −m + 1 elements.

For example, consider the following series:

X = {4, 7, 9, 10, 6, 11, 3}. (8.4)

In the case of m = 2 the series is divided in pairs of elements. The first three pairs are

encoded as the permutation 01 since elements are in ascending order, xt < xt+1. Then,

the fourth and sixth pairs are encoded as 10 because we find the elements in descending

order, xt < xt+1. In case of m = 3 the number of permutations, when there are no

equalities, increases up to 6. In this way, the first triplets {4, 7, 9} and {7, 9, 10} would

be encoded as 012 because they are in the strictly ascending order xt < xt+1 < xt+2.

The third triplet, {9, 10, 6}, would be symbolized as 120, because xt+2 < xt < xt+1, and

the fourth, {10, 6, 11}, as 102 since xt+1 < xt < xt+2. Thus, for m = 3 the symbolized

series would result as,

X̂ = {012, 012, 120, 102, 120}. (8.5)

Until here is the same scheme than previously mentioned in Ref. [257]. However, in

their framework they neglect the identical values assuming that finding equalities in

series with real numbers is a very rare event. This is very true when looking at the price

series, but it is certainly not the case of positions series. A part from that investors buy

or sell an integer number of shares, they tend to do it in blocks of very similar sizes.
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Figure 8.2: Symbolization. All possible symbols for m = 2 and m = 3 considering
that identical values might appear in the original series.

Besides, as we will see, it is very common to find buy-and-sell cycles where they start

and end in the same position value. For all these reasons in our study we consider the

possibility to find identical values, so the symbol possibilities are 3 for m = 2 and 13

for m = 3 as shown in Figure 8.2. This approach with such range of symbols has not

been studied before, since the frequency of finding identical events in the underlying

time series is negligible.

Different values of m capture different degrees of complexity. However, the number of

possible symbols grows in a fast ratio between m! and mm. The later calculations with

the symbols require high statistics, so the higher is m the lower are the instances, since

we have a limited number of trading days (1, 969) in our database. Moreover, despite all

values of m are valid for a proper symbolization in Ref. [257] is recommended to use an

odd number of m because symmetry reasons and facility in calculations. Given the one-

day resolution and limitation of statistic size we decide is to perform all the analysis and

calculations with m = 2 and m = 3. First case m = 2 resembles the experiment carried

out in Chapter 7 since fluctuations only take into account the previous day. Moreover,

m = 2 is the case with biggest size of instances and allow more accurate probability

calculus. The alternative case m = 3 captures more complexity on the series since

symbolization considering fluctuations between 3 days produces 13 different symbols.

However, the statistics is drastically reduced in this analysis.
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8.2.2 Mutual Information

Mutual information gives a measure of the mutual dependence among variables X̂ and

Ŷ , i.e. the information that these two variables share. Intuitively, Mutual Information

measures how much knowing one of these variables reduces uncertainty about the other.

So, it represents a correlation in a non-linear frame. Mutual Information [247] is defined

by

I(X̂, Ŷ ) =
∑
ŷ

∑
x̂

p(x̂, ŷ) log2

p(x̂, ŷ)

p(x̂)p(ŷ)
, (8.6)

where the sum is over all symbols x̂ and ŷ of the symbolized series X̂ and Ŷ respec-

tively. p(x̂, ŷ) is the joint probability while p(x̂) and p(ŷ) are the marginal probabilities.

Logarithm of base 2 implies that the result is given in bits.

Note that, in case when X̂ and Ŷ are independent, the joint probability can be written

as the product of marginal probabilities, p(x̂, ŷ) = p(x̂)p(ŷ), leading to log2(1) = 0 for

each term in the sum.

8.2.3 Transfer of Entropy

As we said above the Transfer of Entropy from Ŷ to X̂, T (Ŷ → X̂), measures the

contribution of the variable Ŷ to predict X̂ in the next step discounting the contribution

of X̂ to predict itself. Mathematically this idea adopts the following form [248]:

T (Ŷ → X̂) =
∑
ŷ

∑
x̂

p(x̂i+1, x̂i, ŷi) log2

p(x̂i+1|x̂i, ŷi)
p(x̂i+1|x̂i)

(8.7)

Again, the sum is over all symbols x̂ and ŷ and the result is expressed in bits. The term

inside the logarithm expresses how the conditional probability p(x̂i+1|x̂i) is modified by

the presence of ŷi. The lag in the conditional probability corresponds to one step in the

series, which in our case is of one day.

In order to establish the causal relation between X̂ and Ŷ (that is: which variable

influences which) Transfer of Entropy should be calculated as the difference of two-sided

contributions Ŷ → X̂ and X̂ → Ŷ :

T (X̂, Ŷ ) = T (Ŷ → X̂)− T (X̂ → Ŷ ). (8.8)

When there is no causal relation between those variables, T = 0. If the total value

is negative, then the causal relation is X̂ → Ŷ . On the contrary, a positive balance

indicates Ŷ → X̂.
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Figure 8.3: Shuffling Procedure. (Top) The TEF price series in black together
with several randomized series in red. (Bottom) The real position series of certain
investor in TEF asset (black line) together with several randomized series (red lines).

8.2.4 Randomization

One of the weaknesses of such methods for non-linear process is that they require more

statistics than the methods for linear process. The algorithm now needs to calculate the

conditional probability for every symbol. In order to sort out this obstacle we propose to

perform a permutation test for each obtained value of Mutual Information and Transfer

of Entropy to give an idea of their confidence. This test reshuffles the labels of data while

preserving the distribution even if it is unknown [116]. This test is very appropriate for

the statistical analysis of our time series, which goes in favour of our dataset where either

the price distribution and the position for each investors are not easy to determine.

Generally, a permutation test consist on shuffling numerical values of the time series.

Here we could apply it to symbols. However, those symbols are generated by numerical

time series with an specific underlying process. Additionally, the nature of the price series

and position series is not the same, consequently should not be treated equally. In order

to properly shuffle the position series we will shuffle the ∆Nt series and then reconstruct

the Nt series starting from N0, as shown in bottom Figure 8.3. Otherwise we would
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Figure 8.4: Transfer Entropy Bias Depending on Underlying Symbol Dis-
tributions. Transfer Entropy distributions calculated after generating two artificial
series of symbols, A and B, with flat distributions (top left), Gaussian distribution with
same mean (top right) and flat-Gaussian distributions (bottom left). Case m = 3 is
considered, so symbols are the same than in Figure 8.2, length of the A and B vectors
is 5, 000 and the distribution corresponds to a n = 10, 000 calculations of TE value
from A to B, shuffling the vectors each time. Finally, an example case for an individual

investor is showed using the same procedure (bottom right).

be introducing artificial abrupt variations: Imagine a trader that slowly but regularly

increases her position day-by-day. If we shuffle directly their Nt we may be randomly

allocating the first low initial values side-by-side with high values at the end, creating

huge position fluctuations uncharacteristic of the behavior pattern of the investor. On

the other hand, the price dynamics is intrinsically multiplicative as it is described by

returns in Eq 8.2. Again, in order to avoid unnatural price fluctuations we first shuffle

the returns series Rt and then we reconstruct the shuffled price series Ŝt (Figure 8.3).

There is another important issue that shall not be missed. Although the dynamics of

both processes are respected when shuffling, the symbols’ distribution might change.

When such thing happens and the symbol distributions are not flat the transfer of en-

tropy can be shifted. In Figure 8.4 we show the results of the simulations where artificial

series are generated with different symbol distribution. In the top of the Figure 8.4 we

observe how, in spite of the distributions are different from one case to the other, each

T (X̂, Ŷ ) value coming from a different shuffling process is distributed around zeros since

the fraction of the symbols is roughly the same. Conversely, when the distribution of

symbols differs from one series to the other, T (X̂, Ŷ ) values are peaked around a value

not placed at zero (bottom part of Figure 8.4). This is the most general case we find in
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Figure 8.5: Empirical Probability for Symbols. Probability to find each symbol
showed in Figure 8.2 for m = 2 (top) and m = 3 (bottom) after symbolizing and

aggregating the series of position (left) and price (right) of all assets.

our empirical data, so we will take as a null value the median of the distribution around

which all shuffled realizations oscillate.

8.3 Daily Price as a Performance Driver

The price in financial markets is a result of the interactions of all individual performances

in the market that may reflect many different reasons when individuals buy or sell certain

amount of shares. Here, we will analyze how the price itself drives in turn the behavior

of investors. In order to do so, we calculate the Mutual Information I(N̂i, Ŝ) by using

Eq.(8.6), and the Transfer of Entropy T (N̂i, Ŝ) by using Eq.(8.8) for the symbolized

series N̂i and Ŝ of the position of investor i and the price, respectively.

The different nature of both series is manifested in the fraction of the symbols that

appear in each type of series (see Figure 8.5). Actually, the two distributions exhibit

an opposite behavior. In the position series we have a predominance of symbol 0,

which means no activity, with the 96% and 92% of occurrences for m = 2 and m = 3

respectively. The rest of the symbols, 1 and 2, in m = 2 group have almost the same

2% probability each. In the case of m = 3 the group of symbols with more probability

excluding symbol 0 are the one formed by symbols 1,2,4 and 10 thus indicating that an

operation followed with no-activity or the other way around (see Figure 8.2). Finally the
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Figure 8.6: Distribution of Mutual Information and Transfer of Entropy
between Investors’ Position and Price. The distribution of Mutual Information
calculated for all investors’ accounts in all assets aggregated. The inset shows exactly
the same distribution for Transfer of Entropy. Red curve represents the original data

while green accounts for the randomized case.

rest of symbols in m = 3 are characterized by activity in three consecutive days. Between

those, symbols 5 and 12 indicate a trend and at same time are the most probable events

among the full-activity subset. Regarding probability of the symbols in price series,

the symbol 0 indicating no changes is the least probable either in m = 2 and m = 3.

Additionally, there is no significant difference between upwards or downwards symbols.

However, it is noticeable that in m = 3 symbols which indicate a trend, either upwards

(symbol 5) or downwards (symbol 12), are twice more probable than the rest with non-

identical values.

Once the symbolization is done, Mutual Information and Transfer of Entropy between

position and price for each investor can be calculated and compared with the random-

ized case (Figure 8.6 shows m = 3 case). It is easy to appreciate how the curves between

original data and the randomized version differ, meaning that real performance is not

random. In the case of Mutual Information the curve peaks around 0.01 bits of informa-

tion more than twice further than the randomized curve. Then the Mutual Information

curve decays more slowly than random case indicating that position of several investors

tend to coincide with the price far away from shuffled case.

When looking at the Transfer of Entropy in the inset of Figure 8.6 we observe the effect

we already discussed in Figure 8.4, but now comparing the aggregate with randomized.

The curve of original data is shifted to the right of randomized curve. For each investor

we perform 1, 000 times the randomization process computing Transfer of Entropy each
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of Entropy between investors and price after subtracting the median of n = 1, 000
permutation tests. All values for accounts of the eight different assets are aggregated

in the distribution. Series are symbolized using m = 3 (see Figure 8.2).

time. All these null values are sorted and we take the median as the reference value for

random case. Then, we define the Normalized Transfer of Entropy by taking the original

value and subtracting the median of randomized iterations.

normT (X̂, Ŷ ) = T (X̂, Ŷ )− T (X̂, Ŷ ), (8.9)

where T (X̂, Ŷ ) denotes the median of all Transfer of Entropy values calculated after

each iteration of randomization. If the original Transfer of Entropy was really a product

of chance, the Normalized Transfer of Entropy should be distributed around zero since,

the original value barely coincides with the random median. However, the distributions

for both m = 2 and m = 3 curves of all these values aggregated over all assets appears

shifted to the positive values in the right hand (Figure 8.7). The last fact provide

evidences that the position of most part of considered investors is driven by the price.

In order to deeper examine this causality link between individual investors position series

and macroscopic price signal, we analyze how significant is the Mutual Information and

Transfer of Entropy associated value for each individual investor (Table 8.2). The total

number of investors significantly synchronized with the price (Mutual Information) is

quite large, 703 of 761 (92.38%), for m = 2 and even higher for m = 3 case, 759 of 761

(99.78%). Regarding the Transfer of Entropy we get the evidence in the same direction

than Figure 8.7: There is only a minority of investors that behave in a way that can be

interpreted as they are anticipating price changes (1.18% in m = 2 and 7.49% in m = 3
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m=2 m=3
Asset MI TE MI TE

in >95% <5% in >95% in >95% <5% in >95%

TEF 26 265 2 180 109 0 291 32 167 92
SAN 12 142 0 110 44 1 153 9 98 47

BBVA 4 72 2 43 31 0 76 5 50 21
ELE 2 59 0 37 24 1 60 2 38 21
EZE 4 54 4 37 17 0 58 2 31 25
ZEL 6 48 0 31 23 0 54 1 34 19
REP 2 41 1 28 14 0 43 5 30 8
GAS 2 22 0 12 12 0 24 1 16 7

ALL 58 703 9 478 274 2 759 57 464 240

Table 8.2: Investors with significant Mutual Information and Transfer of
Entropy. Results of Mutual Information and Transfer of Entropy between position of
investors and price evolution for each traded asset and two cases m = 2 and m = 3.
In Mutual information analysis we distinguish the investors whose real value are “in”
the 95% Confidence Interval (CI) from those that are above this threshold, showing
significant values of synchronization. In Transfer of Entropy analysis three groups
are distinguished: Those whose value is beyond significant threshold towards negative
values (<5%), those who do not show significant values at all (“in”) and those who
present a value above 95% CI. Randomization process that determine CI consist in

n = 1, 000 iterations for each investor and for each traded stock.

for the aggregate) while an important part (36.00% in m = 2 and 31.54% in m = 3

in the aggregate) is actually driven by them. This last results confirms also the idea

suggested in Chapter 7 that investors react to what price did in the day before.

Finally, the values for Mutual Information and Transfer of Entropy between position and

price series are plot in Figure 8.8. Boxplot do not display any linear correlation between

Mutual Information and Transfer of Entropy of the same investor, so synchronization

and price anticipation do not seem to be related, a least when we have one-day of

resolution.

8.4 Information Transfer Among Investors

As we have seen in the previous section, Mutual Information and Transfer of Entropy

are powerful tools to deal with individual performances by non-expert investors. Other

possible use of such techniques would be to study how investors behave in relation to

other investors. Synchronization and influence are ideas under the concept of herding

behavior between investors that have been theoretically exploited in several models [258,

259], though still there is a lack of empirical evidence. Given the advantages that Mutual

Information and Transfer of Entropy provide, here we aim to provide some empirical

evidence in the issue.
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Figure 8.8: Mutual Information vs Transfer of Entropy of Investors’ Posi-
tion and Price. Each point represents an investor, its x-coordinate is their Mutual
Information between position and price, while y-coordinate is the normalized value of
their Transfer of Entropy, described in Eq.(8.9), between position and price. Only
investors with significant Mutual Information are considered. Dashed black line repre-
sents the mean value of the normalized Transfer of Entropy over all investors, which is
0.026 and 0.064 for m = 2 and m = 3 respectively. In each bin, the red box delimits the
range from 25% and 75% of the instances while the thick red line denotes the median.

We will consider the position series of investor i and position series of investor j trad-

ing with the same asset and apply the same procedure than in the previous section.

Symbolization, randomization and Mutual Information and Transfer of Entropy calcu-

lus are performed for m = 2 and m = 3 in the same way. However, in this case we

do not consider the whole trading period but the period where investor i activity and

investor j activity overlaps. If the trading period of both investors does not overlap,

then quantities can not be calculated and are automatically set to zero. We also per-

form a permutation test calculating the same measures n = 1, 000 times shuffling both

investor’s position series in each iteration. After sorting these null values, the original

one is only considered if they are out of 95% confidence interval. Otherwise, the values

are manually set to zero.

The phenomena measured by these two resulting quantities is not exactly the same.

Mutual Information between two investors i and j, I(N̂i, N̂j), gives a measure of how

synchronized are two investors, that is how similar is the symbolic position series of

both investors i and j. On the other hand, Transfer of Entropy of the investor i over

the investor j, T (N̂i, N̂j) measures the anticipation of i with respect to j, that is the

probability that symbolic position series of i anticipate the symbols of position series

of j. The calculation of such quantities for all investors i and j leads to a symmetric

and antisymmetric matrices with respectively values of I(N̂i, N̂j) and T (N̂i, N̂j). Syn-

chronization network can be built from Mutual Information adjacency matrix where a

pair of investors is connected if their corresponding I(N̂i, N̂j) is significant at 95% C.I.

Similarly, anticipation network can be built from Transfer of Entropy adjacency matrix.

In this case the network generated contains directed links, from the anticipated investor

to delayed one, whose strength is the corresponding T (N̂i, N̂j). The networks for GAS
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and REP assets (see Table 8.1) are plotted in Figure 8.10 and Figure 8.9. For the sake

of clarity, the remaining networks with many more investors are not plotted although

are considered in the posterior analysis.

These two maps of investors population reveal valuable information about their collec-

tive behavior. In first place, Mutual Information network gives us a measure of how

investors are synchronized in their position series. It is also remarkable that the adja-

cency matrices and consequently their corresponding networks do not change very much

when the analysis is performed by taking m = 2 or m = 3 for the symbolization. Actu-

ally, in both cases it can be observed how there exist several investors that are strongly

connected, meaning that they are synchronized in terms of their position series. One

could ask why there are investors synchronized in their performance at daily resolution.

Given the results of the previous section, the reaction to the price seems be an important

aspect of behavior performance, so in Figure 8.11 we ask for which is the intensity of

the synchronization between investors due to the synchronization of each investor with

the price. The evidence is not very strong, but it can be seen how there is a tendency

that the investors who are strongly synchronized (high values of I(N̂i, N̂j)) have also

a similar degree of synchronization with price (their difference of Mutual Information

position-price is close to zero, I(N̂i, Ŝ)− I(N̂j , Ŝ) ∼ 0).

The Transfer of Entropy network provide a picture of who is anticipated (or delayed)

with respect to whom. In this case, the taking m = 2 or m = 3 for the symbolization

substantially changes the way how investors are connected. The picture shows an het-

erogeneous network where there are investors that are anticipated with respect many

others and, in contrast, other investors that are very delayed with respect many of them.

Again, one can try to explain such connections in terms of how investors react to price

changes. Given the fact determined in the previous section that there are several in-

vestors synchronized with price plus the existence of investors that are delayed with

respect to price, one could think that the investor i who anticipates with respect to in-

vestor j is because i is more synchronized with price than j. In this way, Table 8.3 shows

the probability that, given i (source-node) is anticipated with respect to j (destination-

node), synchronization of i with the price is higher than price-synchronization of j. It

can be appreciated how, in the m = 2 analysis, the anticipated investors have systemat-

ically higher synchronization with price. In all asset networks this probability is higher

than 50%, a reference value than one would expect if the synchronization with price had

no influence, and in five of the eight networks such deviation is significant at 95% Con-

fidence Interval since its deviation from 50% in terms of standard deviation is greater

than 1.96 SD. Thus, when aggregating all network links and performing same analysis

we obtain a deviation between p
[
I(N̂i, Ŝ) > I(N̂j , Ŝ)

]
and p

[
I(N̂i, Ŝ) < I(N̂j , Ŝ)

)
] of
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Figure 8.9: Mutual Information and Transfer of Entropy Networks for GAS
asset. (Left) Adjacency matrix and its corresponding network computed from Mutual
Information between each pair of investors’ i and j position series. Only values above
95% Confidence Interval are considered in the network. (Right) Adjacency matrix
and its corresponding network computed from Transfer of Entropy of investor i over
investor j position series. Only values above 95% Confidence Interval are considered
in the network. The analysis is done either for m = 2 (top) and m = 3 (bottom)
symbolization. The colors of the nodes are the value of Mutual Information between
investor’s position and price (synchronization with the price). The size of the nodes
represent the weighted degree for Mutual Information network and the weighted out-
degree for Transfer of Entropy networks. Nodes are labeled with an ID that identifies

each investor among the population trading with asset GAS.
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Figure 8.10: Mutual Information and Transfer of Entropy Networks for
REP asset. (Left) Adjacency matrix and its corresponding network computed from
Mutual Information between each pair of investors’ i and j position series. Only values
above 95% Confidence Interval are considered in the network. (Right) Adjacency matrix
and its corresponding network computed from Transfer of Entropy of investor i over
investor j position series. Only values above 95% Confidence Interval are considered
in the network. The analysis is done either for m = 2 (top) and m = 3 (bottom)
symbolization. The colors of the nodes are the value of Mutual Information between
investor’s position and price (synchronization with the price). The size of the nodes
represent the weighted degree for Mutual Information network and the weighted out-
degree for Transfer of Entropy networks. Nodes are labeled with an ID that identifies

each investor among the population trading with asset REP.
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Figure 8.11: Is Synchronization Between Investors Related with Price Syn-
chronization? Each point represents a link of a Mutual Information network where its
x-coordinate represents the I(N̂i, N̂j) value and y-coordinate is the absolute difference of

Mutual Information position-price between investor i and investor j, I(N̂i, Ŝ)−I(N̂j , Ŝ).
All existing links in the 8 different networks (BBVA, ELE, EZE, GAS, REP, SAN, TEF
and ZEL) are considered as the grey points. In each bin, the red box delimits the range

from 25% and 75% of the instances while the thick red line denotes the median.

around 10 points at very high significance level. Things are different for m = 3 sym-

bolization. Here, the probabilities are not systematically deviated over 50% nor present

a significant deviation, only in two asset networks and in opposite direction. The high

statistics that Transfer of Entropy need to be calculated could disagree with the available

statistics size for the 13 symbols of m = 3 symbolization.

Further step can be done to explain the links in the Transfer of Entropy Networks of

Figures 8.9 and 8.10. As previously done in the Figure 8.11 for the synchronization

network, here the strength of the directed link from i to j in the anticipation network

can be confronted with their price synchronization difference, I(N̂i, Ŝ)− I(N̂j , Ŝ) (Fig-

ure 8.12). Despite it seems that such difference, slightly grows with the strength of the

link, i.e. the Transfer of Entropy from i to j, the dispersion is so high that more evidence

is needed in order to validate such dependence.

In summary, this section demonstrates that Mutual Information and Transfer of Entropy

are powerful measures that can be used to understand the behavioral interdependence

of a population of investors. Specifically, we identify the reaction of each investor to

price fluctuations as a significant aspect either in synchronization and anticipation net-

works. The high levels of statistics that Transfer of Entropy requires for being properly

calculated make m = 3 symbolization questionable when using our specific data-set.

However, results with m = 2 are robust enough to claim two statements. First, in-

vestors that appear to be synchronized are mostly because they are synchronized with

price too. And second, investors that are delayed with respect other investors are mostly

because they are delayed with respect to the price too. Such findings suggest that causal

relation between investors is not only due to a direct influence or herding behavior, but

a different reaction or level of synchronization with respect to the price.
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Asset p
[
I(N̂i, Ŝ) > I(N̂j , Ŝ)

]
p
[
I(N̂i, Ŝ) < I(N̂j , Ŝ)

]
m=2

BBVA 0.5455 (252) 1.45 0.4524 (209) -1.38
ELE 0.5161 (144) 0.39 0.4839 (135) -0.37
EZE 0.6000 (285) 3.45 0.3916 (186) -3.03
GAS 0.7073 (29) 2.45 0.2927 (12) -1.58
REP 0.5113 (68) 0.19 0.4812 (64) -0.30
SAN 0.5640 (1014) 4.11 0.4277 (769) -4.05
TEF 0.5326 (3568) 3.90 0.4560 (3055) -4.88
ZEL 0.6066 (165) 2.80 0.3787 (103) -2.54

ALL 0.5439 (5525) 6.55 0.4462 (4533) -7.29

m=3

BBVA 0.4596 (256) -1.30 0.5368 (299) 1.28
ELE 0.4883 (167) -0.30 0.4971 (170) -0.08
EZE 0.3910 (183) -3.02 0.6047 (283) 3.60
GAS 0.6667 (26) 1.80 0.3333 (13) -1.28
REP 0.4620 (79) -0.68 0.5263 (90) 0.50
SAN 0.4869 (1026) -0.84 0.5088 (1072) 0.58
TEF 0.5306 (4200) 3.97 0.4632 (3666) -4.47
ZEL 0.4366 (124) -1.42 0.5563 (158) 1.42

ALL 0.5101 (6061) 1.57 0.4840 (5751) -2.43

Table 8.3: Testing if Anticipation is Due to Synchronization with Price.
Given a link between investor i (source) and investor j (destination) in the Transfer
Entropy network between investors position, the table shows the probability that in-

vestor i (source) is more synchronized, i.e. p
[
I(N̂i, Ŝ) > I(N̂j , Ŝ)

]
, or less synchronized,

i.e. p
[
I(N̂i, Ŝ) < I(N̂j , Ŝ)

]
, with price than investor j. The probability of having the

same degree of synchronization, i.e. p
[
I(N̂i, Ŝ) = I(N̂j , Ŝ)

]
, is contemplated, since the

sum of the two first probabilities columns is not exactly 1, although not showed. The
numbers between parenthesis in third and sixth column account for the absolute num-
ber of links, while the values on the fourth and seventh columns are the difference with

respect to the 0.5 in terms of standard deviation (SD) units.

8.5 Discussion

On complex systems research in general, and in econophysics in particular, one of the

main focuses is the emergent behavior. The price itself is the result of the interaction

of multiple individual agents when buying or selling shares of financial assets. The

study of features and common properties of the individual behavior is important because

very often is behind macroscopic phenomena like bubbles, crashes or other sort of price

dynamics. Agents receive multiple stimuli before making a decision. There is a myriad

of possible reasons behind a decision of buying or selling. However, thanks to the

development of electronic markets we can identify certain elements that statistically

drive individual behavior. Several studies have focused on the exogenous factors [214].
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Figure 8.12: Is Anticipation Bewteen Investors Related with Price Synchro-
nization? Each point represents a link in the Transfer of Entropy network where its x-
coordinate represents the T (N̂i, N̂j) value and y-coordinate is the absolute difference of

Mutual Information position-price between investor i and investor j, I(N̂i, Ŝ)−I(N̂j , Ŝ).
All existing links in the 8 different networks (BBVA, ELE, EZE, GAS, REP, SAN, TEF
and ZEL) are considered as the grey points. In each bin, the red box delimits the range

from 25% and 75% of the instances while the thick red line denotes the median.

Here we complete this vision by studying how endogenous factors affect the individual

behavior, at least in the case of non-expert (non-professional) investors. Particularly,

we demonstrate that price drive the individual behavior for the majority of non-expert

investors that work with a time-window of the order of one day. Thus, confirming the

results of the Chapter 7 where imitation was found as an intuitive strategy to cope with

the uncertainties of the market.

The method used in the analysis of non-expert investors, Transfer of Entropy combined

with symbolization of series (Symbolic Transfer of Entropy), is the most appropriate for

the treatment of non-linear time series present everywhere in the field of econophysics. It

is important to highlight the adaptation of such method for the symbolization of position

series. Since in the original description of the symbolization technique [257] identical

numerical values, which are a very often event in position series, were not considered.

Our proposal should be taken into account in the further studies using Symbolic Transfer

of Entropy for the study of position series.

The use of this method allows to map the investors’ synchronization and anticipation

between them, showing groups of synchronized investors as well as ’leaders’ that antici-

pate with respect to the others. The connections in these networks can be explained by

the particular reaction to the price. Then, suggesting that herding behavior does not

take place only directly, but also through a similar (or dissimilar) reaction to endoge-

nous information. The access to this map of a population of investors is of very interest

for the investment firms and institutions who can predict better the reaction of their

clients and therefore anticipate and respond efficiently to their impact. By knowing the

key actors in the network and studying well their behavior it is also possible use it as a

proxies of what are doing or are going to do the rest.
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Further studies should consider the different time windows than those we currently have.

Data resolution and activity patterns of investors population in our dataset is restricted

to daily time windows. However, it could be really important to validate our results for

shorter and larger time windows. Such study, among other issues, would demonstrate

our hypothesis that synchronized investors are in fact anticipated/delayed even in a

shorter time-scale.



Chapter 9

Conclusions

The recent blooming of ICT technologies in the Digital Era together with the advent

of Complexity Sciences, as a new conception of performing science, open the possibility

to quantitatively study human behavior in our current societies. The multidisciplinary

approach of Computational Social Science tackles such challenges sustained by empirical

basis of Big Data and theoretical analysis of simulations. The scope of this thesis is

precisely to test and explore the validity of using tools and models inspired or directly

adapted from Statistical Physics in Computational Social Science research. The results

and experiments provided through all the present thesis support this claim.

As mentioned in the introduction, the superficial analysis of Big Data records without

identifying the mechanisms behind phenomena may not lead to scientific knowledge

and seriously limits the possibility of ground-breaking scientific advances. Models are

precisely such mathematical artifacts that allow to understand such mechanisms and

identify most fundamental traits. However, in order to be useful and reliable, they must

be in agreement with empirical data. Thus, in Chapter 2 a new experimental framework

we named Pop-Up Experiments has been proposed. Citizen Science philosophy is at the

core of the protocol of the Pop-Up Experiments, obliges to abandon the lab and enables

to study human society in a more in vivo environment.

Three different research lines have been explored in this thesis: Social Dilemmas (Chap-

ters 3 and 4), Pedestrian Movement (Chapters 5 and 6) and Financial Markets (Chapters

7 and 8). Although in all parts specific conclusions are reached, general patterns are

found in all of them. Thus, short memory effects play an important role in individuals’

behavior: The decision made in the previous round when playing repeated Prisoner’s

Dilemma, persistence in orientation and already visited spots when moving through an

area, and the influence of the market price direction when trying to predict financial

158
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markets. Any model attempting to describe human behavior in such context should

incorporate those short-memory facts.

However, there is a caveat associated to this general fact: population biases. One of

the most important advantages of Pop-Up Experiments is their ability to reach different

population samples that are not the usual subjects of the previous academic experiments,

and doing it under quite controlled contexts.

The first of our experiments precisely studies the difference in behavior across age ranges

of humans playing the repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma (Chapter 3). Difference between

children decisions and the rest of age range is clearly manifested. While adults seem to

observe, react to the context and choose the best strategy to decide whether cooperate

or not, children adopt a more variable strategy. Moreover, we found that elderly are

significantly more prone to cooperate than the rest and with higher probability to persist

in that strategy. Prisoner’s Dilemma is a good game to study because the temptation to

cheat (defect in front of cooperation) confronts the fear to be cheated (cooperate in front

of defection), but other different Social Dilemmas emerge when such correlation changes.

Thus, another perspective of human behavior is whether the same individual chooses

certain strategy to make decisions depending on the context of the dilemma. In this way,

Chapter 4 studies human behavior across many Social Dilemmas where the payoff matrix

is different in each one. We somewhat surprisingly identify five different phenotypes

named “Competitive”, “Greedy”, “Conservative”, “Altruist” and “Clueless”, that allow

to classify the behavior of all individuals across this numerous collection of different

Social Dilemmas.

Humans are constantly making decisions even when we explore an area with interesting

spots to visit. Such decisions might be conscious like which place to visit first, or uncon-

scious like how much time someone will stay without moving, but certainly pedestrians

show some patterns when moving. In Chapter 5 we empirically pinpoint these patterns

from the results of a Pop-Up Experiment where pedestrians are voluntary tracked by

GPS during a visit of an outdoor fair. We also developed a model framework that

incorporates active and reactive components of the movement that include persistence

and potential landscape respectively as a fundamental factors of pedestrian behavior.

Thus, simple and non-phenomenological model based on Langevin Dynamics is enough

to describe movement features such as Stop Duration Distribution, Flight Length Distri-

bution, Orientation and Spatial Distribution, and is also able to simulate and test other

alternative scenarios. Moreover, in Chapter 6 we showed how this model is capable to

incorporate foraging patters like Are-Restricted Search, what opens the opportunity to

use it for study human searching behavior with already tested tool.
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Decision-making process in humans show regularities even in the environments with

highest levels of uncertainty such as the case of financial markets. In the Pop-Up Ex-

periment of Chapter 7 participants had to make a predictions about the evolution of

real financial market price series. We demonstrated how biases and behavioral patterns

appear in this context. Indeed, decisions are significantly deviated of what would be a

random choice. In addition, its dependence on time spent and information consulted,

variables that were recorded during the experiment, indicate that such strategies are

intuitive mechanisms that drive our behavior under very uncertain contexts. The most

important strategy named “Market Imitation” consists in imitating what the price did

in the step before as trying to anticipate a tendency. Inspired by this finding, Chapter8

analyzes a huge data set with recordings of the performance of thousands of non-expert

clients of an investment firm. By using techniques coming from Information Theory

called Transfer of Entropy and Mutual Information, we prove the existence of such in-

tuitive strategies in the real situation and not only in a particular experimental setup

which might be somewhat artificial. Additionally those techniques provide a network-

based framework that allow to map either the synchronization and anticipation among

investors.

Humans generally make decision in a very complicated process involving countless rea-

sons so that motives which currently are not easy to be understood. Nonetheless, some

patterns emerge when some agents that produce them can be identified . Unveiling the

mechanisms that produce patterns in society is the aim of Computational Social Sci-

ence. In this thesis we provide concrete experiments raising specific questions as well as

a general and adequate experimental framework. Moreover, we have demonstrated how

stochastic models and mathematical tools that come from Statistical Physics are a very

powerful knowledge at the service of Computational Social Science.

The results exposed in this thesis provide some evidence in human decision-making

process that can be useful when trying to describe, regulate or even anticipate the

individual behavior. Thus, in Social Dilemmas, the fact that children are more volatile

and elderly are more cooperative in non-cooperative contexts, like Prisoner’s Dilemma,

provide an interesting educational perspective for cooperation in the social development.

Additionally, the phenotype classification of individual behavior helps to anticipate how

a group of people might respond to an ample suite of social dilemmas, what give potential

applications in firms, organizations or every group of people whose interaction is needed

for achieving a common outcome. The impact of the results in Pedestrian Movement part

might be the most straightforward. A developed theoretical model is able to reproduce

most important movement patterns observed in an experiment with visitors exploring

an out-door fair with certain stands that attract people. Having such a model available

allow organizers to quantitatively evaluate alternative configurations of stands in terms
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of utilization density and movement fluxes of visitors. Moreover, the same model can be

slightly modified to study other interesting pedestrian patterns like in searching contexts.

Decision-making in the context of financial markets reveal, either in an experiment and

in real Big Data records, many interesting aspects of human behavior in uncertain

contexts. Beyond powerful techniques used to map synchronization and anticipation

among investors that might be interesting for trading companies, investment firms or

banks when analyzing investor behavior. The fact that performance of most non-expert

investors is driven by the price and that intuitive strategies emerge when less time is

spent and less information is consulted, should provoke a debate on how adequate is

the time needed in financial markets for a humans to take an informed, conscious and

non-intuitive decision. Finally, and in a more global scope, the experimental framework

based on developing stochastic models validated by Pop-Up Experiments significantly

contributes to development of Computational Social Science and ultimately to a new

way of understanding how humans make decisions.
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Transfer of Entropy in Financial Markets. (In preparation).

9.2 Conferences

The following list accounts for the contributions in International Conferences:

1. Oral Communication entitled “Non-Spetialized Investors’ Behaviour in Financial

Markets: Communitites and Synchronization” at NoLineal Conference in Zaragoza

(Spain), June 2012.

2. Oral Communication entitled “Statistical Analysis of Investors’ Behaviour: Activ-

ity Sinchronization” at WEHIA’12 Conference in Paris (France), June 2012.

3. Poster entitled “Nano-Level Statistics in Financial Markets” at Latsis Symposium

in Zurich (Switzerland), September 2012.

4. Poster entitled “Volatility polarization of non-spetialized investors activity” at

XVIII Congreso de F́ısica Estad́ıstica in Palma de Mallorca (Spain), October 2012.

5. Oral Communication entitled “Lab-in-the-field transition probabilities when play-

ing Prisoner’s Dilemma” at ECCS’13 Conference in Barcelona (Spain), September

2013.

6. Poster entitled “Non-expert investors’ activity in stock market” at ECCS’13 Con-

ference in Barcelona (Spain), September 2013.

7. Oral Communication entitled “Bee-Path: An experiment of human mobility” at

Interaction Networks and Collective Motions in Swarms, Flocks and Crowds Con-

ference in Helsinki (Finland), May 2014.

8. Oral Communication entitled “The role of information of non-experts expectation

and decision making of the direction of stock market price” at ECCS’14 Conference

in Lucca (Italy), September 2014.

9. Oral Communication entitled “Collective experimentation on human behaviour

using citizen science strategies” at Granada Seminar in La Herradura (Spain),

June 2015.
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